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Dave here may look somewhat like the man himself,
but when he breaks into song you'll agree, he'll never
be a patch on the original.

Illustrating our point perfectly that sometimes a
substitute just isn't good enough. That's why the
comprehensive and cost effective range of Classic
DVD and CD lasers are all originals, making them
the obvious choice. Contact your usual Classic,
distributor quoting the type number of the laser you
require and ask for the Classic original. Watch your
post for your free copy of our laser listing or contact
us for an advance copy.

For more information on the entire Classic range or
details of a distributor near you, call 01635 278678,
visit us on the web; www.classic-electronics.co.uk
or email us at sales@classic-electronics.co.uk
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TV politics
Anyone with some respect for
television and its traditions must
wince, to say the least, at the

carryings on that have in recent years
become a feature of the Edinburgh
International Television Festival. I refer to
the way in which leading executives in the
TV world use it as an opportunity to
indulge in unsavoury politicking while
seeking to boost their over -inflated egos.
This year's event took place against the
background of the dispute between the
government and the BBC over justification
for the Iraq intervention. There is also the
fact that the BBC's charter comes up for
renewal in 2006. This is concentrating the
minds of TV executives no end. So politics
it had to be.

The BBC has been in a tricky situation
ever since the advent of commercial TV. If
it seems to be doing badly, with poor
ratings, it is criticised as a waste of public
money, catering for minority audiences at
great expense. If, on the other hand, it
achieves success in the ratings game and
makes a profit as well, it is criticised for
being in an unfair position, backed by
public funds while making life difficult for
the commercial broadcasters. It can't win!

When giving the key James MacTaggart
memorial lecture at the festival Tony Ball,
chief executive of BSkyB, took the
opportunity to put forward two proposals
that could have a considerable adverse
effect on the BBC. He called for the BBC
to be forced to adopt 'programme
syndication' for its most popular features.
The idea is that the BBC should select six
of its most popular programmes each year
and offer them for auction to the
commercial broadcasters. "Just as public
money is used to fund scientific research,
but not to fund the commercial applications
of that research, so public funding should
not be used to continue to fund programmes
when it is clear that they can find a
commercial home" he declared. Sounds
plausible initially, doesn't it? But, apart
from the sheer gall, it was a specious piece
of special pleading designed to eviscerate
the BBC - to BSkyB's advantage of course.
Mr Ball was not comparing like with like, a
classic error with contentious arguments of
this sort. Scientific research and TV
programme making are not the same sort of
thing at all. Mr Ball should have been able
to appreciate that - had he not been
motivated by dislike of the very idea, let
alone success, of public-service
broadcasting.

His other main proposal was that the
BBC should be prevented from bidding for
foreign programming, especially US hits.
He feels that public money shouldn't be
used for this purpose. In other words he

doesn't want the BBC to be able to act as a
normal broadcaster. It makes life tough for
the likes of BSkyB. Better to consign the
BBC to some obscure niche. BSkyB
already has approaching seven million
subscribers, and expects to have eight
million by the end of 2005. What more does
it want? Oh yes, a monopoly would be nice.

The following day Greg Dyke, the BBC's
director general, enlivened the
proceedings by suggesting that ITV
should be absolved of the £300m a year
charge it pays to the treasury for the use of
spectrum space. This because ITV is in
such a poor condition financially, as a
result of falling audiences and advertising
revenue and the ITV Digital debacle. Greg
Dyke seems to think that a balance of
different types of broadcaster, in this case
the BBC, ITV and BSkyB, is desirable. Fair
enough, it guarantees choice. It remains to be
seen how ITV will fare once the decision on
the merger between Granada and Carlton has
been made.

It's interesting, in all this, to note the
way in which the term 'public-service' to
describe broadcasting seems to have
changed. It originally meant no adverts. It
now seems to mean a non -subscription
service with certain obligatory
commitments. Watch out, your advert -free
TV may become a thing of the past!

We will doubtless have to endure a lot

We will doubtless have to endure a

lot more TV politicking as the time for

the renewal of the BBC's charter gets

closer.

more TV politicking as the time for the
renewal of the BBC's charter gets closer.
Certain broadcasters would like the BBC to
be muzzled in one way or another. It all
seems a far cry from Lord Reith's "people
talking to people" concept, and decidedly
tawdry in comparison. It reflects a world in
which idealism has succumbed to a day-to-
day bean count. In the immediate future the
important thing, as The Independent put it,
is that "the BBC should be defended as a
priceless national asset". It sets a worldwide
benchmark in terms of broadcasting
independence. That must be preserved.
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TELETOPICS
Panasonic's servicing move
With the decline in the number of servicing
operations throughout the country in recent
years, as a result of reduced demand
mainly because of the low cost of new
products, manufacturers have been finding
it difficult to get their products repaired.
Some manufacturers have resorted to in-
house servicing to deal with the problem of
under -guarantee repairs. This was
highlighted at the recent RETRA service
conference (see report last month).
Panasonic has since announced that it
hopes to set up about a hundred specialist
service centres for its high-tech products,
based on independent dealers, a move that
has been welcomed by the trade.

Panasonic has sent letters to its dealers
with a survey that asks about their
servicing facilities and willingness to

participate in the scheme. "It is your
choice" the letter says, "to influence the
future strategy of not just Panasonic but
potentially the whole consumer electronics
service industry." It points out that
"commitment and investment on all sides"
would be required. Peter Hamblin,
Panasonic's deputy managing director,
points out that "with the increasing move
towards digital technology in consumer
products the role of the traditional service
department is changing fast - the need to
deal with products that are integrated into a
network and contain increasing amounts of
computing power, on densely -populated
PCBs, presents challenges for us all." He
adds "I am sure that all manufacturers and
dealers are studying similar issues."

The move, which has been welcomed by

A new range of six flat-
, screen CRT receivers from

Philips incorporates an
upgraded version of the
company's Pixel Plus tech-
nology, featuring a Movie
Plus mode specifically
developed for larger screen
sizes to improve fast-mov-
ing action sequences with
broadcast movies and other
film sources. Pixel Plus
increases the number of
lines from 625 to 833 and
doubles the number of pix-
els per line from 1,024 to
2,048. Models
28/32/36PW9318 have
Dolby Digital sound,
MPEG 5.1 -channel sound
for digital movie sound

tracks, and Dolby Pro -Logic II sound processing to create a full five channel output from
stereo sources. There are six on -board speakers plus a sub -woofer and two rear cordless flat -
panel speakers. Four on -board speakers can be used with Dolby processing to create virtual
surround sound without the need for rear speakers. These models also incorporate a twin
tuner. Models 28/32/36PW9308 have Virtual Dolby sound processing.

PowerHouse receivership
PowerHouse, the UK's largest independent electrical goods retailer, has been placed in
administrative receivership after credit insurers withdrew cover. Deloitte and Touche have
been appointed receivers, and have closed 93 of the 223 stores, with 815 redundancies.
The company was formed in 1992 from the retail arms of three regional power compa-
nies, Southern Electric, Midlands Electric and Eastern Group, and bought 98 more stores
from Scottish Power in 2001. There were several setbacks last year, when a fire gutted
one of the company's warehouses, destroying a third of its stock, and the company's in-
store credit checking system failed during the crucial Christmas/New Year sales period.

The receivers have had a number of inquiries from parties interested in buying the
business or parts of it, and Dixons hopes to recruit redundant staff.

RETRA, should be a considerable
encouragement to those involved in the
servicing side of the industry. Someone has
to take on the servicing responsibility,
which is best carried out at a local level.
There will continue to be a need for service
centres with well -qualified staff.

Panasonic has also increased its R&D
staff at Cardiff, creating a technical centre
for new -product innovation. According to
Mike Jones, Panasonic's director of
corporate planning and human resources,
"the objective has been to move the entire
operation up the value chain." He adds that
"our R&D business has been enormously
successful, and now we literally conceive
the future for a vast array of Panasonic
digital products, even exporting our ideas
back to Japan."

Germans first to switch
off analogue TV
The Berlin Brandenburg region of
Germany has become the first in the
world to switch to DTT and switch off
analogue terrestrial TV services. The
move, on August 4, is part of a phased
programme. More than 170,000 DTT
STBs have been sold, at prices starting
from the equivalent of about £70. The
German digital roll -out will extend to
Cologne/Bonn next April, followed by
Diisseldorf and the Ruhr area in the
autumn of 2004. DTT transmissions will
also start in Hanover/Braunchweig and
Bremen/Bremerhaven. By the end of next
year DTT coverage will include
Hamburg/Ltibeck, Munich and the Rhine -
Main area, which includes Frankfurt.

Italian public-service broadcaster RAI
is to set up two DTT multiplexes that will
provide 50 per cent coverage of the
Italian population by the end of this year.

According to the Digital Television
Group the UK is at present world leader
in digital TV, with 44 per cent of homes
having some means of digital TV
reception.

Car radio problem
Problems have been reported when a
DAB radio is installed in some cars,
because the existing aerial incorporates an
amplifier whose bandwidth is insufficient
to pass the DAB signal. About a third of
all new cars are fitted with an active
aerial, which requires 12V DC from the
receiver.
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Sony's new camcorders
Sony has announced a camcorder, Model
DCR-IP1, that's the size of a playing card.
It uses the MicroMV format and has a one
Megapixel CCD imager, Carl Zeiss Vario-
Sonnar lens, a 10x optical zoom and 120x
digital zoom. Other features include an
integral automatic lens cover that slides
open automatically when the power is on, a
USB terminal, an iLink interface and an
AV connector with an S -video terminal. It
can be connected to a TV set or PC via a
docking station and is PictBridge
compliant, which means that still images
can be printed out directly via the docking
station's USB port and a PictBridge-
compatible printer, without the need for a
PC. PictBridge is an industry standard that
enables digital cameras, camcorders and
other image -capture devices to connect to
and print directly from photo printers and
other output devices.

USB streaming, which converts the
DCR-IP1 to a webcam, is also possible via
the docking station when used with a PC
that has the appropriate software and an
internet connection. The DCR-IP1 has a

click-to-DVD facility for direct DVD
authoring when connected, via the docking
station's iLink interface, to a Sony Vaio
PC. A multi -picture search mode enables
the DCR-IP1 to display a thumbnail view
of up to eleven separate scenes on a tape.
The DCR-IP1 is to be launched this
November.

Sony is also to launch two DVD-based
camcorders this year, Models DCR-
DVD100 and DCR-DVD200, which use
8cm, 1.4GB DVD-RW and DVD-R discs.
Sony says that the discs can be played back
by most consumer DVD players, also
compatible PCs with DVD drives and Sony
PlayStation 2 consoles. They hold up to an
hour of video recording, and the same disc
can be used for both stills (JPEG format)
and video recording at variable resolution.
Model DCR-DVD200 has a one Megapixel
CCD imager while the DCR-DVD100 has
an 800,000 pixel imager. Other features
include a Carl Zeiss Vario-Sonnar lens, a
10x optical zoom, a 120x digital zoom, a
2.5in. LCD screen and a USB 2.0 interface
to provide high-speed PC connectivity.

The digital home working group
Seventeen leading manufactures of
consumer electronics products, PCs and
mobile devices have formed the Digital
Home Working Group (DHWG), which
aims to make it easier for digital material -
music, photos and video - to be shared by
various products around the home.
Members include Fujitsu, Gateway, HP,
Intel, IBM, Kenwood, Lenovo, Matsushita,
Microsoft, NEC, Nokia, Philips, Samsung,
Sharp, Sony, ST Microelectronics and
Thomson. The idea is to establish an
interoperability system based on open -
source standards. The group will issue
guidelines which companies can adopt
when developing products that can share
content via wired or wireless networks.
Examples are PCs, TV sets, STBs,
printers, stereo audio equipment, mobile
phones, PDAs, DVD players and digital
projectors.

A number of conflicting standards and

media formats are at present in use,
making it difficult to set up and manage a
domestic digital network. The
interoperability framework and design
guidelines produced by the DHWG will
provide the basis for developing multi -
branded products that will work together
successfully. The goal is to issue
guidelines that result in compliant
products becoming available during the
next twelve months.

The DHWG's design guidelines will be
based on established standards such as
internet protocol (IP), universal plug -and -
play and Wi-Fi. They will evolve to
include emerging and subsequent versions
of existing standards.

The group also intends to establish
marketing and promotional programmes to
make the benefits of the digital home
known to consumers and manufacturers
alike.

Sky's results
BSkyB's results for the year to the end
of June show that the number of sub-
scribers is now over 6,845,000 and that,
including cable and Freeview homes,
some 12,226,000 households in the UK
and Ireland can receive one or more Sky
channels. New targets are 8m subscribers

by the end of 2005 with average revenue
per subscriber £400, up from £366 last
year. Total revenue last year was
£3,168m, with operating profit before
goodwill and exceptional items £371m,
an increase of 94 per cent. The churn
rate was 9.4 per cent. The number of
Sky+ subscribers increased to 105,000,
surpassing Sky's target.

Thurlby Thandar Instruments has
recently introduced the PFM1300, a UK -
built, hand-held frequency meter that
covers 5Hz to 1.3GHz. It's low price of
£99 plus VAT is comparable to that of
hand-held multimeters. Despite this the
PFM1300 incorporates many advanced
features. In particular it uses the
'reciprocal -counting technique' to
achieve high measurement resolution
at all frequencies. Reciprocal counting
uses multiple period measurements
followed by computation of the
reciprocal value: the
result is a high -
resolution
measurement
regardless of the
signal frequency. The
system yields at least
7 digits of resolution
per second of
measurement time,
and can resolve low
frequencies to
0-001mHz
(0.000001Hz).

The display, which
has 11.5mm high
characters and very high contrast,
incorporates 15 annunciators covering
measurement function, measurement
time, units, overflow, trigger activity
and low battery. A low-pass filter can
be selected if required. Signals can
also be displayed in terms of period as
an alternative to frequency, from 5Hz
up to 25MHz. A hold key enables read-
ings to be frozen on the display. Low
power consumption circuitry ensures
long battery life. A push -to -measure
facility provides an immediate reading
at the press of a key, followed by auto-
matic power -down after 15 seconds,
thus ensuring maximum battery life
when continuous signal monitoring is
not required.

Microsoft's Media
Center
Microsoft is to launch a new breed of PCs
that will act as both TV sets and desk -top
PCs - the first should be available in the
UK by Christmas. Microsoft's Media
Centers will incorporate a TV card, fast
connections, new graphics cards, remote
control, a 200GB hard drive that will be
able to store and manipulate an hour of
video material, and a DVD reader/writer to
provide additional storage. Microsoft
believes that broadcasting and the internet
are set to converge. One possible develop-
ment the company sees is video rental
companies distributing their titles using the
internet to select titles and broadcast to
download them.
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Test report:

The ERSA PCB

rework station
Some sophisticated equipment is required if
you want to be able to repair the latest
digital consumer electronic products, for
example digiboxes. In particular the complex
ICs they use, with connections such as the
ball -grid array, can be replaced only by
employing advanced rework equipment.
Michael Dranfield has been involved in this
type of work for some time and relies on an
ERSA IR500A rework station. It's an
expensive investment, but has proved to be
the answer to the problem

Photo 1: Michael Dranfield's ERSA IR500A PCB rework station. The over-
head radiator is at top left.

When faced with a steady decline in the number
of VCRs and microwave ovens coming in for
repair, because of the low price of new ones, I

decided that it was time to diversify and look for an
alternative way to boost the takings. Having been
devoted to all things electronic since the age of about six,
and self-employed since I opened my first shop in 1985, I
wanted to stay in the industry I knew.

My first digibox
About two and a half years ago a dealer who has a shop
over the road from me brought over a Pace 2200 Sky
digibox that he had sent to Pace for repair. It had been
returned with a note to say that six ICs had been replaced,
that this had failed to cure the problem, and that the
digibox had probably been subject to a high -voltage
surge down the telephone line, making repair
uneconomic.

I obtained a service manual and played about with the
digibox on and off for the next four weeks. Eventually I
found the cause of the problem and fixed it, much to the
amazement of the dealer who had brought it to me. Over
a period of time he brought me more digiboxes for repair,
and I gained much valuable experience.

Equipment
Replacing chips with a simple Pyropen was a slow and
tricky job. So, with the money this work had brought in, I
decided to invest in some high-tech equipment -a top -of -
the -range Pace MBT250 digital desoldering station, a
real-time digital storage oscilloscope, etc. I was soon
repairing more and more digiboxes, but subsequently
came across a problem.

The then new Pace 2500S uses a microprocessor with a
special type of encapsulation called a BGA (ball -grid
array). The BGA consists of 256 solder microballs that
are arranged in a grid pattern beneath the chip itself - no
pins or contacts are visible around the outside of the chip.
See Photo 2.

This type of chip started to fail regularly, causing
various symptoms such as stuck in standby, no sound,
etc. More and more manufacturers then began to use
chips of this type, and I was suddenly coming across
digiboxes I couldn't repair, because I didn't have the
specialist equipment required for replacing BGA chips.

I spent the next few weeks searching the internet at
home during the evenings, typing in the key letters
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`BGA'. This brought up thousands of references and,
after sifting through them to find UK companies that
offered BGA rework machines, I sent off for some
catalogues. One I received was from a company in
Coventry called Blundell Production Equipment. The
rework machine for which this company is the UK
agent really took my eye: its features and technical
specification are very impressive.

Demonstration
After a long chat with the sales representative at past
seven o'clock in the evening I booked a demonstration
for a Wednesday, when the shop is closed. He turned up
at 3.30 p.m. as promised, with a sample machine. It's
made by a German company, Ersa. The demonstration
lasted till well after 7 p.m. I was so impressed by what I
had seen that I bought a machine there and then.
Actually when I made the appointment I had asked the
representative to bring a new machine along in case I
decided to buy one. This would avoid the need to pay a
delivery charge. The machine I bought, see Photo 1, is
an Ersa IR500A, whose heating system uses medium -
wavelength (2-8pm) dark infra -red radiation.

I had considered the Pace hot-air system. The main
drawback with this was the running cost. You need a
different nozzle for each different size of chip. These
nozzles cost anything up to £90 each, so you could
spend almost as much on accessories as the station
itself.

The Ersa IR500A uses a patented aperture system.
Four control knobs on the overhead radiator, see photo
3, enable you to set the X -Y aperture size from
anything between 10 and 50mm, which covers most of
the chips you are ever likely to come across. There are
no running costs part from the need to replace, quite
frequently, the silicone suction cups used by the
automatic vacuum chip lifter. They lead a hard life. I've
just received some extra long -life samples, but have not
yet had time to try them out.

Use
I originally bought the IR500A for BGA rework, but
soon found that it can be used to remove and replace
not only BGAs but any leaded chip. PLCC and even
PLCC sockets can be fitted. A big advantage with the
IR500A is that any leaded chip can be removed from a
PCB without a single pin being out of place. This is a
very important factor when you consider that some
digibox chips cost upwards of £30 each. If you replace
a chip and this doesn't cure the fault, the old chip
remains reusable.

Photo 3 shows a 208 -pin ST20 microprocessor chip
that has just been removed from a Pace 2500B digibox.
Not a single pin has been damaged. Photo 4 shows the
PCB after cleaning up with desoldering braid. As you
can see, no damage has been done to the tracks and the
PCB is ready to have a new IC fitted.

BGA ICs cannot simply be reused after removal. With
the use of specialist equipment however they can be
`reballed' and used again. Blundell sells reballing
equipment but, unless you are reworking large numbers
of these chips, the investment would probably not be
worthwhile. There's as alternative: you can send the
chip away to a specialist reballing company to have it
done. This can cost anything up to £15, which is still
relatively cheap when you consider that the
microprocessor chip in a Panasonic TU-DSB30 digibox
costs £60 plus VAT.

Replacing a BGA chip requires critical under -board
heating. This is taken care of with the IR500A.

Removal of all chips with the IR500A is semi-
automatic. Simply place the PCB in the board holder
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Photo 2: The 256 -pin BGA microprocessor chip type STi5512SWE used
in the Pace 2500S3 digibox, top and bottom views.
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Photo 3: The overhead IR heat radiator, with its s ion cup holding a 208 -pin
ST20 microprocessor chip that has just been removed from a Pace 25006
digibox PCB. There's not a pin out of place, and if the chip proves to be OK it
can be reused.

and use the fixed -axis laser -positioning device to find
the centre of the IC to be removed. Next set the X -Y
aperture size, using the four control knobs on the top
infra -red heater - add 5mm all round to the overall size
of the chip. Then place the K -type thermocouple as
close as possible to the chip. Switch on and preheat the
underside of the PCB to 60°C. The ramp rate is set by
the left-hand potentiometer. When the LED display
indicates that 60°C has been reached, rotate the top IR
radiator and lower it down over the IC. The upper
radiator ramp rate is set by the right-hand
potentiometer. At about 150°C, indicated by the LED
readout, push the spring -loaded suction pad down on to
the top of the chip, and click the mouse switch to start
the vacuum. The chip will automatically be lifted from
the PCB at reflow, which occurs at approximately
179°C.

When the chip is lifted off, swing the top IR radiator
over on to its rest position and click the mouse to end
the vacuum: the IC will then drop off on to the catching
plate. Slide the PCB over to one side of the board
holder and allow it to cool. The whole process, from
start to finish, takes only a few minutes.
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Photo 4: PCB after removal of a 208 -pin IC and cleaning up with
desoldering braid. No PCB or track damage has occurred.

When a new MAX2104 ZIF chip has to be fitted in a
Pace tuner the metal square on its underside, see Photo
5, must be soldered to the PCB groundplane - this is
not only the RF groundplane connection, it also
provides heatsinking for the chip. This job is
impossible with conventional soldering gear. It's so
simple with the IR500A. A pre-settable on -board
temperature alarm can be set up to sound when the
correct temperature has been reached, leaving you free
to get on with another job.

Consistent and repeatable results are achieved time
after time.

Manual operations
The IR500A comes with a built-in digital temperature -
controlled soldering -station module that can drive up to
four soldering devices at the touch of a button. From
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Photo 5: A MAX2104 ZIF chip (top) after removal from the tuner (below) used
in the Pace 2500B digibox. The metal section at the bottom of the chip,
shown in this photo, has to be soldered to the board. This is impossible with
conventional soldering gear.

the hot-SMD tweezers to the micro -soldering iron, this
is ideal for rework and touching up. Four soldering
tools and holders, with sponges and spare bits, are
supplied as standard with the IR500A package.

I would thoroughly recommend the SMD micro -
soldering iron. A whole range of micro -well and micro -
soldering bits is available. By pre -heating the PCB first,
say to 100°C, soldering at low temperature can be
achieved with really excellent results.

Back-up
I must say how very helpful I found the sales
representative Paul Cooper. Nothing was too much
trouble to him. He mentioned how reliable the IR500A
had proved to be: not a single failure to date. So it was
inevitable that mine was going to go wrong, and it did!
After the first two weeks, when swinging the top IR
heater backwards and forwards the PCB temperature
display would suddenly jump to 200°C, despite the fact
that the board was cool. The cause was probably only a
loose connection.

If the station had been out of warranty I would have
had a look myself. But I didn't want to invalidate the
guarantee, so it had to go back. The repair service
provided was second to none. I phoned at 9.30 a.m. to
report the problem and by 3.30 p.m. the same day a van
had arrived to pick up the equipment. That's what I call
service. Since that little problem the IR500A has
performed faultlessly.

Manual BGA chip replacement requires a little
practice if you have not done it before. But Paul
Cooper was keen to demonstrate an easy technique - he
had a pack full of dummy BGA chips and practice
PCBs. Once I had mastered the technique I replaced the
STi5512SWE microprocessor chip in a customer's
digibox, the best test of all, with complete success.

Different jobs require different fluxes. BGA chips
require a no -residue, no -clean flux. Blundell can supply
all that's required. Paul brought a selection with him to
demonstrate the various reflowing and resoldering
techniques.

Summary
A year has passed since I bought my IR500A, and I
can't describe how pleased I am with the unit itself and
the after -sales service provided by Paul Cooper of
Blundell. He gave me his mobile phone number, and is
always on hand to answer any questions.

My one and only criticism of the IR500A is the
position of the on/off switch. It's under the component
catching plate, behind the thermocouple mounting
bracket, the most inaccessible place possible. Why
couldn't it have been on the front panel, say next to the
turbo -heat button?

If you repair digiboxes regularly, your workshop
needs this machine. I recommended it to a friend in
London who bought one and has been pleased with it.

At the time of writing this review the price of the
IR500A package, complete with four soldering hand
tools, spare bits, a tip -changing tool, board cooling fan,
hand-held temperature -meter, PCB holder and
soldering -iron stands, is £4,650 plus VAT and delivery.
Blundell Production Equipment also sells a vast range
of rework and manufacturing equipment. The firm can
be reached on 02476 473 003, fax 02476 694 155 or
email
sales@blundell.co.uk

There's a website at www.blundell.co.uk
You can phone Paul Cooper on his mobile 07880 546

380 to arrange a free demonstration. Some parts of the
country are served by another representative.
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WILTSGROVE LTD ONLINE
http://www.wiltsgrove.co.uk

e-mail: sales@wiltsgrove.co.uk
http://www.wiltsgrove.co.uk

35/38 River Street, Digbeth, Birmingham B5 5SB

TEL: 0121 772 2733 - FAX: 0121 766 6100

visit our website to search your required product via:

Make/Model, Product Category,
Manufacturers part number,

Key Word search or Our Order Code

Opening Times: 9:00am - 6:00pm (Monday to Saturday)

14" BLACK & WHITE MONITOR

SPECIFICATION:
Input Voltage 544111.111410V / 60Hz or 220V / 50Hz AIM=
Power Consumption 35 Watts
Input Signal 'InKM1.81111Plpp Composite Video, Syron.=
Input Impedance BNC Connector. 750hin High Switchable
Cabinet Mar
Resolution 1000 TV Lines

Linearity Horizontal 15% Max
Vertical 10% Max

00111111111111111.11.11.1.14
Operating Temperature -101C to +601C

Dimensions (WxHxD)niall.11111.11aak:
Weight 10.20Kgs

411111111.1.1_,

111M1=

11111111111

£72.50
Order code: AV -1051

4 WAY CAMERA SWITCHER

SPECIFICATION:

Video Inputs

111111111111111111t
Video Gain

Max Video Input

1111111111.1.% Input
Switch Internal

Power Consumption

11111111111111.
Position & Power Lamp

WO rte

Constniction

11111111111.1WNixDiffirn
Weight

AC 117V / 60Hz or 220V / 5011z
1.0 Vp-p 75 ohms - 4 inputs

1.0 Vp-p / 75 ohm, 2 distribution our'
From Attenuation to amplifier. 0.8 to 1 4 Vpp

2441116811..
2.0 Vpp

4111111111111111x. '1411111111111111
Approx. I to 15 sec .

an11.1111111111.+,4ibvill
3W Max

BNC ii111111111111111111111111111111111111111
Long Life LED

-101C t4.111111.
Steel with gray enamel finish

218n4441111111111t AIM
Approx. 0.B2Kgs

£39.95
Order code: AV -1071

4 CH COLOUR DUPLEX MULTIPLEXER

SPECIFICATION:
VIDEO !DONAL TV System NTSC PAL -.MR

Video Input 4 cameras / 1 VCR
Video Input Signal 1.0Vp-p 75 Ohms
Video Output 4 Looping/2 monitors/ 1 VCR
Video Output Signal 1.0Vp-p 75 Ohms

ELECTRICAL Power Supply 100-240V, 50/60Hz (Pres Voltaye)
Power Consumption Approx 10W

VI Geen
9 sec

Narrow Black Line

CONNECTOR Video Input
Video Output
Monitor Output
VCR Input
VCR Output
Alarm In/Out
Power Jack

4 BNCs
4 BNCs
2 BNCs
1 BNC & 1Y/C
1 BNC & 1Y/C
25 Pin D -Sub
DC Jack

MCCHNICAL DNS talon (WxHxD) 44 x 430 x 300 mm
Weight 4.5Kg (Rack Mountable Type)

ALARM FEATURE

111111111r

Alarm Inputs
Alarm Outputs
Multiple Alarm Display
Alarm Duration

4 Inputs (NO/NC selectable)
1 Relay Output (3A max)
Sequence
1-60 sec

FEATURES:
 High Quality Digital Processing.
 4 Channel Camera Input.
 Duplex Operation (Recording &

Monitoring.
 Freeze Picture onplayback mode

or live mode.
 Fully compatible with Time Lapse

VCR / S -VHS & other VCR.
 Digital Motion Detection.
 Display Mode (1 h / 4CH).

£229.00
Video Loss Indicate Alarm with Blue Screen Order code: AV -6022

11111111111111111111111116nsing

1/4" COLOUR WEATHER-PROOF BULLET CAMERA

SPECIFICATION:

Pick Up Device

Picture Elements

Synchronization

Horizontal Resolution

Lens Mount

Auto White Balance

AGC.

Gamma Characteristics

E191l.0)hutter
Power Source

Poid111111111111.1.1
S/N Ratio

vidill111111111a
Minimum Illumination

Storage Titre

hiMiktIMILSOIOUr
NTSC/EIA 510 (H) x 492 (y)
PAL/CCIR 500 (H) x 582 (V)

11.1//atiffe 11111111111111111
330 TV Lines

""Lens 3.6mm / F2.01.1
2500,K - 55001K

4111111111K'
0.45

111111fiveo (itso)k, vioo.000 o1o,o1111111111

DC 12V - 153,

120mA Max.

More than 4850

Composite 1.0 Vp-p / 75 ohms

0 5 LUX 75 ohms

-10jC to +50IC

**TRADE ONLY**

44111111111

AIME

£64.95
Order code: AV -1420

14" HIGH RES COLOUR MONITOR
SPECIFICATION:
Picture Tube

Scanning Frequency
14 Diagonal
NTSC: 1-1:15.734 KHz
PAL: H:15.625 KHz

V 60 Hz
V: 50Hz

INK*.
Video Signal Input 1.0Vp-p / 75 Ohms

Horizontal Resolution NTSC: 450 TV Lines `.
PAL: 500 TV Lines

Audio

Sound Input

SCON11.11kUt
Speaker Impedance

eevidllece

400mV lk ohm

8 Ohms

111101111111111111111.M111111111.P'
PAL: AC 220-230V / 50 Hz

Dimensions (WxHxD)mm 356 x 335 375

£129.95
Order code: AV -1056

BLACK & WHITE BULLET CAMERA
SPECIFICATION:
Image Pick Up Device

Scanning System

Effective Pixels

Wad Output

Gamma

1/3 B411111111.11111.111.1111111.1
2:1 Interlace (NTSC Standard) I
2:1 Interlace (PAL Standard)

525 Lines/60 Fields/30 Frames I
625 Lines/50 Fields/25 Frames

768(H)x 494(V) I NTSC : 752(H)x PAL

'11111111.10111.11.111.11116
1.0Vp-p NTSC Comp / 1.0Vp-p PAL Comp

41........111111111111111111
INT Only

11111111111111111111111111110M111111111
r=0.45

111111111111M1111111111MINIMI
Power Source DC 12V 200mA 4.5W

al.0110/1/1ffr
Minimum Illumination 0 Lux

Dinaill.10111111111111111111.111111111111111111MIEW
Lens Type Regular Lens

FEATURES:
 Built-in 6 LEDs to observe the

security area under dark of 0 Lux.
 Can be used under water of 30m
 Extremely low power

Consumption.

£39.95
Order code: AV -1540

DVR STAND ALONE 4 CHANNEL
SPECIFICATION:
Operation Mode

Resolution

Display Mode

Front Panel, OSD

720 x 480

Recording Speed 720 x 240: 1-10 Frames/sec (adjustable)
360 x 240: 1-15 Frames/sec (adjustable)

Audio Recording / Live Audio 111111111111111111111111111114/D

Compression MJPEG

Screen Division Mode
Camera Input 4 CH BNC (NTSC/PAL)

Video &Mut Composite Video (Oka."...
Playback Function Playback - forward, reverse

Fast Forward
Fast Reverse
Forward one frame
Zoom In

Hu?,

Search Mode Date, Time, Camera

O

Power Supply AC100V - 240V, 50/60Hz DC 12V/4A

PSIMIIMMEir 20W 11...11.111r
Dimension (WxDxH)mm 313 x 255 X44 Order code: AV -6070
Weight ior 3.1NO .11M111111111111111111.1

FEATURES:
 Up to 30 frames per second

video display.
 Simultaneously recording, live

view display.
 Automatically detects NTSC/PAL.
 Tapeless recording replaces

conventional time-lapse recorder.
 Four set input and one set output

alarm connection. Automatically
recording, after being triggered.

 Highly stable non -PC based
proprietary system.

 Automatically returns the original
operation when power recovery
from failure.

£.429.00

BOTH ITEMS REQUIRED FOR COMPLETE SET
BRACKET for CAMERA HOUSING CAMERA HOUSING - OUTDOOR

85x99x300mm

Approx 0.5Kgs .111

£4. 5 0
Order code: AV -1350

Dimensions

Weight

1310 106x352mm

Approx. 1.2Kgs

Order code: AV -1365 E. 2 9 . 7 5

+ PRICES SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY, VAT & CARRIAGE.
a PRICES MAYBE CHANGED WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE. Freefax Orderline: 0500 55 05 05
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Televisio

Amajor change in TV sets occurred with the introduction of
digital signal processing in the early Nineties, namely a
rapid increase in the use of control software. Early digital

TV sets contained a large number of digital processing chips for
sound, vision and text processing and scan generation. Software
then mainly involved sending initial loading data to each chip at
switch on, and of course providing control data during use. This
loading/system data was usually stored in a non-volatile
EEPROM. In addition the EEPROM held the setmaker's specific
user and service menu structure.

This use of on -screen menus and digital signal processing
enabled setmakers to standardise a chassis and add or subtract
features for particular models and markets by means of software
changes.

Since the early days of digital TV processing chipsets have been
considerably reduced, to the extent that we now have basic one -
chip (apart from the power stages) TV chassis, for example the
Panasonic Z8, Sharp GA20 and Philips L01.

This reduced hardware complexity has been more than matched
by an increase in software complexity. Most significantly,
software now has to be written to select the correct tuning,
decoding and language systems worldwide. Hardware costs
become cheaper for the setmaker as there are fewer parts to source
and fit during production. But the software, though cheap to
duplicate, has become more complex to write and has to be proved
throughout the world. Even software written specifically for
Europe has to cover a large number of different tuning -system and
language options. These must all be recognised by the software
and dealt with accordingly.

Options
One way of dealing with this wide variety of choices is to write
software that incorporates various options. These so-called model
options can be hidden in the service menus and selected as
required. Alternatively a region -dependent EEPROM can be used.
This tends to be more expensive, and adds complexity as a number
of different EEPROM have to be produced to cover
Europe and the world, and e spare parts system has to be geared
up to deal with them. Ma a tear -stained service manual has been
caused by the supply of incorrect EEPROM variants. To make
matters worse there are chassis that have EEPROM variants and
EPROM variants as well. On the plus side, a non-volatile
EEPROM is more resistant to heat/static build up and of course
CRT flashovers.

Typical software options
Software options are usually set out in tables, using bytes whose

Since the introduction of
digital signal processing in
the early Nineties there has
been a major change in TV
sets -a rapid increase in the
use of control software.

takes a look at
the way in which software
use has evolved and how it
operates. He concludes with
a summary of typical fault
conditions that can be caused
by corrupted data

eight bits select various options. For example, the first byte may
be used for tuning options, with the bits employed as follows:

Bit 0 for tuner type, e.g. 1 = Alps, 0 = Philips
Bit 1 for system L sound, e.g. 1 = yes, 0 = no
Bit 2 for the colour system, e.g. 1 = PAL, 0 = NTSC
and so on.

There could be six such option bytes as follows:

Byte 1 for tuning options
Byte 2 for CRT options (variations in size and aspect ratio)
Byte 3 for OSD language/text options
Byte 4 for sound options (surround, stereo, etc.)
Byte 5 for various features (child lock, parental control etc.)
Byte 6 for worldwide channel sorting options.

It's clear from this that software problems can generate an
impressive list of apparent faults - most engineers will have had
such experiences. With this type of option -bit system you can
check the ones and zeros to make sure that they are correct -
assuming that you have vision. Typically they may appear as
follows:

Byte 1 11000110
Byte 2 10001000
Byte 3 00100011
Byte 4
etc.

11110000

Philips however employs an option -bit binary -weighting system,
with the result that the option bytes appear as a decimal
representation of the binary number. Thus, to take the above
binary options, they will appear as follows on the screen of a
Philips set:

Byte 1 198
Byte 2 136
Byte 3 35
Byte 4 240

Foreign options
Some engineers have experienced problems when attempting to
alter option bits for exporting/importing sets to and from Europe.
Generally a European set will have the hardware to work in the
UK (though it may not provide Nicam sound), but a UK set's
hardware will seldom include a multi -band tuner and will usually
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not decode Secam colour.
So, even if you have a list of all the option settings for a TV

chassis you have to make sure that the hardware is present to
support changes you make in the software.

I2C EEPROMs
Probably the least reliable but cheapest approach is to programme
part of an EEPROM chip with the system/loading/menu data and
use the rest for customer channel and picture/sound settings.
Nowadays these EEPROMs are universally controlled by the main
and possibly only microcontroller chip via an I2C bus. I2C-based
EEPROMs are produced by several different manufacturers, and
all use the same read/write protocols. The main manufacturers and
their IC types are as follows:

Manufacturer

Thomson
Xicor
Catalyst
Philips
Atmel

IC type nos.

ST24Cxxxx
X24Cxxxx
CAT24Cxxx
PCF85Cxxx
AT24Cxxxx

The `xxx' part of the number indicates the capacity of the
EEPROM.

Here are some examples.

X24CO2: Capacity 256 bytes arranged as one page x 256 bytes.
Possible base addresses A0 -A2 -A4 -A6 -A8 -AA -AC -AE. Page
addressing: Page 1 base address.

X24C04: Capacity 512 bytes arranged as two pages x 256 bytes.
Possible base addresses A0 -A4 -A8 -AC. Page addressing: Page 1
base address, Page 2 base address + 2.

X24C08: Capacity 1,024 bytes arranged as four pages x 256
bytes. Possible base addresses A0 -A8. Page addressing: Page 1
base address, Page 2 base address + 2, Page 3 base address + 4,
Page 4 base address + 8.

X24C16: Capacity 2,048 bytes arranged as eight pages x 256
bytes. Possible base addresses only A0. Page addressing: Page 1
base address, Page 2 base address + 02, Page 3 base address + 04,
Page 4 base address + 06, Page 5 base address + 08. Page 6 base
address + OA, Page 7 base address + OC, Page 8 base address +
OE.

X24C32: Capacity 4,096 bytes arranged as 16 pages x 256 bytes.
Possible base addresses A0 -A2 -A4 -A6 -A8 -AA -AC -AE. Page
addressing: Page 1 sub -address 00, Page 2 sub -address 01 through
to Page 16 sub -address OF.

X24C64: Capacity 8,192 bytes arranged as 32 pages x 256 bytes.
Possible base addresses A0 -A2 -A4 -A6 -A8 -AA -AC -AE. Page
addressing: Page 1 sub -address 00, Page 2 sub -address 01 through
to Page 32 sub -address 1F.

X24C128: Capacity 16,384 bytes arranged as 64 pages x 256
bytes. Possible base addresses AO -A2 -A4 -A6 -A8 -AA -AC -AE.
Page addressing: Page 1 sub -address 00, Page 2 sub -address 01
through to Page 64 sub -address 3F.

X24C256: Capacity 32,768 bytes arranged as 128 pages x 256
bytes. Possible base addresses A0 -A2 -A4 -A6 -A8 -AA -AC -AE.
Page addressing: Page 1 sub -address 00, Page 2 sub -address 01
through to Page 128 sub -address 7F.

Chips as large as the X24C128 and X24C256 are generally used
only on PCBs for DVB or MPEG control/processing.

Typical EEPROM address layout
Most EEPROMs are laid out in pages that are F by F hex, so a

-0 -1 -2 1-3
-4 -5 1-6 .7 -e -9 -A -B -c -E -F -NVM Typ

J 24 3F 3C 1F FF FF FF 10 15 22 25 1F FF FF FF C X24CO2 (2k bit)

00 00 00 01 00 00 00 FF 11 FF FF OC 09 07 08 09 C X24C04 (4k bit)

2- 28 13 12 17 28 23 1F OA 24 09 05 00 00 00 100 C X24C08 @k bit)

3- 00 09 01 C2 00 09 IF 00 00 05

1.00

1A IX24016 (16k b
1E 10 27 14 00

4- 00 00 00 00 00 00 01 00 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF
C X24C32 (32k bit)

C X24C64 (64k bit)
5- 1D 74 42 00 2F F4 C4 00 32 F3 C4 00 31 73 C4 00

6- 7D F4 C4 00 34 F7 84 00 25 14 C1 00 F4 142 00

7- 24 F3 C4 00 2D 30 44 00 10 74 41 00 1D 50 01 00

0- ID 74 41 00 1D 74 41 00 10 74 41 00 10 50 01 00

O- 10 10 01 00 10 50 01 00 117 50 01 00 10 50 01 00

A- 10 50 01 00 10 50 01 00 10 50 01 00 16 74 41 00

10 50 01 00 10 50 01 100 10 50 01 00 ID 50 01 00

11) 50 01 00 10 50 01 100 1D 150 01 00 1D 74 44 00

D- 10 50 01 00 10 50 01 00 10 75 41 00 1D 50 01 00

E- 10 50 01 00 1D 50 01 00 1D 50 01 00 1D 50 01 00

F- 1D 50 01 00 1D 75 41 00 1D 50 01 00 10 50 01 00

COUREICKIMINI7

Fig. 1: Page AO of a typical 16k TV EEPROM, with location 00 high-
lighted. Much of the data could be for tuning.

typical address is page number A02, address 8B and data F7, all in
hex.

Fig. 1 shows page AO of a typical 16k EEPROM. Location 00 is
highlighted. A great deal of the data could be for tuning, as most
sets have about 100 channel presets nowadays and have memory
reserved in the EEPROM for this data.

EEPROM faults
In the hostile environment of a TV set, with heat, static, flashovers
etc., EEPROM data corruption is a common cause of faults. Here
are some likely symptoms:

No tuning, just snow (incorrect tuner selection).
No sound, AV inputs OK (incorrect sound system selection).
One AV input not working (incorrect model option selection).
Blank raster, sound OK (incorrect video system selection).
Geometry distortion (incorrect geometry option selection).
No aspect -ratio control (incorrect model option selection).
Missing user function (incorrect model option selection).
Incorrect Pro -Logic operation (incorrect model option selection).
Dead set (incorrect CRT beam -current data).
Dead set (no height data).
Dead set, blowing the line output transistor (incorrect line

frequency selected).
No colour (incorrect colour system selected).
No colour and no sound (incorrect system data).

I've experienced all these faults from time to time and, as a
result, I tend to suspect the memory chip for anything other than a
blown up power supply. All too often the fault symptom may
suggest as the cause a chip with more legs than a millipede (and
sometimes smaller). So it makes sense to check EEPROM data
integrity first.

Chip programmer
An EEPROM programmer is a useful tool to have these days. Not
to reprogram a suspect EEPROM inside a set, as it could well have
been damaged, but to write the correct software to a cheap, blank
memory chip and try this by substitution. There is often an
enormous price difference between a blank chip and a spares -
sourced preprogrammed one.

Most setmakers nowadays can supply an EEPROM programmer
of sorts, although not cheaply, with appropriate default memory
chip data, or you can build your own. Various designs are
available on the internet.
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JVC's Progressive World

The centrepiece of JVC's latest product
range is progressive -scan technology,
which the company is including in a

range of TV sets (CRT and flat -screen),
DVD players, a camcorder and a DVD
recorder. JVC says it is focusing on
progressive -scan technology because this
gives higher -quality pictures with finer
resolution, better colour reproduction and
avoidance of the artefacts caused by
interlacing. In many of its TV models JVC
is combining progressive scanning with its
Digital Image Scaling Technology (DIST),
a digital video processing system that uses
interpolation to enhance picture quality.

The company intends to extend its range
of progressive -scan products during 2004,
including an IDTV model. Table 1 shows
the initial line up.

Interlaced vs progressive
scanning
TV broadcasting systems like PAL and
NTSC use interlaced scanning to make
optimum use of the available transmission
bandwidth and reduce flicker. It is, JVC
points out, a form of analogue compression.
With PAL a complete TV picture (frame)
consists of 625 lines, 576 of which are
active (the rest occur during the field
sync/flyback period). But instead of
transmitting complete frames in sequence,
each frame is split into two half frames
(fields). These consist of 3115 lines and
are interlaced, that is the field with odd -
numbered lines is transmitted first followed
by the field with even -numbered lines. The
receiver displays the two fields as a
complete frame. For historical reasons to do
with the electricity supply frequency, the

A presentation of JVC's latest AV
technology was held recently, the main

theme being progressive video
scanning. George Cole reports on the

new product line-up

US NTSC system and the European PAL
system have different field rates, 60Hz and
50Hz respectively. It's obvious that the
bandwidth required to transmit 50 fields a
second is far less than what would be
required to transmit 50 complete frames per
second: interlacing means that this
bandwidth reduction can be done without
loss of vertical definition. The 50Hz field
rate does a good job of minimising the
flicker associated with picture repetition -
it's noticeable only when there are large,
bright areas in a picture or we view the
screen from the side of the head. The NTSC
60Hz field rate is better.

But interlaced displays can suffer from a
number of artefacts, especially when an
object is moving and there's a mismatch
between one field and the next. Common
defects include reduced vertical resolution
and aliasing, a visible line structure,
combing (jaggies) which shows up as

jagged vertical edges, and line flicker. A
TV set that uses 100Hz field scanning can
remove flicker but cannot eliminate the
artefacts caused by interlacing. For that we
need a progressive -scan display.
Progressive scanning, also known as
sequential or non -interlaced scanning, is
now used by a number of video devices,
including LCD and DLP projectors, plasma
displays and PC monitors. Progressive
scanning works by displaying complete
frames rather than separate fields, thus
removing the artefacts introduced by
interlacing.

Progressive -scan from DVD
One of the few sources of progressive -scan
video material is DVD-Video. This feature
has been available with NTSC DVD
players for some time now, but until
recently was not available with PAL DVD
players because of copyright issues. Some

Table 1: JVC's Progressive World product line-up for 2003

Product

XV-NA77 DVD player
DR -M1 DVD recorder
HV-32D25 CRT TV
28, 32 and 36in. CRT TVs with DIST
17in. LCD TV
23in. LCD TV
26in. LCD TV with DIST
32in. LCD TV with DIST
PD -35D30 W -VGA plasma TV with DIST
PD -42D30 XGA plasma TV with DIST
42in. W -VGA plasma TV with DIST
GR-PD1 camcorder

Launch date

Available now
September
Available now
October
Autumn
Winter
Autumn
Winter
Available now
Available now
October
Autumn
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The DR-Mi progressive -scan DVD recorder which include a timebase corrector, a frame synchroniser and Motion Active Noise Reduction.

PAL DVD players have offered an NTSC
progressive -scan output option, which can
be fed to the component -video input socket
of a display device, but this feature is of
little use unless the player is a multi -region
one that's able to play Region 1 NTSC
discs. Now, however, some PAL DVD
players are beginning to offer a PAL
progressive -scan output. DVD was
designed to provide high picture quality,
and the MPEG-2 video -compression
system it uses can handle both interlaced
and progressive -scan material, but DVD is
basically an interlaced format, even where
films are involved.

Films
Film has always been a 'progressive -scan'
medium, in that full frames are displayed.
The frame rate is 24f/sec - to reduce
flicker, this is doubled by the shutter in the
film projector. DVD titles store each film
frame as a series of video fields, using
telecine equipment to provide the
conversion. With PAL DVD this is fairly
straightforward, as the 24f/sec used by the
film industry is very close to the 25Hz PAL
frame rate. For DVD titles the film speed is
increased by four per cent (with some
adjustment to the audio pitch to compensate
for the alteration) to give a 25Hz frame rate,
then each film frame is simply split into
two fields, a process known as 2-2
pulldown.

This option is not available with NTSC
because of its 30Hz frame rate. So a system
known as 3-2 pulldown is used instead.
Each successive film frame is split into
either three or two fields, so that four film
frames produce ten video fields. Although
there's a slight overlap between fields, the
system generally works well.

NTSC progressive -scan DVD players
carry out what is called inverse 3-2
pulldown, or de -interlacing, by combining
two fields to produce a frame and dropping
two fields in every ten. PAL progressive -
scan DVD players use inverse 2-2
pulldown.

GR-PDS1 progressive -scan
digital camcorder
Camcorders normally record and playback
interlaced video, but the GR-PD1 provides
progressive -scan recording in the 16:9
format. The video signal is stored on a
MiniDV cassette, using MPEG-2
compression. A 1.8 Megapixel,

progressive -scan CCD image sensor is
used, with a pixel array of 1,280 x 659 for
moving images and 1,280 x 960 for stills.

You might expect a top -end camcorder
like the GR-PDS1 to use a three-CCD
image -sensing system, but JVC claims that
its single-CCD sensor provides superior
image sampling. The CCD's pixel elements
are covered with a hybrid complementary
progressive colour filter system. This
consists of yellow (Ye), Cyan (Cy), Green
(Gr) and clear pixel filters. Blocks of two
pixels are used to create the luminance (Y)
signal, and blocks of four are combined to
create RGB chroma information. The
MPEG-2 compression enables up to an
hour of video to be stored on a MiniDV
cassette.

Other features of the GR-PDS1 include a
downconverter for converting the images to
conventional 625 -line interlaced form, a
10x optical zoom, a 20x digital zoom,
JPEG still picture compression, and an SD
Memory card/MultiMedia Card slot.
Dimensions are 114.5 x 99 x 271.1mm, and
weight approximately 1.5kg with battery
pack and cassette. No price details have
been made available.

DR -M1 progressive -scan DVD
recorder
JVC is one of the last major consumer
electronics companies to launch a DVD
recorder. The company has decided to use
the official DVD-RAM/DVD-RW/DVD-R
formats. In addition the DR -M1 can read
DVD-Video, Video CD, CD and CD-
R/RW discs.

As with all DVD recorders, users can
record at different picture resolutions, from
VHS to DVD quality (in this case
250/340/400/500 lines). Naturally the
higher the picture quality the shorter the
recording time. The recording modes are
XP (one hour), SP (two hours), LP (four
hours) and EP (six hours). Other features
include a timebase corrector, a frame
synchroniser and Motion Active Noise
Reduction. The latter, developed by JVC,

detects pixel changes and uses algorithms
to eliminate edge smear and image lag.

The DR -M1 also uses an on -disc timer
programming system. It writes timer data
on the disc so that the user can set the timer
by inserting a programmed disc. JVC says
that the system could for example be used
to ensure that a particular programme is
always recorded on the same disc - useful
for anyone recording a series.

Live Memory is JVC's name for what
Panasonic calls Timeslip. It makes use of
the fact that a DVD-RAM works more like
a hard drive, enabling the user to record and
play back simultaneously. DVD Navi is a
library database that can store information
on up to 1,300 programmes. Provided the
user has been careful about numbering his
discs, it's a simple job to find a disc that
contains a specific programme. Another
feature that's useful for finding a particular
programme is the inclusion of animated
thumbnails. When a user inserts a disc in
the DR -M1, thumbnail pictures are
displayed on the screen. Run a cursor over
an image and it becomes animated. The
forward -skip feature enables the user to
skip the next thirty seconds - useful for
advertisement breaks. Reverse -skip moves
back seven seconds.

Progressive -scan DVD player
JVC supports the DVD-Audio format. So
the progressive -scan DVD player Model
XV-NA77 plays both DVD-Video and
DVD-Audio discs, also DVD-R, DVD-RW
and DVD-RAM (without a caddy) discs. It
can also read MP3 files and JPEG files on
CD-R/RW discs. The XV-NA77 uses a 12 -
bit, 108MHz video DAC and an 'ultra high
performance' one -chip AV decoder, type
NDV8611, that incorporates an MPEG AV
decoder, a fine video processor, an audio
digital -signal processor and a RISC CPU
that runs at 125MHz. An Express Play Start
feature enables the first scene of a film to
be viewed in less than four seconds (with a
single -layer disc) instead of about ten
seconds. A 1.5x playback system enables

The DVD player Model XV-NA77 plays both DVD-Video and DVD-Audio discs, also DVD-R,
DVD-RW and DVD-RAM.
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Front end

Flash ROM SDRAM

Input from
card reader

Demultiplexer
MPEG

AV
decoder

Card
interface
memory

High-speed
DSP

Video
processor

Single -chip AV decoder

10 -bit, 54MHz
DAC

CPU

Fig. 1: Block diagram of the decoding system in Model XV-NP1.

discs to be viewed quickly, with audio and
subtitles. Dimensions are 435 x 45 x
270mm, weight 2.1kg.

DVD/memory-card player
More and more products use flash -
memory cards nowadays, including digital
cameras and digital camcorders that use
them to store JPEG still images or MPEG-
4 video clips, and digital music players
that store music files such as MP3 and
WMA (Windows Media Audio). A wide
range of memory cards has been marketed

Video

Audio

in recent years, and compatibility can be a
problem when trying to read the data.
Model XV-NP1 is designed to be able to
read many types of memory card, such as
SD, MultiMedia Card, Memory Stick,
SmartMedia and CompactFlash, without
the need for an adaptor. Fig. 1 shows a
block diagram of the decoding system.

The player uses two video frame buffers
to improve the processing speed. While
one buffer is providing the display, the
other is being used to decode the next
image, providing a fast transition between

images. The dual video -buffer system is
also used to provide up to eleven different
video effects, such as image rotation and a
variety of wipes.

Optical wireless high -definition
system
JVC took the opportunity to demonstrate a
prototype optical wireless high -definition
system that enables uncompressed HD
data to be transmitted from a video source
to a display device. The system has a top
data transmission rate of 1.4Gb/sec and is
designed for use as a domestic wireless
LAN (local area network).

The main components are a transmitter
unit and a receiver unit that sits next to the
display system. The transmitter uses a
laser diode with a maximum range of
10m. It includes a system that
automatically aligns the axis between the
transmitter and the receiver, and an auto -
correcting feature in case the transmitter is
accidentally knocked. An eye -safe optical
system converts the laser output to light
that's harmless even when, according to
JVC, it shines directly into someone's
eyes.

The demonstration worked well, though
there was no audio with the prototype
system. No launch date for the system was
suggested.

ttee.iworld
TV AND VIDEO LTD

Our HUGE product range has HUNDREDS of models,
most of which are NEARLY NEW.

You'll find EXCELLENT QUALITY with the very latest
style in HOME ENTERTAINMENT and the ultimate

range of PREMIUM BRANDS.
Our prices, we believe CAN'T BE BEATEN.

QMElectrical Goods at UNBEATABLE Price.... SE (2611IT

Wholesale
Customers

4
41

for mom ,nfofrnat.on
clicx Ilere

See our new awesome web site. Just click
on the wholesale link to view just a small
sample of our stock.

http://www.tvrus.co.uk
All prices are Exclusive of VAT

BIRMINGHAM
208 Bromford Lane, Erdington, Birmingham

B24 8DL
Tel: 0121 327 3273 Fax: 0121 322 2011

LONDON
221 Kenton Road, Middlesex HA3 OHD

Tel: 020 8907 9387
PRESTON

Unit 434 Ranglet Road, Walton Summit,
Preston PR5 8AR

Tel: 01772 316066
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Specials Offers and New Arrivals !!
High Quality Fully Shielded

Foil Wrapped Scart Lead
Length : 1.5m Width : 12mm

0 Box of 25
Price : £ 30.00 + vat

Box of 50
Price : £ 50.00 + vat

Order Code : PLG26
Coax Fly Lead
Plug to Socket

Length 2m

Box of 50
Price : £ 15.00 + vat

Box of 100
Price : £ 25.00 + vat

Order Code : COXCABLE
Scart Plug to Scart Sockets

5 way splitter
Length : 0.4m

Box of 10
Price : £ 20.00 + vat

Order Code : PLG44

Fully Shielded 21 Pin Connected
Scart Lead

Length : 1.5m Width : 8mm

Box of 50
Price : £ 30.00 + vat

Box of 100
Price : £ 55.00 + vat

Order Code : PLG23
2 Phono to 2 Phono

Cable
Length 1.2m

Box of 25
Price : £ 12.50 + vat

Box of 50
Price : £ 20.00 + vat

Order Code : PLG33
Switched Scart to

3 Phono and S -Video Sockets

Box of 10
Price : £ 10.00 + vat

Box of 20
Price : £ 17.00 + vat

Order Code : PLG85

New Arrival !!
Jaeger 2003 / 2004

Semiconductor
Comparison Book

This A5 sized book contains vital
information on 41,400 types of

components.

Transistors , Diodes , Thyristors
, IC's all covered with details of :

Design
Brief data / description
Construction type...etc

Order Code : BOOK04
Price : £ 23.00 - No VAT

(plus £ 2.00 + vat for Postage)

Aerial Installation Accessories
SLx Aerial Amplifiers

Now with built in Digital ByPass Operates with Sky' DigiEye

Class leading noise figure of 4dB or less

6dB signal amplification on all models

Description
2 Way - No Bypass

2 Way - With Bypass

4 Way - No Bypass

4 Way - With Bypass

6 Way - No Bypass

6 Way - With Bypass

8 Way - No Bypass

8 Way - With Bypass

Order Code
SLX2

SLX2B
SLX4

SLX4B
SLX6

SLX6B
SLX8

SLX8B

Price
£ 8.00 + vat
£ 9.25 + vat

£ 13.00 + vat
£ 14.00 + vat
£ 18.00 + vat
£ 19.00 + vat
£ 18.50 + vat
£ 20.00 + vat

SLx Masthead Amplifiers
UHF TV antenna pre amplifier designed
for the professional aerial installer

15dB gain masthead amplifier ideal for
majority of domestic installations

26dB gain masthead amplifier for longer
cable runs (loss of more than 3dB) or if
connected to passive splitters

Requires 12V DC power supply via downlead either via
dedicated power supply unit or from a distribution ampli-
fier with line powering

15dB Amp Order Code : 27830R
Price : £ 4.30 + vat

26dB Amp Order Code : 27831R
Price : £ 4.50 + vat

SLx Masthead Amp PSU
Order Code : 27832R

Price : £ 5.00 + vat
Postage for 2+ £ 5.00 + vat

Coax Plug
Aluminium

Order Code : PLG51

Bag of 10
Price : £ 1.25 + vat

Bag of 100
Price : £ 9.00 + vat

Screw Type
Coax Plugs

Order Code : PLG62

Bag of 10
Price : £ 1.60 + vat

Bag of 100
Price : £ 12.50 + vat

Twist On F
Connectors

Order Code : PLG101

Bag of 10
Price £ 1.00 + vat

Bag of 100
Price : £ 6.00 + vat

Coax Coupler
Socket to Socket

Order Code
PLG54

Bag of 10
Price : £1.50 + vat

Coax Ce Aple
Plug to 'lug

\_44>

Order Code
PLG55

Bag of 10
Price : £1.50 + vat

Y Splitter
Inductive 3 way 

Order Code
YSPLITTER

Price : 40p + vat

Bag of 10
Price : £ 3.00 + vat

K.P. House , Unit 15 , Pop In Commercial Centre , Southway , Wembley , Middlesex . HA9 OHB England

Tel : (020) 8900 2329 Fax : (020) 8903 6126 Email : sales@grandata.co.uk
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Digital Satelitte Accessories
SkyTM Digital Remote &

TV Link Eye Combination

Order Code : SKYPACKI

Price : £ 16.00 + vat each

5+
£ 14.50 + vat each

Sky" Digital
Remote Controls

Order Code : RCSKY
1+ 5+

£ 7.95 + vat £ 7.45 + vat
each each

10 +
£ 6.95 + vat each

SkyTmDlgItal Remote &
SLx Link Eye Combination

Order Code : SKYPACK2

Price : £ 13.00 + vat each
5+

£ 11.50 + vat each
SLx Link Eye

Allows control of SkyTM Digibox via the signal feed for
second TV

Order Code : 27833R
1 - 9

£ 6.50 + vat each

10 - 24
£ 5.50 + vat each

SkyTM Digital TV Link Eye
Order Code : TVLINKEYE

Price
£ 10.75 + vat

5+
£ 7.99 + vat each

10+
£ 6.99 + vat each

SLx Amp By Pass Kit
For use with aerial amplifiers and SkyTM Digibox

Allows for operation of Link Eye in
conjunction with a distribution
amplifier

Order Code : 27829R
Price : £ 5.00 + vat

Satellite Repair / Mod Kits
Amstrad DRX100 Amstrad DRX100 Amstrad DRX100 Grundig GDS200 Grundig GDS200/300

Tuner Repair Kit Power Supply Power Supply Digital Satellite Receiver Digital Satellite Receiver
Reliabilty Kit Repair Kit Repair Kit Repair Kit

Order Code Order Code Order Code Early psu
MODEL : DSO - 0385 REV C

LATER psu TYPE REV 33
DSO - 0375 REV A

SATKIT35 SATKIT36 SATKIT37 DSO - 0385 REV 5

Price Price Price Order Code: SATKIT34A Order Code: SATKIT34B
£ 1.40 + vat £ 12.00 + vat £ 13.50 + vat Price : £ 10.00 + vat Price : £ 10.00 + vat

Digital Satellite Receivers Fan Kit
Suitable for

Amstrad DRX100 , DRX200
Grundig GDR200 , GDS200

Pace Digibox
plus many more analogue makes and models

Order Code : FANKIT1
Price : £ 10.00 + vat

Panasonic Digital Satellie Receiver Fan Kit
Suitable for Panasonic TU-DSB20/30 . TU-DSB31/35

Order Code : FANKIT2
Price : £ 15.00 + vat

Grundig Digital Satelitte ReceiversReliability Kit
These kits contain capactiors that are generally of higher specification than

those fiited by the manufacturers.
GDS200
Early PSU

DS00385 Rev C

Kit Contains 9 capactitors

Code :RELKIT34A
Price: £ 4.00 + vat

GDS200 / GDS300
Later PSU

DS00375 Rev A
DS00385 Rev F

Kit Contains 11 capactitors
Code :RELKIT34B
Price: £ 4.00 + vat

GDS200 / GDS300
Samsung PSU
PSSH370601B

Kit Contains 12 capactitors

New
Arrivals !!

GDS200 / GDS300
Later PSU

Rev 03

Kit Contains 13 capactitors

Code : RELKIT34C
Price: £ 4.00 + vat

GDS300
Samsung PSU
PSSH370603B

Kit Contains 13 capactitors

Code :RELKIT34D Price: £ 4.00 + vat

-7
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Television Repair / Mod Kits
MAKE KIT TYPE CODE
& MODEL

ALBA

MAKE KIT TYPE CODE
& MODEL

GOODMANS-continued

MAKE KIT TYPE CODE
& MODEL

MITSUBISHI -continued

MAKE KIT TYPE CODE
& MODEL

PHILIPS -Continued
14521 PSU ONWAKIT 2029T PSU ONWAKIT CT21AV1BS PSU MITSKIT3 310.32262 PHILKIT8
1427T PSU ONWAKIT 2029TA PSU ONWAKIT CT25A2STX TDA 8178S MITSKIT1 310.62264 PHILKIT1

1402 PSU ONWAKIT F16 CHASSIS FRAME GOODKIT1 CT25A3STX TDA 8178S MITSKIT1 ANUBIS A SOPS PHILKIT2
1455T PSU ONWAKIT F16 CHASSIS LINE GOODKIT1 CT25A4STX TDA 8178S MITSKIT1 CP110 CHASSIS SOPS PHILKIT8

1456T PSU ONWAKIT F16 PSU GOODKIT1 CT25A6STX TDA 8178S MITSKIT1 G90A CHASSIS SOPS PHILKIT10
1458T PSU ONWAKIT F16 VIDEO GOODKIT1 CT25AV1B PSU MITSKIT3 G90B CHASSIS SOPS PHILKIT10
1459T PSU ONWAKIT CT25AV1BS PSU MITSKIT3 G110 CHASSIS SOPS PHILKIT3

1499Y STANDBY MODKIT37 GRUNDIG CT25AV1BD PSU MITSKIT3 GR2.1 CHASSIS SOPS PHILKIT1

2002 PSU ONWAKIT CUC 7350 GRUNDIGKIT1 CT25AV1BDS PSU MITSKIT3 GR2.2 CHASSIS SOPS PHILKIT1

2009B PSU ONWAKIT CUC 7301/3 CT28AV1B PSU MITSKIT3 D-16 CHASSIS SOPS PHILKIT6
2052T PSU ONWAKIT (BUZ90) PSU GRUNDIGKIT2 CT28AX 1BD PSU MITSKIT3 HSM VIDEO SOPS PHILKIT5
2152T PSU ONWAKIT CUC 7301/3 CT28AV1BDS PSU MITSKIT3 JSM VIDEO SOPS PHILKIT4
2099TX STANDBY MODKIT37 (MJF18004) PSU GRUNDIGKIT3 CT29AS1 TDA 8178S MITSKIT2 KSM VIDEO SOPS PHILKIT9

BTV17 STANDBY MODKIT37 CT29A4 TDA 8178S MITSKIT2 LSM VIDEO SOPS PHILKIT7
CTV501 PSU ONWAKIT
CTV701 PSU ONWAKIT

HINARI CT29A6 TDA 8178S MITSKIT2
CT29B2 TDA 8178S MITSKIT2 SAMSUNG

HIT14RC PSU ONWAKIT C15944 FRAME SAMKIT2CTV840 PSU ONWAKIT MAKE KIT TYPE CODE

CTV841 PSU ONWAKIT
& MODEL C16844 FRAME SAMKIT2

CTV485 PSU ONWAKIT JVC VIK310 PSU SAMSUNGKIT
AV29SX1 EK FIELD 0/P JVCKIT1 CT29B3 TDA 8178S MITSKIT2 VIK320 PSU SAMSUNGKIT

AKAI AV29SX1EN FIELD 0/P JVCKIT1
AV29SX1EN1 FIELD 0/P JVCKIT1
AV29SX1PF FIELD 0/P JVCKIT1

CT29B6 TDA 8178S MITSKIT2
CT33B3 TDA 8178S MITSKIT2
M5 SERIES PSU MITSKIT3

VIK350 PSU SAMSUNGKIT
V1375 PSU SAMSUNGKIT
VI395 PSU SAMSUNGKIT

CT1417 PSU ONWAKIT
CT2159U PSU ONWAKIT
CT2162UNT PSU ONWAKIT
CT2863UNT PSU ONWAKIT

AV29TSIE1 FIELD 0/P JVCKIT1
C14E1EK PSU ONWAKIT
C14T1EK PSU ONWAKIT

NEI/NIKKAI
WINNER 1 PSU SAMSUNGKIT

SHARPCE25 CHASSIS PSU NIKKAIKIT1

DECCA/TATUNG C21ET1EK PSU ONWAKIT
CS21M3EK PSU ONWAKIT

C289FTXN PSU NIKKAIKIT1
C28F41FXN PSU NIKKAIKIT1

51CSO3H PSU SHARPKIT1
51CSO5H PSU SHARPKIT1

TVC563 STANDBY MODKIT37 59CS03H PSU SHARPKIT2

GOLDSTAR
MATSUI PANASONIC 59CS05H PSU SHARPKIT2

59CSD8H PSU SHARPKIT21455 PSU ONWAKIT IC561 TDA 8175 PANKIT1
CF25A5OF FRAME MODKIT36 1498 PSU ONWAKIT TX25XD60 VERT OUTPUT PANKIT2 59DS03H PSU SHARPKIT3

CF25C22C FRAME MODKIT35 2086 PSU ONWAKIT TC28XD60 VERT OUTPUT PANKIT2 66CS03H PSU SHARPKIT2

CF28A5OF FRAME MODKIT36 2098 PSU ONWAKIT TX28XD70 VERT OUTPUT PANKIT2 66CSO5H PSU SHARPKIT2

CF28C22F FRAME MODKIT35 21V1N (BUZ90) PSU GRUNDIGKIT2 TX29XD70 VERT OUTPUT PANKIT2 66CSD8H PSU SHARPKIT2

CF28C28F FRAME MODKIT36 21V1T(MJF18004) PSU GRUNDIGKIT3 TX-W26D3 VERT OUTPUT PANKIT2 THOMSON
CF29C42F FRAME MODKIT35 TVR180R/T/2080 STANDBY MODKIT37 35029400 THOMKIT2

PHILIPS 35065920 THORNKIT1
GOODMANS MITSUBISHI FV70 PSU THORNKIT1310.10708 PHILKIT3

147TT PSU ONWAKIT AV1 SERIES PSU MITSKIT3 310.20491 PHILKIT2 ICC7 CHASSIS ..TDA 8178FS THOMKIT1
149T PSU ONWAKIT CT1M5B PSU MITSKIT3 310.20496 PHILKIT10 ICC7 CHASSIS FRAME THOMKIT3
1430RA PSU ONWAKIT CT21M5BT PSU MITSKIT3 310.31994 PHILKIT6 ICC8 CHASSIS ..TDA 8178FS THOMKIT1
1430RS PSU ONWAKIT CT25M5BT PSU MITSKIT3 310.32252 PHILKIT5 ICC8 CHASSIS FRAME THOM KIT3
1430RW PSU ONWAKIT CT21A2STX TDA 8178S MITSKIT1 310.32253 PHILKIT4 ICC9 CHASSIS EAST/WEST THOMKIT4
1450T PSU ONWAKIT CT21AX1B PSU MITSKIT3 310.32254 PHILKIT9 R3000 PSU THOMKIT2
1455TS PSU ONWAKIT CT21A3STX TDA 8178S MITSKIT1 310.32255 PHILKIT7 R4000 PSU THOMKIT2
2019R PSU ONWAKIT TX92F CHASSIS..EASTNVEST THOMKIT4

ORDER CODE PRICE

GRUNDIGKIT1 £ 10.50
GRUNDIGKIT2 £ 10.50
GRUNDIGKIT3 £ 10.50
GOODKIT1 £ 11.00
JVCKIT1 £ 11.00
MITSKIT1 £ 3.00
MITSKIT2 £ 15.00

ORDER CODE PRICE

MITSKIT3
MODKIT35
MODKIT36
MODKIT37
NIKKAIKIT1
ONWAKIT
PANKIT1

£ 6.00
£ 9.50
£ 5.00
£ 6.50

£ 12.00
£ 12.00
£ 15.00

ORDER CODE PRICE

PANKIT2 £ 9.00
PHILKIT1 £ 7.60
PHILKIT10 £ 8.50
PHILKIT2 £ 2.50
PHILKIT3 £ 4.00
PHILKIT4 £ 4.25
PHILKIT5 £ 5.75

ORDER CODE PRICE

PHILKIT6 £ 5.50
PHILKIT7 £ 7.60
PHILKIT8 £ 4.25
PHILKIT9 £ 7.50
SAMKIT2 £ 8.00
SAMSUNGKIT £ 16.00
SHARPKIT1 £ 11.00

Repair Kits - New Arrivals!!
Matsui Matsui

1496R/T 1496R/T
and 2096R/T and 2096R/T
Repair Kit for Repair Kit for
Power Supply Power Supply
using a BUZ90 using a H3N90

Order Code Order Code
MODKIT43 MODKIT44

Price Price
£ 7.00 + vat £ 7.00 + vat

Sharp
56FW53H,66FW53H,
66FW54H,76FW53H,

76FW54H

PSU & Dolby
Upgrade

Order Code
MODKIT45

Price
£ 4.00 + vat

ony
SLV715HB
SLV777UB

Repair Kit for
Power Supply

Order Code
MODKIT40

Price
£ 6.00 + vat

ORDER CODE PSICIE

SHARPKIT2 £ 11.00
SHARPKIT3 £ 9.00
THOMKIT1 £ 7.00
THOMKIT2 £ 12.00
THOMKIT3 £ 9.00
THOMKIT4 £ 4.00
THORNKIT1 £ 12.75

omson
ICC17

Power Supply
Repair Kit

Order Code
MODKIT41

Price
£ 6.00 + vat

7a



Grandata Ltd
distributor of electronic components

K CL:_] Konig Remote Controls l< -1N.,111-7
1-4

Part No. Code Part No. Code Part No.

Affdd HITACHI _continued NOKIA 111042 6 SHARP continued TOSHIBA -conitimat
CT2582E IR9700 68LS2 IR9639 C24WS511T IR9983 3126 IR9157 RC9020 IR94 34 RRMCG0662PESA IR9487 1480R8W IR9953
CT2585 IR9700 Al OR IR9259 C2514 IR9476 3128F IR9157 RC9030 IR94 34 RRMCG0739BM5A R9711 1480TB IR9953
C72885 IR9700 A 1 4R IR9259 C2546 IR9677 Cl IR9161 RC9050 1R9556 RRMCG0777PESA IR9487 1480TBT IR9953
CT2885E IR9700 A36R IR9259 C2546TN IR9677 C2 IR9161 RC9057 IR97101 RRMCG0833PESA R9487 1480TBW IR9953
IR16 IR9700 651F IR9639 C2547TN IR9677 C3 IR9161 RC9060 IR95561 RRMCG0898CESA IR9487 1480TBY IR9953

RC556 IR9397 B51NX IR9639 C2556TN IR9983 C4 IR9161 RC9070 IR94341 RRMCG1014BM5A IR9711 1480TBZ IR9953
RC85 IR9700 B59F IR9639 C2566TN IR9677 CM 1 IR9569 RC9133 IR97101 RRMCG1023BM5A R9711 1510RBT IR9962

B59N IR9639 C2567TN IR9983 D1 . IR9161 RRMCG1031BM5A R9788 151ORDT IR9962
AMSTRAD B59NX 1R9639 C2567TN2 IR9983 D2 IR9161 SAMSUNG RRMCG1036BM5A R9711 151ORT IR9962

SRD550 IR9386 B68F IR9639 C2586TN IR9983 El R9161 CX5312W 1R943211 RRMCG10466M5A IR9788 155R9B IR9962
SRX510 IR9386 B68NX IR9639 C2659H R9142 E2 IR9161 CX5325W 1R9432 RRMCG1048BM5A IR9788 155R9BT R9962
AE6001 IR9352 C59NX IR9639 C2660 IR9142 EM2 R9700 CX532WT IR94321 RRMCG1050BM5A IR9788 155R9BW IR9962

C68NX IR9639 C2661 R9142 ES5 IR9701 CX534VVT IR9432 RRMCG2799CESA IR9487 155R9BZ IR9962
680 D51ND IR9639 C2846TN IR9677 FS10 IR9573 RM104 IR9432 SV2044G IR9487 156R9 IR9962

Beolink 100 IR9843 D59F IR9639 C2847TN IR9677 FS11 IR9506 RM109 IR9546 SV2044S IR9487 156R9B R9962
D59N IR9639 C2856TN IR9983 FS4/1 IR9573 SV21456 IR9487 156R9BG R9962

REKS2 D68N IR9639 C2866TN IR9677 FS4/2 IR9573 SANYO SV2145S R9487 156R98W 1R9962

RC51321 R9398 D78N IR9639 C2886TN IR9983 FS5 IR9506 4AA4U1T0092 IR9459 SV2577S R9487 1720RB IR9962
RC51331 R9398 E51N IR91339 C28W410TN IR9983 FS5/1 IR9573 JXBA IR9457' SV2777S1 R9487 172218 IR9852
RC61331 R9398 E59R8 IR9639 C28W510TN IR9983 FS9 IR9506 JXCL 1R9530 SV2877S R9487 173270 IR9852

RCU1734 IR9584 CBP1476R IR9142 FS9 IR9573 JXCR IR9530' SV2877S1 IR9487 2100RB R9962
BLAUPUNKT RCU1742 IR9584 CBP1646R IR9142 RC1 IR9157 JXFF IR9457 2100RBG IR9962

8689493 IR9188 RCU1785 IR9594 CBP2087 IR9142 RC2 IR9157 JXGA IR9139 AOLY 2100RBT 1R9962

1532 IR9503 RCU1789 IR9594 CBP2216 IR9142 RM1 IR9535 JXGE IR9139 RM604 R9974 2101R8Z IR9962
1570-46 IR9516 RH880 IR9594 CBP222 IR9142 RS1 IR9535 JXGT R9460 RM607 R9974 2102R8Z IR9962
8627 105 463 IR9188 RH885 IR9325 CBP226 IR9142 RS2 IR9535 JXGW IR9460 RM609 R9974 2121RD R9962
8668813000 IR9516 RHT01 IR9259 CBP260 IR9142 RS3 IR9535 JXGY IR9460 RM615 R9511 213208 R9852
555-46 IR9516 RHTI 0 IR9639 CL2156TAN IR9983 RCN610 IR9752 JXLB IR9460 RM620 R9511 2140RB IR9852
563-46 IR9516 RHT30 IR9259 CL24W1TAN IR9983 RCN620 IR9751 JXLG IR9460 RM625 R9511 214018 1R9852

B16 IR9504 749F IR9639 CL2556TAN IR9983 RCN624 IR9757 RC238 IR9974 RM630 R9511 214176 R9852
C16 R9504 749N IR9639 CL2586TAN 1R9983 SM1 IR9491 RC254 IR9974 RM631 R9511 2145DB IR9852

D32 R9503 751F IR9639 CL2856TAN IR9983 SM2 IR9491 RC258 IR9530 RM632 IR9511 214500 R9852
L32 IR9503 751N IR9639 CL2886TAN IR9983 RC305 R9974 RM633 R9511 2150TD R9953
M32 IR9503 759F IR9639 CL28W1TAN IR9983 PANASONIC RC307 R9457 RM634 IR9511 2152DB IR9953
M55-16 IR9516 759N IR9639 CL28WD2TAN IR9983 02280227 IR9835 RC308 IR9457 RM635 IR9511 215200 IR9953

M63-16 IR9516 768N IR9639 CL32WD2TAN IR9983 91005926 IR9835 RC317 IR9457 RM640 R9321 2155013 IR9953
M70-18 IR9516 1742 IR9584 CLE871A IR9602 EUR50100 IR9826 RC318 IR9457 RM641 IR9321 216306 IR9953

P32 IR9503 1752 IR9584 CLE8719 IR9602 EUR51920 IR9835 RC321 IR9457 RM641A R9321 2163DB 1R9953

Q16 IR9504 1758 IR9584 CLE874A IR9602 EUR51921 IR9835 RC612 IR9457 RM650 IR9336 216R96 IR9962
R32 IR9504 1789 IR9594 CLE8746 IR9602 IR3592 IR9826 RC625 IR9457 RM651 R9336 216R9B2 IR9962

TC106 IR9406 778DPL IR9639 CLE876 IR9476 TC1485DR IR9826 RC628 IR9457 RM652 IR9336 2173DB IR9953

TC110 PIP R9248 CLE876C IR9477 TC14S1R IR9834 RC642 IR9530 RM654 IR9336 218070 IR9953

TC143 R9406 GOLDSTAR CLE876D IR9477 TC150E IR9562 RC645 IR9974 RM656 R9448 218118 IR9852
TC144 IR9406 105-068 IR9403 CLE876C IR9477 TC1656PFR IR9826 RC685 IR9457 RM657 IR9336 218176 IR9953
TC190 IR9529 1052098 IR9862 CLE902A IR9677 TC1785DRS IR9826 RC700 IR9139 RM658 IR9321 219R IR9962
TC192 IR9529 105210A IR9862 CLE90213 IR9677 TC1785IR IR9826 RC702 R9139 RM661A IR9321 219R9B IR9962
TC194 IR9529 105-219J IR9854 CLE903A IR9677 TC1785UR IR9826 RC710 R9139 RM670 IR9123 219R9B2 IR9962

105-224V IR9854 CLE921A IR9983 TC2185DRS IR9826 RC711 IR9460 RM671 IR9123 2522D6 IR9953

=MIN 105-229H IR9854 CLE9216 IR9983 TC21851R IR9826 RC901 IR9139 RM672 IR9123 252200 IR9953
RC51331 IR9398 105230A IR9862 CLE922A IR9982 TC21R1C IR9826 SO2 R9460' RM673 IR9123 2527DB IR9953
RC61331 IR9398 105-230C IR9854 CLE9228 IR9982 TC21R1U IR9826 S03 R9460 RM677 IR9448 2535DB IR9852
2190T IR9397 38T1 IR9854 CLR876E IR9477 TC21S1R IR9834 RM681 IR9442 253500 IR9852

CB20E4OX IR9854 CP2146TA IR9677 TCC23PFR IR9826 BEARE RM682 IR9442 253700 IR9852

11901951 CBT2190E IR9403 CP2546, IR9677 TNO1410 IR9826 37AM12S 1R9788 RM683 R9442 2545DB IR9852
DM01414 IR9397 C8T4902 IR9403 CP2546TA IR9677 TNQ8E0421 IR9826 51AM12S IR9788 RM684 IR9442 2545DD R9852
DMQ14A 1 IR9840 CBT4902E IR9403 CP2556TAN IR9983 TNQ8E0422 IR9826 51AT15S IR9788 RM685 R9442 255076 IR9953
DMQ20A 1 IR9840 CBT9905 IR9403 CP2841TA 1R9677 TN08E0428 IR9826 54AM125 R9788 RM686 R9442 2552DB IR9953
DMQ2195 IR9840 VS068K R9862 CP2856TA IR9983 IN08E0430 IR9826 54AT15S R9788 RM6878 R9448 255200 1R9953

DMQ2595 IR9840 CP2856TAN IR9983 IN08E0432 IR9826 54CSO5SN R9711 RM687C R9448 2555 IR9953
DMQ2895 IR9840 GRUNDIG CP2886TAN IR9983 TNQ8E0435 IR9836 5V2044 IR9487 RM689 R9441 2555DB IR9953

IR9614 CP28WD2TAN IR9983 TNO8E0436 IR9836 5V2145 IR9487 RM694 1R9452 255500 IR9953
FERGUSON CUC5200 1R9614 CP32WD2TAN IR9983 7N08E0441 IR9826 70CSO3S IR9711 RM1398 R9442 2557DB IR9953

20H3 IR9594 CUC5301 IR9529 CPT1556 IR9576 TNQ8E0461 IR9834 72CS03S IR9711 RM717 R9448 2563DB IR9953
22B5 IR9584 CUC5302 IR95291 CPT1557 IR9576 TX1451T 1R9834 72CSO5SN IR9711 RM719 R9448 2563DD IR9953
22H3 IR9594 CUC5310 IR9614 CPT1560 1R9576 TX21S1RC IR9834 C1421 IR9487 RM816 R9441 257306 IR9953
2415 IR9584 RC212 IR9614 CPT1561 1R9576 TX21517 IR9834 C2021 IR9487 RM817 R9441 2577DB IR9953
2422 IR9584 RC300 IR9614 CPT2155 1R9575 TX2161TC IR9834 CV2121 IR9487 RM820 R9452 2579DB IR9953
2423 IR9584 TP500VT R9500 CPT2164 IR9575 TX21T1C IR9826 CV3707 R9487 RM826 IR9441 26368 IR9953
2433 IR9584 TP590VT IR9509 CPT2558 IR9575 TX25A2C IR9836 CV3709 R9487 RM828 IR9452 2835DB IR9852
2445 IR9584 TP600VT IR9509 CPT2564 IR9575 TX25A2CI IR9836 CV3710 R9487 RM830 R9443 283700 IR9852
2452 IR9584 TP610 IR9509 CPT2566 IR9575 TX25W2 IR9836 CV3720 R9487 RM831 R9443 2852DB IR9953
2453 IR9584 TP621 IR9299 CPT2669 IR9575 TX25W2C IR9836 DV1416SN IR9487 RM832 IR9443 285300 R9953
2463 IR9584 TP630 IR9509 CPT2785 R9575 TX25W2CI R9836 DV1506SN IR9487 RM833 R9451 285500 R9953
2475 IR9584 TP650 IR9509 CPT2870 R9575 TX28A1D R9826 DV1706SN R9487 RM834 R9452 285708 R9953
26H3 IR9594 TP661 IR9562 CST1430 IR9576 TX28A2C 1R9836 DV210815 IR9711 RM836 R9871 2857DD 1R9953

29132 R9584 TP661 TOP IR9615 CST1435 R9576 TX28A2CI IR9836 DV2130EX IR9487 RM837 IR9451 286300 R9953
38K2 IR9594 TP663 IR9614! CST1560 IR9576 TX28W2 IR9836 DV250716 R9711 RM839 R9871 2866DD R9953
41H3 IR9594 TP710 IR95291 CT2116 IR9476 TX28W2C IR9836 DV250735 IR9711 RM841 R9452 2873DB R9953
4233 IR9584 TP711 IR9529 CTRM200M IR9542 TX28XDP1C IR9835 DV250815 IR9711 RM842 R9443 2877DB R9953
4414 IR9584 TP712 IR9614 TX29AD1D IR9835 DV250835 R9711 RM883 R9871 2879DB IR9953
4415 IR9584 TP715 IR9749 AC TX29W2CI IR9836 DV280375 R9711 RM686 R9871 3327DB IR9953

4423 IR9584 TP720 IR9614' AV21TS1EN IR9698 TX33A2C IR9836 DV280715 R9711 3339DB IR9953
4433 IR9584 TP760HIFi IR9614 AV25TS1EN IR9698 TX33A2CI R9836 Dv280816 IR9711 THOMSON 3357DB IR9953
51A0 IR9584 TP770 IR9749 AV25VM1EN R9698 MUM pv260636 R9711 140210570 1P9639 3377DB IR9953

51A2 IR9584 TP771 IR9749 AV28VM1EN IR9698 RC5002 IR9510 DV37506 IR9788 14GM53 IR9639 3387D6 IR9953
51A3 IR9584 TP800 IR9749 AV29SX1EN IR9698 RC5140 IR9510 DV37606 R9788 14GM56 IR9639 378708 IR9953
51A4 IR9584 TP900 IR9749 AV29TS1EN IR9698 RC5154 R9510 DV5160S IR9788 14M570 IR9639 40PW8DB IR9953
51A5 IR9584 TRC1 IR9715 AV32WZ2EN IR9698 RC5240 IR9510 DV54035 R9711 21M576 IR9639 48J6D6 IR9953
51G2 IR9594 TRC2 IR9715 RC8072 IR9698 RC5250 1R9510 DV5432S IR9711 21MG51 IR9639 48PJ6DG R9953
5163 IR9594 RC8074 IR9698 RC5260 IR9510 DV5485S IR9711 9257X1 049 IR9508 55PJ6DB R9953
51113 IR9594 HITACHI RMC530 IR9698 RC5300 R9510 DV5470S IR9711 RCT2000 R9259 56PW8DB IR9953
51H4 IR9594 2970491 R9479 RMC682 IR9698 RC5350 R9510 DV5935H IR9711 RCT3000 R9831 703700 IR9852
51J7 IR9594 A518780 IR9142 RMC781 IR9698 RC5410 IR9553 DV63016 IR9711 RCT5000 R9259 7053DD IR9953
51K3 IR9594 C1405 IR9476 RMC7611E IR9698 RC5420 R9553 DV6303S IR9711 RCT5020 R9502 CT6869 IR9953
5980 IR9584 C1414 IR9476 RMC770 IR9698 RC5540 IR9510 DV6311S IR9711 RCT51416 IR9470 CT9369 IR9962
5962 IR9584 C2057H IR9142 RMC771 IR9698 RC5701 IR9434 OV63136 IR9711 CT9383 IR9962
5963 IR9584 C2067 IR9142 RMC7711E IR9698 RC5801 IR9553 DV63325 IR9711 IMIIIIA CT9387 IR9962
5984 IR9584 C2067H R9142 RMC793 IR9698 RC5801 IR9556 DV63365 IR9711 1400 IR9962 C79396 IR9962
59135 IR9584 C2114 R9476 RMC7931E IR9698 RC5901 1R9556 DV7001S IR9711 1400R R9962 CT9399 IR9962
5902 IR9584 C2146TN R9677 RC5903 1R9556 DV7002S IR9711 1400R13 R9962 C79414 IR9962
5903 IR9584 C2147TN IR9677 LOEWE RC6008 IR9434 DV7003S IR9711 1400RBG IR9962 CT9432 IR9962
5962 IR9594 C2156TN IR9983 FB300 IR9616 RC6404 1R9465 DV70115 IR9711 1400RBN 1R9962 CT9455 R9962
5963 IR9594 C2166TN 1R9677 FB50 IR9514 RC6416 1R9465 DV7024S IR9711 1400RBT 1R9962 C19475 IR9962
59H4 IR9594 1C2170TN IR9983 FB52 IR9514 RC6512 IR9464 DV7032S IR9711 1400RBW 1R9962 C19476 R9962
59H5 IR9594 C2186TN IR9983 F870 IR9514 RC6804 IR9434 DV7036S IR9711 1400RDT IR9962 CT9480 R9962
59J7 IR9594 C2257H R9142 F672 IR9514 RC7118 R9464 RRMCG03510ESA IR9487 440RB IR9852 CT9552 1R9962

59LS2 IR9639 C2259H R9142 F690 IR9514 RC7141 IR9465 RRMCG03510ES8 IR9487 1440RB7 IR9852 CT9626 1R9953

8223 IR9584 C2261 IR9142 F691 1P9514 RC7500 IR9464 RRMCG03510ESD IR9487 440RD IR9852 CT9784 IR9953
6245 IR9584 C2267H IR9142 RC7507 1R9710 RRMCG0370CESA IR9487 1440TB IR9852 C79785 IR9953
6662 IR9584 C2268H IR9142 MATSUI RC7512 IR9864 RRMCG0483PESA R9487 1440TBT R9852 CT9859 IR9953
66B3 IR9584 C2273 1R9142 0766047240 IR9490 RC7535 1R9864 RRMCG0489CESB IR9487 1450RB IR9852 C79867 IR9953
66H3 IR9594 C2273H IR9142 076L067240 IR9490 RC8201 1R9434 RRMCG0568PESA R9487 1450RD IR9852 CT9868 1R9953
66144 R9594 C24W1TN IR9983 2076R 1R9490 RC8205 IR9710 RRMCG0617PESA R9487 1480RB R9953 CT9900 R9953
66H5 IR9594 C24W511TN IR9983' 20927 R9490 RC9010 IR9434 RRMCG0618PESA R9487 148OPBT R9953 CT9949 R9953

Price : £ 6.50 + vat each
This is just a selection of Konig Remote Controls that we stock.



Grandata Ltd
distributor of electronic components

Transistors / Linear IC's
Part No. Price Part No. Price Part No. Price Part No. Pries Part No. Price Part No. Price Part No. Price Part No. Price Part No. Prim

BU208A £0.75 RF5450 £5.00 MJE350 £0.80 STK4191 £9.00 STK5464 £3.00 STR371 £4.00 TDA2450-3 ..... ...£10.00 TDA4665 £2.50 TDA8138 £2.00
BU2506DF £0.90 RF5740 £3.00 MJF STK4191 X £14.00 STK5486 £5.00 STR380 £3.50 TDA2460-2 £0.70 TDA4670 £4.75 TDA8138A £1.30
BU2506DX £1.00 RF5840 £3.00 MJF16206 £4.50 STK419-130 £15.00 STK5467 E4.00 STR381 £3.90 TDA2501 £3.00 TDA4671 £5.00 TDA8138B £2.00
BU2508A £1.00 RF610 £0.80 MJF18004 £1.75 STK419-140 £16.00 STK5468 £3.00 STR383 £4.10 TDA25067 £8.00 TDA4680 £3.50 TDA8139 £2.00
BU2508AF £1.10 RF611 £1.20 MJF18006 £2.00 STK4192 E7.00 STK5471 £9.00 STR384 £3.50 TDA2507 £4.50 TDA4681 £4.50 TDA8140 £2.00
BU2508AX £1.30 RF620 £1.00 MJF18008 £1.75 STK4197 II £9.50 STK5472 £3.75 STR40090 £3.50 TDA2510 £4.50 TDA4685 £2.75 TDA8143 £1.80
BU2508D £1.30 RF630 £0.75 MJF18204 £2.50 STK4199 II £10.50 STK5473 E4.80 STR40115 £6.00 TDA2514A £5.00 TDA4686 15.00 TDA8145 £1.20
BU25080F £1.20 RF634 £1.25 STK0025 £4.20 STK419911 £10.50 STK5474 E5.00 STR4090A £6.50 TDA2515 £4.50 TDA4687 £5.00 TDA8146 12.00
BU25080X £1.50 RF840 £1.50 STK0039 £8.03 STK420 £4.00 STK5476 £3.50 STR41090 £3.30 1DA2520-1 £9.00 TDA4700A £7.50 TDA8153 £10.00
BU2520AF £1.70 RF840F 12.00 STK086 £10.00 STK4204 II £10.50 STK5477 £4.50 STR4142 £4.50 TDA2521 £8.00 TDA4710H £7.00 TDA8170 £1.70
BU2520AX £1.40 RF83OS £2.00 STK1039 £4.60 STK4204I1 £10.50 STK5478 £2.50 STR4211 £3.15 TDA2522 £12.00 TDA4714C £3.50 TDA8171 £2.30
BU2520DF £2.25 RF642 £2.00 STK1040 E6.40 STK4211 II £10.00 STK5479 £3.00 STR43111 £9.50 TDA2523 £8.50 TDA4718C £4.50 TDA8172 £2.00
BU2520DX E2.00 RF644 £2.00 STK1049 £7.00 STK4211 V £8.00 STK5481 £4.70 STR440 £8.00 TDA2525 £4.50 TDA4720 £6.60 TDA8173 £1.75
BU2522AX £1.50 RF650 £2.00 STK1050 £6.50 STK4221 II £12.00 STK5482 £2.85 STR441 E9.50 TDA2530 £3.00 TDA4725 17.50 TDA8174 £2.00
BU2525A £3.25 RF710 £1.50 STK1060 £7.00 STK4231 II £10.50 STK5483 £4.40 STR44115 £4.75 10A2548 £2.00 10A4780 £8.00 TDA8175 17.00
BU2525AF £2.20 RF720 £0.85 STK2025 £6.20 STK4231 V £14.00 STK5486 £4.50 STR442 £16.00 TDA2549 £3.00 TDA4800 £3.00 T0A8177 £3.00
BU2525AX £1.90 RF730 £1.25 STK2028 £5.00 STK4241 £10.50 STI(5487 £5.25 STR450A £7.00 TDA2558 £4.00 TDA4810 £5.00 TDA8177F £3.50
BU2525D £2.40 RF740 £0.90 STK2029 £6.00 STK4241 V £12.50 STK5488 £4.80 STR451 £8.00 TDA25600 £7.00 TDM850 £4.75 TDA8179S £7.50
BU2525DF £1.75 RF740F £3.00 STK2030 £10.00 STK4272 £5.00 STK5490 £4.50 STR45111 £5.50 10A2560-3 £14.00 10A4851 £3.25 TDA8180 £12.50
BU2527AF £4.00 RF820 £0.90 STK2038 £7.00 STK4273 £5.50 STK561 £4.00 STR4512 £4.00 TDA2574V £3.50 1DM852 £3.25 TDA8205 £12.50
BU2527AX £2.50 RF830 £0.85 STK2048 £9.50 STK4274 £5.00 STK563 £4.15 STR452 £4.75 TDA2576A £9.00 TDA4854 £5.00 TDA8212 £3.50
BU2527DF £2.00 RF830F £1.60 STK2058 IV £16.00 STK4274 £5.00 STK5632 £3.00 STR453 £5.00 TDA2577A £2.00 TDA4855 . ..... ....£6.013 TDA8214B £10.50
BU2527DX £2.00 RF840 £0.85 STK2101 £10.50 STK430 £5.00 STX5720 £4.00 STR454 £13.00 TDA2578A £7.00 T0A4856 £5.00 TDA8215H £3.00
BU2532AL £3.25 RF840F £1.75 STK2110 £5.50 STK4301 £5.00 STK5725 £3.50 STR455 £5.50 TDA2579A 12.10 TDA4858 13.50 TDA8217 £2.25
BU2708AF £2.00 RF9140 £10.00 STK2139 £8.75 STK4311 £6.50 STK5730 £3.00 STR456 £4.70 10A257913 £3.25 TDA4880 £2.00 TDA8303 £2.50
BU2708AX £2.00 RF9230 £4.00 STK2155 £9.00 STK433 £4.00 STK583 £4.00 STR457 £6.00 TDA2652 £48.00 106.4861 £3.50 TDA8304 £4.00
BU2708DF £2.00 RF9510 £1.50 STK2230 £4.70 STK4332 £3.65 STK6316 £3.00 STR470 £3.00 TDA2653A £4.50 TDA4866 £2.75 TDA8305 £5.00
BU2708DX £2.00 RF9511 £1.50 STK3102 II £5.30 STX435 £3.75 STK8324B £5.00 STR50020 E3.50 TDA2710-1 £4.00 TDA4880 £4.50 TDA8305A £5.00
BU2720AX £2.00 RF9520 £1.50 STK3106 £25.00 STK4352 £5.00 STK6327 £12.00 STR50092 £5.50 TDA2820M £1.00 TDA4918A £17.00 TDA8310 £6.00
BU2720DF £2.00 RF9530 £1.25 STK3122 III E7.25 STK436 £4.30 STK6328A £4.00 STR50103A £2.60 TDA2822M £0.60 TDA4930 £5.00 TDA83500 £2.75
BU2720DX £2.00 RF9531 £2.00 STK3152 II £9.00 STX4362 £4.50 STK6431 £6.00 STR50112A £6.50 TDA3190 £2.00 TDM935 £3.00 TDA8351 £2.00
BU2722AF £3.30 RF9540 £1.75 STK3156 £5.00 STK437 £6.00 STK6607 £4.00 STR50113 £5.00 TDA3301B £18.00 TDA4940 £2.00 10A835412 £2.75
BU2725AF £2.00 RF9541 £2.00 STK350-030 £7.00 STK4372 £4.90 STK6712B1V £5.50 STR50115 £5.00 TDA3303 £7.00 T1JA4941 12.80 TDA8356 £2.00
BU2725DF £2.00 RF9610 £0.95 STK392-640 £12.00 STK439 £5.00 S1K6722 £8.50 STR50213 £4.00 TDA3501 £3.00 T0A4942 £2.00 TDA8380N3 £8.00
BU2725DF £2.00 RF9620 £0.85 STK401-050 £8.00 STK4392 £5.00 STK6732 £10.00 STR50330 £4.75 TDA3502 E3.80 TDA4950 £1.00 TDA8361AN3 £8.00
BU2727AF £2.00 RF9622 £2.00 STK401-080 £9.00 STK441 £6.80 STK6822 £7.50 STR51041 £5.00 TDA3504 £3.00 T0A4951 £4.50 TDA8361N3 £9.00
BU2727A £2.00 RF9630 £1.30 STK401-120 £10.00 STK4412 £4.50 STK6875 £6.50 STR51213 £5.00 TDA3507 £4.50 TDA5010 £3.00 TDA8362AN £12.00
BU2727AF £2.00 RF9640 £2.30 STK401-140 £12.00 STK443 E7.00 STK8922 £10.00 STR51424 £7.00 TDA3521 £7.50 TDA5400 £8.03 1DA8382AN3 £760
BU506DF £1.00 RFBC20 £1.10 STK4017 £4.00 STK4432 £6.00 STK6932 £4.50 STR53041 £4.00 TDA3560 £6.00 TDA5500 £9.00 TDA8362BN3 £8.50
BU508AF £0.60 RFBC30 £1.20 STK4019 £4.80 STK457 £4.70 STKI3982 £2.75 STR54041 £3.20 TDA3561 £3.00 TDA5800 £4.50 TDA8362N3 £12.00
BU508APH £0.60 RFBC40 £2.10 STK402-040 £7.00 STI(459 £5.60 STK6972 £3.00 STR5412 £2.80 TDA3561A £3.00 TDA5810-2 £7.50 TDA8362N4 £9.00
8U508AXI £0.90 RFBE30 £2.25 STK402-070 £7.00 STK460 £6.60 STK69818 £5.00 STR55041 E4.50 TDA3582A £2.60 TDA5820 £4.50 TDA8362N5 £12.00
8U508D £0.75 RFD120 £1.00 S1K402-070 £7.00 STK461 £6.00 811(6982 £6.00 STR56041 £5.50 TDA3563 £3.50 TDA5702 £13.00 TDA8386N2 £15.00
BU508DF £0.85 RFD9120 £1.20 811(402-071 £7.00 STK483 £9.50 STK6982H £8.00 STR58041 £2.50 TDA3563A £4.00 10A5830-2 £11.00 TDA8388N3 £11.50
BU508DR £1.30 RF09220 £1.00 811(402-090 £8.00 811(4135 £9.00 STK7216 £4.20 STR59041 £3.00 TDA3564 £3.25 TDA81000 £1.50 TDA8370 £11.50
BUH1015 E4.25 RFF120 £3.00 STK4021 £3.80 STK4773 £8.20 STK7217 £2.50 STR60001 E5.25 TDA3565 £2.20 TOA61010 11.20 TDA8372A £16.50
BUH1215 £4.50 RFIBC40 £1.00 311(402-100 £9.00 STK4793 £8.00 STK7225 £5.00 STR6008X 15.75 TDA3586 £2.80 TDA131030 12.25 TDA8374 110.00
BUH515 £2.00 RFIBC40G £2.00 STK402-100 £9.00 STK4803 £10.00 STK7226 £17.00 STR6020 £2.70 TDA3566A £3.00 TDA81080 £125 TDA8375A 112.50
BUH515D £2.50 RFP054 £4.00 811(402-120 £9.00 STK4813 £8.00 STK7233 E7.00 STR61001 £4.75 10A3587 £3.50 TDA81070 £3.00 TDA8376 £15.00
BUH517 £2.75 RFP064 £5.00 STK4024 II £5.50 STK4833 £8.50 STK7251 £5.00 STR7001 £6.00 TDA3589 E3.00 TDA8108JF £3.00 TDA8380 £2.00
BUH517D £1.75 RFP140 £2.50 STK4025 £5.30 811(4843 £7.20 STK7253 £6.50 STR80145 £4.75 TDA3570 £3.75 TDA61110 £2.25 TDA8424 £4.00
BUH715 £4.25 RFP150 £2.40 STK4026 £4.80 811(4853 £17.00 STK730-060 £6.50 STR81145 £3.75 TDA3578B E7.00 T0A61200 £5.50 TDA8425 £5.00
BUL310 £1.25 RFP240 £3.00 STK402611 £4.80 STK4863 £7.00 STK730-080 £6.00 STR81159 £4.00 TDA3650 16.75 106.6160-28 £4.75 TDA8432 £5.50
BUL381 £1.50 RFP250 £2.80 STK4026V £5.00 STK4873 £11.00 STK7308 £7.00 STR8124 £10.00 TDA3851 12.00 1DA6160-2X £2.50 TDA8433 £6.00
BUL381D £1.25 RFP340 £2.50 STK4028 £5.50 S1K488-010 £8.00 STK7309 £4.00 STR83145 £5.00 TDA3651A 13.50 TDA7052 £1.20 TDA8440 13.00
BUT11A £0.35 RFP350 £3.25 811(4032 II £5.10 811(488-050 £8.00 STK7310 £3.20 STR83159 £7.00 TDA3652 15.00 10A7056 £2.00 TDA8443 13.50
BUTI1AF £0.35 RFP360 £8.00 STK4034 X £9.25 STK4893 £10.00 STK73405 II £5.50 TDA1420 £8.00 TDA3652TX10 . £8.00 TDA7262 £3.25 TDA8451 £3.25
BUT11AX £0.50 RFP450 £2.70 STK4036 £4.70 811(4913 £9.00 STK73410 £3.50 TDA1470 £12.00 T0A365313 £0.80 10A7263 £3.50 TDA8453 £3.50
BUT12 £0.80 RFP460 £4.00 STK4036V £8.00 STK501 £5.50 STK73410 II £5.00 TDA1514A £3.25 TDA31353C £0.85 TDA7263M £4.00 TDA8481 £9.50
BUT12A £0.80 RFP9140 £14.50 STK4038 £6.80 STK50322 £3.50 STK7348 £4.00 TDA1540 £4.20 TDA3854 £0.80 TDA7264 £5.00 TDA8501 £3.75
BUTI2AF £0.90 RFP9240 E3.00 STK4040 II £6.50 STK5314 £4.75 STK7356 £4.25 TDA1541 £5.00 TDA365411 £0.85 TDA7265 £5.00 TDA8505 £11.00
BUT18 £0.80 RFPC40 £3.00 STK4042 II £8.00 STK5315 £5.00 STK7358 £4.40 TDA1541A £4.00 TDA3724 £3.00 TDA7266 15.00 TDA85600 £4.25
BUT18A £0.80 RFPC50 £4.50 STK4046 £9.50 STK5323 £8.00 STK7359 £4.25 MA15487 £10.50 TDA3725 £3.00 TDA7269 £5.00 TDA85610 £5.25
BUT113AF £0.65 RFPC60 £6.00 STK4050 II £16.00 STK5324 £3.00 STK73605 £3.75 TDA1547 £10.00 TDA3730 £4.00 TDA7269A 12.75 TDA85620 £5.00
BUT56A £0.65 RFPE40 £5.50 STK405-030 £760 STK5325 £3.70 STK73907 £7.00 TDA15520 £3.50 TDA3740 £4.00 TDA7293V £5.50 TDA85630 £4.75
BUT56AF £2.00 RFPE50 £4.50 STK405-050A £12.00 STK5326 £7.50 S1K73008 £5.50 TDA1553A0 £3.25 TDA3750 £4.00 TDA7294V £5.50 TDA856511 £11.00
BUZ71 £0.75 RFPF40 £5.50 STK405-070A £8.00 STK5330 £8.50 STK73906 £5.50 TDA1553C0 £3.00 TDA3770 E7.75 TDA7295 £4.00 TDA85680 £5.50
BUZ71AF £1.00 RFPF50 £4.50 STK4050V £15.00 STK5331 £3.00 STK7402 £5.80 TDA15540 £3.00 TDA3771 £4.60 TDA7296 £5.00 TDA8567Q £7.00
BUZ72A £1.00 RFS740 £1.75 STI(405-120 E11.00 STK5332 £1.80 STK7404 £8.00 TDA1555Q £3.75 TDA3803A £5.00 TDA7297 £3.50 TDA85680 £6.00
BUZ72AF £1.00 RFS840 £1.25 STK4060 £5.10 STK5333 £6.50 STK7408 £6.50 TDA15580 £3.25 TDA4400 £1.75 TDA7300 £5.50 TDA85690 £8.00
BUZ73A £1.50 RF220 £0.65 STK4065 £8.50 STK5335 £3.50 STK7406H £7.50 TDA15570 £3.00 TDA4420 £1.20 TDA7302 £4.50 TDA8571J £9.00
BUZ73AF £0.80 RFZ42 £2.75 STI(407-040 £7.00 STK5336 £3.50 STK7408 £6.75 TDA15580 13.00 TDA4421 £3.00 TDA7310 £8.00 TDA8703 £5.00
BUZ76A £1.10 RFZ44 £1.80 811(407-070 £8.50 STK5337 £5.00 STK7410 £15.00 TDA15810 £5.00 TDA4422 12.00 TDA7312 £4.50 TDA8708 £8.00
BUZ77A £2.00 RFZ48N £1.50 STK407-090 £8.50 STK5338 £2.95 STK7458 £12.50 TDA15620 £5.50 TDA4427 £3.00 TDA7313 £8.50 TDA8709 £7.00
BUZ77B £2.50 RFZ48 £2.75 STK4101 £5.00 STK5339 £4.00 STK746 £9.00 TDA1580 £4.25 TDA4429T £20.00 TDA7318 £5.50 TDA8741 £5.50
BUZ80 £1.35 MJ10016 £7.00 STK4111 £4.00 STK5340 £3.50 STK752 £3.00 TDA1599 £4.00 TDA4431 £1.50 TDA7330A £7.00 TDA8745 £8.50
8UZ80AF £2.00 MJ11015 £2.50 STK4112 £5.00 STK5342 £2.45 STK7554 £4.80 TDA1602A £4.00 TDA4474 £4.00 TDA7340 £8.00 TDA8840 £10.00
BUZ83 £2.00 MJ11016 £3.00 811(411-230 £12.00 STK5343 £3.80 811(7581 £8.50 1DA18846 £2.00 TDA4480 £8.00 TDA7350 £3.00 TDA8841 110.00
BUZ900 £10.00 MJ11032 £8.00 STK411-240E....014.00 811(5352 £5.00 STK7561A £7.00 TDA1670A £2.00 TDA4481 £2.15 TDA7359 £3.00 TDA8842 £14.00
BUZ901 £15.00 MJ11033 £8.00 STK4121 £4.80 STK5352 £5.00 STK7562 £10.00 TDA1675 £2.50 TDA4482 £11.00 10A7380 £7.00 TDA8843 £15.00
8UZ905 £10.00 MJ15003 £2.50 STK412-150 £18.50 STK5353 £4.00 STK7563 £8.00 TDA1675A £2.00 TDA4500 £3.00 TDA7362 £4.50 TDA8844 £14.00
BUZ906 £16.00 MJ15004 £3.00 STK4122 £5.60 811(5381 £3.75 STK7563F £8.50 TDA16833 £2.00 TDA4501 £2.80 TDA7385 £5.50 TDA9102C £2.50
BUZ90 £1.50 MJ15015 £2.50 STK4130 II £7.00 STI(5382 £4.00 STK7573 £3.00 TDA16846 £2.00 TDA4502 £4.00 TDA7370V £3.25 TDA9103 £4.75
BUZ90A £1.80 MJ15018 £3.50 STK413011 £7.00 STK5364 £2.50 STK7576 £15.00 TDA1701 £14.00 10A4503 £3.25 TDA7372A £4.50 TDA9105 £5.00
BUZ90AF £2.80 MJ15022 £4.00 STK4131 E4.80 STK5384 £2.50 STK760 £5.00 TDA1770 £7.50 TDA4504B £8.00 TDA7374V £3.50 TDA9109 £10.00
BUZ91A £2.80 MJ15023 £4.00 STK4132 II £6.00 STK5371 £3.50 STK761 £3.00 TDA1771 .12.00 TDA4505A £3.00 TDA7375V £5.25 TDA9141 18.25
BUZ93 £1.50 MJ15024 £3.00 811(4133 II £7.50 STK5371 £3.50 STK770 £4.00 TDA1870A £2.00 TDA4505E £6.50 10A7371313 110.03 TDA9143 £4.00
RF120 £2.25 MJ15025 £3.00 ST1(4140 II £8.00 STK5372 £2.80 STK7707 £9.00 TDA1872A £2.75 TDA4510 £2.00 TDA7377 14.50 TDA9144 112.00
RF130 £4.75 MJE13004 £1.00 ST1(4141 II £4.20 STK5373 £3.75 STK780 £4.80 TDA1908A £2.50 TDA4558 £3.70 TIDA7381 £11.00 TDA9151 £11.00
RF140 £5.50 MJE13005 £0.80 STK4141 V £8.00 STK5383 £3.00 STK78603 £7.50 T0A1840 £6.00 T0A4557 £4.00 TDA7384A 111.03 TDA9160A £9.50
RF230 E5.50 MJE13007 £1.00 STK4142 £5.30 ST1(5391 £3.75 STK78617 ........£24.00 TDA1941 £3.00 TDA4560 £2.70 TDA7385 £10.00 TDA9162 £11.00
RF240 £4.25 MJE13009 £1.00 STK4151 £6.80 STK5392 £5.00 STK795 £3.25 TDA2003 £0.85 TDM585 £1.50 TDA7388 £11.00 TDA9170 17.00
RF250 £3.75 MJE15028 £2.00 811(4152 £6.50 STK5421 £4.50 STK8050 £18.00 TDA2004 £1.50 10A4588 £2.50 TDA7393 £10.00 TDA9176 18.50
RF251 £6.50 MJE15029 £2.00 STK4154V £14.00 STK5422 £3.75 811(8250 £5.00 TDA2005 £1.50 MA4588 £2.25 TDA7394 £8.00 TDA9177 .18.00
RF330 £8.00 MJE15030 £2.50 S11(4181 £6.50 STK5431 £5.50 STK8260 £12.00 TDA2006 £0.70 TDA4580 £10.00 TDA7398 £4.50 TDA9210 £4.50
RF340 £3.25 MJE15031 £4.00 STK4161V £8.50 STK5434 £5.70 STK8280 £18.50 TDA2009 £1.80 TDA4600 12.00 TDA7431 £7.00 TDA9302H £2.25
RF350 £7.50 MJE16002 £3.00 STK4162 £5.50 STK5436 £5.00 STR10006 £4.50 TDA2020 £1.20 1DA480011 £1.60 TDA7439 £6.50 TDA9500 £7.50
RF440 £5.50 MJE18004 £1.25 STK4164 II £11.75 STK5441 £3.50 STR11006 £3.25 TDA2030 £0.80 TDA4801 £1.20 TDA749S £4.25 TDA9503 £9.00
RF450 £6.50 MJE18006 £1.20 STK4171 £9.00 STK5443 £5.75 STR17006 £5.00 TDA2030H £1.00 TDA4601D £0.65 TDA7560 £18.00 TDA9610H £9.50
RF510 £0.70 MJE18008 £1.50 811(417-130 £15.00 STK5446 £3.50 STR20005 £4.50 TDA2048 £6.00 TDA4805 £1.90 TDA8000 ' £4.25 TDA9814H £8.00
RF520 £0.75 MJE243 £0.80 STK4172 II £6.80 STK5451 £3.90 STR30115 £2.75 TDA2050V £2.00 TDA4610 £3.70 TDA8116 £3.50
RF530 £0.75 MJE253 £0.85 STK4181 £6.80 STK5481 £5.00 STR3315 E2.75 TDA2051V 14.50 TDA4650 ... ...... ...£3.00 TDA8120B 14.00
RF540 £1.00 MJE340 £0.25 STK4182 II £9.00 STK5462 £3.50 STR370 £3.00 TDA2052V £5.25 TDA4651 £8.00 TDA8137 12.00

Please note that this a very small selection of the transistors and IC's that we stock.
We stock a full range of Japanese Transistors 2SA,2SB, 2SC,2SD,2SJ,2SK series , Diodes , CMOS , TTL Logic ICs ,

Computer ICs , Zenor Diodes...etc

K.P. House , Unit 15 , Pop In Commercial Centre , Southway , Wembley , Middlesex HA9 OHB England

Tel : (020) 8900 2329 Fax : (020) 8903 6126 Email : sales@grandata.co,uk
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Grandata Ltd
distributor of electronic components

Line Output Transformers
Part No Code

ALMA

Edo Part No Code

HITACHI-contInued

FAce Part No Code Edo Part No Code Edo

PANASONIC -continued PHILIPS -continued
2433453 LOT82 TLF 14568 F LOT40 £15.00 AT 2079 / 21 LOT3953714002 LOTO2 £12.00 £12.50 £12.00

043714002J LOTO2 £12.00 2433751 LOTO1 £13.00 TLF 14584 F LOT41 £17.00 AT 2079 / 24 LOT392 £15.00

43700000 LOTO2 £12.00 2433752 LOTO1 £13.00 TLF 14586 F L0T42 £17.00 AT 2079 / 40 LOT73 £11.50

2433891 LOT23 £12.50 AT 2079 / 99 LOT276 £14.00

AMSTRAD 2433892 LOT84 £14.50 PHILIPS AT 2079/30 01 LOT106 £12.50

1810951 LOT55 £14.00 2433893 LOT23 £12.50 3119 108 31260 LOT90 £12.50 AT 2079/30102 LOT106 £12.50

3714002 LOTO2 £12.00 2433952 LOT33 £10.00 3119 108 31290 ..L0T73 £11.50

043714002J LOTO2 £12.00 2434002 LOT226 £14.50 3119 108 31440 .L0T433 £16.00 SAISHO
3714002 LOTO243700000 LOTO2 £12.00 2434141 LOT33 £10.00 3119 108 31441 .L0T433 £16.00 £12.00

AM152591 LOT55 £14.00 2434274 LOT44 £10.50 3119 108 31442 .L0T433 £16.00 043714002J LOTO2 £12.00

2434393 LOT405 £22.50 3119 198 62930 L0T57 £11.00 43700000 LOTO2 £12.00

FERGUSON 2434593 LOT44 £10.50 3122 108 10246 .. LOT111 £15.00 7140021 LOTO2 £12.00

00 0-3-508-002 ....LOT381 £15.50 2435006 LOT401 £17.00 3122 138 36070 ....LOT111 £15.00

06 0-3-083-001 LOT82 £12.50 2435131 LOT251 £14.50 3122 138 36072 ..LOT111 £15.00 SHARP
RTRNF 1220 CEZZLOT3906 0-3-083-002 LOT82 £12.50 2436201 LOT90 £12.50 3122 138 36920 LOT57 £11.00 £18.50

06 0-3-084-001 LOT23 £12.50 23236465 LOT392 £15.00 3122 138 36922 ..LOT57 £11.00 RTRNF 2001 CEZZLOT338 £17.50

06 0-3-087-001 LOT23 £12.50 2433891H LOT23 £12.50 3122 138 36923 L0T57 £11.00 RTRNF 2006 CEZZLOT308 £13.50

06 D-3-088-001 LOT84 £14.50 45150504 LOT362 £16.00 3122 138 37050 ....LOT132 £15.00 RTRNF 2023 CEZZLOT310 £15.00

06 0-3-093-001 L0T204 £16.00 3122 138 37620 LOT90 £12.50

06 D-3-508-003 L0T276 £14.00 MATSUI 3122 138 37771 .L0T129 £14.00 SONY

06 D-3-512-001 L0T204 £16.00 20070 LOT438 £16.00 3122 138 37992 ..LOT1116 £19.00 1-439-286-00 LOT46 £13.00

29201-022-01 LOT63 £17.00 20071 LOT438 £16.00 3122 138 38040 ....LOT73 £11.50 1-439-286-11 L0T46 £13.00

473197 LOT304 £15.50 20072 LOT438 £16.00 3122 138 38123 .LOT395 £12.00 1-439-286-12 LOT46 £13.00

D 059 / 37 LOT200 £14.00 20073 LOT438 £16.00 3128 138 20200 .L0T433 £16.00 1-439-286-13 LOT46 £13.00

20074 LOT438 £16.00 3128 138 20201 .L0T433 £16.00 1-439-286-21 LOT46 £13.00

GOODMANS 20075 LOT438 £16.00 3128 138 20202 .L0T433 £16.00 1-439-332-41 LOT100 £15.00

1142.5057 LOT1164 £15.00 3714002 LOTO2 £12.00 3138 108 30100 LOT106 £12.50 1-439-332-42 LOT101 £14.50

1142.5077 L0T1164 £15.00 3221008 LOT438 £16.00 3138 108 30101 .. LOT106 £12.50 1-439-332-52 LOT100 £15.00

1142.5079 LOT1164 £15.00 043714002J LOTO2 £12.00 3138 108 30103 LOT106 £12.50 1-439-363-11 LOT268 £14.00

1142.5081 L0T1164 £15.00 043221088P LOT438 £16.00 3139 128 30400 . LOT90 £12.50 1-439-363-21 LOT268 £14.00

1152-5016 LOT1934 £19.00 43700000 LOTO2 £12.00 40348-08 LOT1577 £18.00 1-439-387-11 LOT311 £14.50

1179.0387 LOT1147 £16.00 7140021 LOTO2 £12.00 40348A-08 LOT1577 £18.00 1-439-387-21 LOT311 £14.50

1192.0527 LOT1147 £16.00 40348A-09 LOT1577 £18.00 1-439-416-11 LOT255 £16.00

1352.5008 LOT1167 £15.00 MITSUBISHI 4812 140 10246 LOT111 £15.00 1-439-416-12 LOT255 £16.00

1352.5008E LOT1167 £16.00 731003 LOT51 £15.50 4812 140 10349 LOT106 £12.50 1-439-416-21 LOT255 £16.00

1352.5016 LOR1934 119.00 334 P 18506 LOT51 £15.50 4812 140 10369 . LOT90 £12.50 1-439-416-23 LOT255 £16.00

1352.5027 LOT1270 £16.00 4812 140 10421 . LOT90 £12.50 1-439-416-41 LOT255 £16.00

1352.5033 LOT1270 £16.00 MEGA 4822 140 10246 LOT111 £15.00 1-439-416-51 LOT255 £16.00

40153201 LOT349 £17.50 4822 140 10274 LOT123 £14.50

MARI 4822 140 10306 ....LOT57 £11.00 THOMSON
3714002 LOTO2 £12.00 ORION 4822 140 10349 . LOT106 £12.50 105009.8 LOT1505 £19.00

043714002J LOTO2 £12.00 3714002 LOTO2 £12.00 4822 140 10381 LOT128 £13.00 10500980 LOT1505 £19.00

43700000 LOTO2 £12.00 043714002J LOTO2 £12.00 4822 140 10384 LOT127 £15.50 10500980.P1 LOT1505 £19.00

CF 124 B LOT67 £14.50 43700000 LOTO2 £12.00 4822 140 10406 . LOT73 £11.50 10531460 LOT1505 £19.00

CF 124 E LOT67 £14.50 4822 140 10544 L0T433 £16.00 105660.6 LOT1505 £19.00

PANASONIC 4822 140 10566 ..LOT433 £16.00 105660060 LOT1505 £19.00

HITACHI TLF 14512 F LOT39 £18.50 AT 2076 / 10 LOT57 £11.00 10566060 LOT1505 £19.00

2424593 LOT44 £10.50 TLF 14520 F LOT40 £15.00 AT 2077 / 81 LOT121 £15.00 10566060.P2 LOT1505 £19.00

2432461 LOT169 £15.00 TLF 14521 F LOT39 £18.50 AT 2078 / 21 LOT395 £12.00 105880.8 LOT1505 £19.00

2432761 LOT169 £15.00 TLF 14567 F LOT39 £18.50 AT 2079 / 15 LOT129 £14.00 10588080 LOT1505 £19.00

Part No Code Price

151128140

151281.4 L0T1505 £19.00

15128140 LOT1505 £19.00

153144.6 LOT1505 £19.00

15314460 LOT1505 £19.00

1531447 A LOT1505 £19.00

1532873 A LOT1505 £19.00

3233500 LOT244 £14.50

3233900 L0T244 £14.50

40011200 LOT244 .£14.50

40148300 L0T244 .£14.50

THOMSON-continued
10588080.P2 LOT1505 £19.00

LOT1505 £19.00

TOSHIBA
1810951 LOT55 £14.00

2433751 LOTO1 £13.00

23236098 LOT288 £14.00

23236198 LOT288 £14.00

23236201 LOT395 £12.00

23236245 LOT395 £12.00

23236255 LOT289 £15.00

23236425 LOT288 £14.00

23236427 LOT395 £12.00

23236428 LOT289 £15.00

23236424 L0T129 £14.00

TFB 4090 AD LOT395 £12.00

TFB 4124 AE LOT392 £15.00

TFB 4124 AP LOT392 £15.00

We are stockist of both

Konig
and

HR Diemen
LOPT's

This is just a selection
of the LOPT's that we

stock....Please call on

020 8900 2329 for copy

of our LOPT catalogue

CD Pick Ups and Mechanisms
Part No Price Part No Price
CDM12.1 Mechanism . £14.00 KSS 213 B £8.75
KHM220AAA KSS 213 C £9.50
DVD Laser £ 40.00 KSS 213 D £16.00
KSS 210A Original . . . £11.00 KSS 213 F £12.00
KSS 210A Replacement £9.50 KSS 240 A £30.00
KSS 210 B £15.00 NKS 240 A

Replacment for KSS240A . . . £20.00

Part No
OPTIMA 6 S
OPTIMA 5
RCTRTH8151
RCTRTH8112
RCTRH8147 Mech .£ 10.00

Price
£11.50
£11.50
£20.00
£14.00

Check out our Online Catalogue at

www.grandata.co.uk
This advertisement is just a selection of our stock.

Please contact us if you cannot find the part you are looking for.

* Please add £1 p+p and VAT to all orders (Unless Otherwise stated) * All components are brand new
* We accept payment by Access , Switch , Visa , Cheque and Postal Order

* All prices quoted are subject to availabilty and may be changed without prior notice E & OE

K.P. House , Unit 15 , Pop In Commercial Centre , Southway , Wembley , Middlesex . HA9 OHB England

Tel : (020) 8900 2329 Email : sales@grandata.co.uk
Fax : (020) 8903 6126 Website : http://www.grandata.co.uk
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Part 2 of this series, by
Alex Towers, deals with
power supply fault-finding
and the operation of the
line driver and output
stages

Servicing
the Sharp DA100 chassis

In Part 1 last month the basic
features of the chassis were
listed, with details of the IC

complement, and a description of
the basic power supply operation,
standby and main chopper, was
provided. Our apologies for
misquoting the chassis type
(DA100 not D100).

Overriding the PS control
As we saw last month, Q702 is
switched on or off for on/standby
control of the main chopper power
supply. So it's possible to check
whether the latter is working by
removing the control voltage at
the base of Q702. The simplest
way to do this is to disconnect
R792, see Fig. 10. If there are no
problems with the power supply
or the supply lines it should start
up. It's good practice to
disconnect R623 when carrying
out this check, to ensure that the
line output stage doesn't become
active. See Fig. 11. If R623 is not
disconnected and there's a fault in
the line output stage the power
supply may not start.
When the power supply starts

with R792 disconnected it should
regulate correctly. The power
supply outputs can be
disconnected in this condition but
the integrity of the regulation
feedback loop must be
maintained, otherwise the HT will
rise to a high level and
component failures will occur.

Power -factor correction
Later versions of the chassis
incorporate a power -factor

4P

correction module between the
output from the mains bridge
rectifier D701-4 and the reservoir
capacitor C705. Its function is to
ensure that current is drawn from
the start of the mains voltage
cycle, i.e. zero -voltage switching,
so that good mains supply voltage
waveform linearity is maintained.
The module is a sub -board which
is mounted on the left-hand side
of the main chassis (when viewed
from the rear of the set). The
board also has the focus
modulator circuit (76cm and some
66cm models only) on it.

The power -factor correction
circuit (Model 56FW53H) is
shown in Fig. 12. It's basically a
DC -to -DC converter that
increases the input voltage to the
main chopper circuit to about
400V DC. About 325V arrives
from the mains bridge rectifier at
L6. Q1701 acts as a chopper
transistor, controlled by IC1701,

Location of R792.
Remove P792 to
override the standby
operation of the

power supply.

411

Remove R623 to isolate the
line stage This is the feed
resistor into pin 2 of the
flyback transformer

the output being rectified by
D1703 which has C705 as its
reservoir capacitor. Note that
when the module is incorporated
the value of C705 is reduced to

Fig. 10: Location
of R792.

Fig. 11: Location
of R623 in the
feed to the line
output (flyback)
transformer.
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TP 325V

Input from mains
bridge rectifier o

L6

Fig. 12: The
power -factor

correction circuit,
Model 56FW53H.

Fig. 13: The
position of the
power -factor
correction PCB
in 66 and 76cm
models - it's on
the left.
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68pF while its voltage rating is
increased to 450V (instead of
220/4F, 385V as shown in Fig. 6).

Fig. 13 shows the power -factor
correction PCB in 66 and 76cm
models - it's on the left. Fig. 14
shows the power -factor correction
PCB used in Model 56FW53H: as
shown in Fig. 15, it's mounted at
the front of the set, underneath
the CRT.

High HT
In some fault conditions the HT
can rise to over 200V, which can
cause damage in other parts of the
chassis, see list below. The usual
cause of high HT is failure of the
power supply voltage -regulation
feedback optocoupler IC705. This
device is easily damaged by
excessive heat while being
soldered. So keep your soldering

R1713
330k
AAA,
1%

14

T1701

_ryyry-n_

R1714
330k
'VW

1%

C1702
10n

R1707
100

D1702
18V

iron turned down to below 250°C,
and don't solder any leg for more
than ten seconds. If these
conditions are not adhered to the
transparent barrier between the
LED and optotransistor sections
will be damaged. Note that
sometimes, when the optocoupler
has been damaged whilst being
fitted, the set will work for several
weeks or months.

To prevent damage to other parts
of the circuitry should the HT rise
an avalanche diode (D735, see
Fig. 5) was added in parallel with
the HT reservoir capacitor C720
from late 1999 production. It has a
rated maximum voltage of 170V
and will go short-circuit when this
voltage is reached. The diode, part
no. RH-EX0875BMZZ, should be
included in all sets. Fig. 16 shows
the position of D735, on the print
side of the PCB. Note the use of
hot -melt glue to prevent the diode
from shorting to adjacent tracks.

When the avalanche diode is
incorporated only four items
generally need to be replaced in
the event of a high -HT fault.
These are D735, Q601, IC705 and
C720. This is because D735
prevents further damage. A Sharp
kit, part no. FWSERVKIT01//,
contains these four items.

If the diode is not fitted the
following components should be
checked for damage before
switching the set on:

Q601, the line output transistor,
part no. RH-TX0192BMZZ. It
becomes leaky or goes short-
circuit.

D1703
YV281-1600 Approx 400V

R1715
330k
MA,

1%

NE C1707
22n
630V

to C705

IC301/2, the audio output ICs,
part no. VHITDA7480/-1. These
can go short-circuit. Also check
the supply feed chokes L315,
L316, L350 and L351 (part no.
VP-CF3R3K0000). Fig. 17 shows
the location of these components.

IC1801, the RGB output chip on
the CRT base PCB. See Part 1 for
the part no. It goes short-circuit.
Check that the resistance at pin 5
is greater than 500Q with respect
to chassis.

C720, the HT reservoir
capacitor, which can be physically
damaged. Part no. depends on
value, see previous note.

IC1301, the centre -channel
amplifier, part no. VHITDA7480/-
1. This goes short-circuit. It's
located on the centre -speaker
PCB, see Fig. 18.

Q5407, part no. VS2SA1837//-1,
and Q5408, part no.
VS2SC4793//-1. These are the
scan velocity -modulator
transistors, which are mounted on
the CRT base PCB. They can go
short- or open -circuit. See Fig. 19
for the location of these items
(and IC1801).

The CRT base PCB suffers
under the high -HT condition. In
this case all the electrolytic
capacitors usually have to be
replaced.

The moral is, don't run the set
under the high -HT condition.

No power -supply
operation
No power -supply operation can be
caused by a number of
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components, the most common
failures being around the primary -
side control chip, IC702. If the
supply to pin 1 of this IC falls
below 5V, the operation of the
power supply becomes unreliable.
Though the power supply is quite
complex, only a few components
cause problems.

For low supply to IC702 check
R770 (220Q or 270Q safety),
R771 (470kQ, 1W), R721 and
R703 (both 150kQ). R771 is
connected to the gate of Q715.

The 5V regulator IC707 on the
secondary side of the circuit can
fail, the result being a set that
doesn't turn on even though the
power supply starts up.

No power -supply operation or
low HT (about 30-40V) can be
caused by R713 and R714
(560kQ, 05W) going high in
value or breaking down under
load. It's important to check these
two resistors by substitution, as
they can read OK with a meter
though they are faulty. They must
be of the metal -film, not carbon -
composition, type.

Other power -supply
problems
The cause of erratic remote -
control operation has been traced
to several components in the
power supply. The symptoms
normally encountered are no
remote -control operation or
intermittent control of volume,
either increasing dramatically or
rising slowly with the OSD
visible. D729 (see Fig. 6) can be
the cause but it's more common
for noise to enter IC702 which
then produces spurious remote -
control commands that reach the
main microcontroller chip
IC1001. To prevent this
happening, fit a 470nF, 16V
surface -mounted capacitor (part
no. VCKYTV1CF474Z) across
the input (pins 1 and 3) to the

optical diac IC708, see Fig. 20.
This capacitor was fitted during
production of all GF and HW
models.

Intermittent failure of the
chopper transistor Q701 can be
caused by dry -joints at the

I 021 9° s' ,':11141114.,..;. -. ,4111 °,61. LJ334Ct4
ti

1; 1

s  -
11::: , ""

iir , ' ",,,,,sz, x

,,,,,,,,,, ,.1
n,

J.:.s ::; ,

components in the snubber
network (D711, C710, R715) or
poor connections to the mains
rectifier's reservoir capacitor
C705. Q701 must be the correct
type, S5FI ON80A (part no. RH-
TX0198BMZZ). Use of an

Location of Power Factor PWB

Location of
0735 on the
print side of
the PWB

Fig. 16: The location of avalanche diode D735. Note hot -melt glue
(see text).

Fig. 14: The
power -factor
correction PCB
used in Model
56FW53H.

Fig. 15: Location
of the power -
factor correction
PCB in Model
56FW53H.

L3I5 L316 L351 1350

Fig. 17: Location of the audio output stage components on
the main PCB.
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incorrect transistor can result in
a power supply that doesn't work,
causes excessive RF interference
or is unreliable.

If there's a mains surge or
lightning strike Q701 will
invariably fail. D712, Q702, Q703
and R716 will also have suffered
damage, as will the bridge
rectifier diodes D701-4. To
prevent further failure it's
advisable to replace all these
components, even if they do not
appear to be faulty.

The programmable zener diode
IC706, which drives the feedback
optocoupler IC705, can cause high
or low HT. Its part no. is RH-
IX1704BMZZ.
Erratic operation of the main

microcontroller chip IC1001 can
be caused by the 3.3V supply
rising to 5V because of failure of
Q710, Q711 or Q712 in the 3.3V
regulator circuit. Check for 3.3V
at the emitter of Q712.

The line output stage
As in previous Sharp chassis a
transformerless line driver stage is
used, with its running voltages
obtained from the line output
transformer T601. Fig. 22 shows
the basic line driver and output
stage circuitry.

At switch on 8V from the power
supply is fed to the collector of
Q603 via R605 and to the
collector of Q602 via R628 and
R608, while -16V is applied to
the emitter of Q602 via R619.
Line drive pulses from pin 50 of
IC801 are fed via inverter Q802 to
the base of Q603. As a result
Q603/2 and the line output
transistor Q601 are brought into
operation. The waveforms that
appear at pins 6 and 10 of T601
are rectified by D610 and D611
respectively to produce the
running voltages for the driver
stage.

When the drive signal is high,

Centre speaker PW9 1C1302 - 1C1300 is an SMD device
mounted on the print side of the PWB

Fig. 18: Location of the centre -speaker PCB.

1C1801

Q912 Q5407 Q5408

Fig. 19: Position of CRT base PCB components that can
fail under high -HT conditions.

the emitter of Q603 goes high,
switching Q602 on. The voltage at
the collector of Q602 falls, and
Q601 switches off. Conversely
when the drive signal goes low
Q603/2 switch off and Q601
switches on. As the current drawn
from the 8V supply via R608 and
R628 (both 11(52) is minimal,
Q601 doesn't turn on fully. But it
does energise T601 sufficiently
for secondary -winding voltages to
be produced. When D611
conducts Q601 switches on
harder, until the drive signal goes
high to start the next cycle.

Once the line output stage is
running, D611 provides a low -
impedance, high -current path to
turn Q601 on. D610 does the same
to switch Q601 off. These low -
impedance supplies are required
to ensure that the output transistor
spends a minimal amount of time
on the linear portion of its
characteristic. When Q601 is

Location of
SMD capacitor

Fig. 20: Location of the SMD capacitor at IC708.

1111 111111111 11\1 1111 1111

: 6V
VDUS

11 1111 1111 OV

Fig. 21 Drive waveform at the base of the line output transistor Q601.
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Fig. 22: The basic line
driver and output
stage circuitry.
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Fig. 23: The location of various components in the line output stage. C613
is the scan -correction capacitor.

switching between on and off or
off and on power is generated and
is dissipated as heat. Thus Q601
can fail if it takes too long to
switch on or off.
With this driver arrangement it's

essential that the circuit is started
softly. For this reason the line
drive frequency is doubled
initially, effectively reducing
Q601's on time, until the run

voltages have been established.
In addition to producing the

EHT, focus and first -anode
voltages for the CRT, T601
produces ±13V supplies for the
field output stage - D609 rectifies
the pulses at pin 9 while D608
rectifies the pulses at pin 5. Line
flyback pulses (HFB) from pin 1
are fed to IC801 for timing and
safety (to prevent excessive EHT)

I I

HFB
R617 D510
22' 1N4935

-AAN- 25V

C520
470
35V

D609
1N4935

5
0

H

0608
1N4935

14 mm
C632 .1.
470
25V

F602

F601

purposes. These pulses are also
rectified by D510 to produce a
25V supply for the field flyback.
The pulses at pin 7, sitting on the
HT supply, are rectified by D621
to produce the voltage required
for the RGB output stages.

Finally a negative -going voltage
obtained from pin 8 is used for the
protection circuit. This voltage is
proportional to the beam current.
The greater the beam current the
greater this negative voltage,
which is linked to pin 95 of
IC1001 via zener diode D622 and
Q606. Should this voltage exceed
the safe working level, pin 95 of
IC 1001 will go low and the set
will be switched to standby (no
power supply operation).

Fig. 23 shows the location of
various components in the line
output stage. Fig. 21 shows the
drive waveform at the base of
Q601.

Next month
We'll continue next month with
the focus modulation (66 and
76cm models) and EW drive
circuits, and provide fault-finding
guidance on the line driver/output
stages.

C616
470
35V

13V

-13V

El. C615
470
25V
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Timer/VideoPlus problem
Over the past two weeks we've had five
Panasonic VCRs with the same reported
fault, no timer of VideoPlus operation.
The machines were all different models,
between four and eight years old, and on
checking the clock/calendar settings we
found that they were all stuck at 10 July
2003. There's an option of auto or manual
clock setting, and all were set to auto.
Resetting the date on manual cured the
problem.

Panasonic says this fault has been
reported only in Devon and Cornwall. It's
to do with alterations to the BBC1 teletext
signal, which this range of VCRs uses to
set the time and date automatically.
Steve Hague,
Redruth, Cornwall.

Hints and tips
I was interested to read Geoff Darby's
letter (September, page 692) in which he
described the use of Brasso wadding to
remove scratches on CDs. When I was at
Liverpool University in 1970 I used to
supplement my grant by making pendants
that consisted of two pieces of Perspex
glued together, shaped with a file and
sandpaper, then finished off with Duraglit
wadding. As a sideline I polished out
scratches in watch glasses. I have used
Brasso wadding to fix scratches in CDs
since they first appeared on the market. It
helps if you finish off with radial rather
than circular strokes. For deep scratches
in Perspex I start by 'frosting' with 400
grade sandpaper and finish off with
wadding, but I wouldn't recommend this
for CDs.

While on the subject of handy tips, it's
a good idea to visit your local
photographic shop and ask for a bag of
empty (used) film canisters. These plastic
containers have a multitude of uses. I
wrap ICs in antistatic polythene, pop them

Send letters to "Television", Highbury Business Communications,
Nexus House, Azalea Drive, Swanley, Kent, BR8 8HU
or e-mail t.winford@highburybiz.com
using subject heading 'Television Letters'.

Please send plain text messages. Do NOT send attachments. Be sure to type your full

name, address, postcode, telephone and e-mail address (if any).
Your address and telephone number will not be published but your e-mail address will

unless you state otherwise.
Please send ONLY text intended for the letters page. Correspondence relating to
subscriptions and other matters must be sent to the office address given above.

inside a film canister and post or store
them in this way. The canister prevents
the pins from being crushed. You can also
use them for storing small amounts of
grease, nuts, bolts and various small
components. My wife uses them for
transporting small amounts of talcum
powder etc. when we go on holiday.
Martin Pickering,
Sandbach, Cheshire.

Battery polarity protection
I recently had in for repair a Tait 2000
two-way radio that's used by car -rally
marshal's. These units tend to be passed
around and used in inauspicious
conditions. The radio had a pair of
crocodile clips and had been connected to
a 12V car battery the wrong way round.
The protection features did their job, but
there was damaged print. So repair was
necessary, and I gave some thought to
what could be done to prevent a repeat.
The result was the circuit shown in Fig. 1.

Relay RLA has normally -open
contacts. If the radio is connected to the
battery the wrong way round, the relay
provides protection while the red LED
and buzzer provide a warning. When the
radio is connected the right way round,
D2 energises the relay whose contacts
close to provide power. The green LED
indicates this.

The circuit could be used to protect
anything that might be powered from a
12V car/truck battery, for example a 12V
portable TV set. I built the initial
prototype in a small box in the lead, and
have since built several more. With some
older 12V portable TV sets the circuit
could be built into the set. The relay is a
12V DC type with 10A normally -open
contacts. Obviously the design could be
adapted to meet various needs.
Jim Littler,
Wigan, Lancs.

Those were the days
Most elderly TV enthusiasts will recall
the famous EF50 valve with its inherent
contact problems. I once sold an elderly
Pye Model D18T, which had a

complement of red EF50 valves. Why
were they favoured in comparison with
the silver types? Was it just the
appearance? Anyway the set had a
problem that we couldn't cure -
intermittent sound. The lady who bought
it got used to giving the cabinet a smart
tap, which usually provided a temporary
cure. A sore hand made this painful
however, so she got a hammer and wound
a duster around its head to protect the
cabinet from damage. I seem to recall that
this was quite effective, but the odd thing
was that she wouldn't move the set to dust
it in case she damaged it!
Philip Bearman,
New Barnet, Herts.

I wonder how many people recall aerial
erection in the early days of TV? Prior to
the start of transmissions from Sutton
Coldfield it was a two -man job that took
four -six hours to complete. The old -
established family firm I worked for
believed in first-class workmanship. For
example each aerial was earthed, to assure
customers that the huge metal object was
safe from lightning strikes! So an earth
cable was run down with the coaxial
cable, taped every foot then wrapped with
a strand of lashing wire and eased under
the roofing tiles to hold the cable firm.
The earth rod was driven into the ground
as a short run was required. This was
difficult when the ground was covered
with concrete! Lashing cable had to be
properly spliced to the cable eyes - no U -
bolts were allowed.

As there were few aerials in the district
to line up with, aerial orientation was
based on a bearing on an OS map and use
of an ex -services fluid -mounting compass.
You couldn't rely on the availability of
test transmissions. Even later they were
on for only two hours in the morning.

The only lightning strike we had was a
direct hit - tiles off the roof and the
coaxial cable and earth wire vaporised in
short sections. The set was a 9in.
Ferguson TRF table model that had cost
about 39 guineas. It was amazing that the
strike only smashed the first RF amplifier
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valve (EF91). It then went to the
volume/on-off switch, which was
destroyed, and after that round the room,
piercing the twin plastic mains cable in
several places. On reaching the only
power socket in the room, a cooker outlet,
it blew the entire cast-iron cooker unit off
the wall!

Unusual TV faults dealt with in the
field could be very time consuming. For
example a local farmer complained that
ITV went off at tea time, BBC remaining
OK. The set was a Bush Model TV125.
We eventually established that the PCF86
mixer/oscillator valve failed to oscillate at
the higher frequency, but the actual cause
was mains supply loading (voltage drop)
when the milking machines were brought
into use! The width and height were
unaffected, which masked the cause of the
trouble.

On another occasion the problem was
colour drop -out on ITV only with a
Korting hybrid set. Suspecting a gate -
pulse timing problem, we fitted an
exchange colour decoder module. This
made no difference, so the set was taken
back to the workshop for a prolonged
soak test. No fault was found, and the set
was subsequently taken back to the
customer - where it failed at teatime!

Fig. 1: Jim
Littler's bat-
tery -polarity

protection cir-
cuit. All diodes

are type
1N4001. See

text for relay
details.

Red

12V car/truck
battery

Black

We began to suspect some rogue
radiation, and eventually traced the cause
to an old Defiant set in the adjacent semi-
detached house - the sets were back-to-
back. This Defiant set radiated a harmonic
signal through the wall when on BBC.
Some diplomacy was required to sort this
one out!
Ron Bourne,
Cheddleton, Staffs.

Nokia monitors
With reference to the excellent feature on
servicing Nokia monitors (July and
August issues), a fault I have had with the
Dell D1025HE 1000HS series (Nokia
447S061) is a blackened, blown mains

RLA

Output

ti
Green
LED

Black

fuse caused by an internal short-circuit in
the mains bridge rectifier's reservoir
capacitor. When I examined the capacitor,
which was made by Siemens, I found that
it had a hole in its side. It is easy to
overlook this and waste time checking the
degaussing posistor etc.

I have also had the line output
transformer (Eldor FJ3000) in the
447S061 catch fire, with flames that had
to be blown out when the monitor had
been disconnected. This could be
dangerous.

I have come across Nokia monitors
with Zenith shown on the front.
Mark Garton,
Bromsgrove, Worcestershire.a

WANTE
The help wanted column is intended to
assist readers who require a part, circuit
etc. that's not generally available.
Requests are published at the discretion of
the editor. Send them to the editorial
department or email to
t.winford@highburybiz.com

Wanted: Spares for the Thorn 3000 CTV
chassis, including EHT/scan transformers and A 1
switches. N. Dobson, 19 Romney Drive, Carrville,
Durham, DH1 I LS. Phone 01913 865 387.
Wanted: Circuit diagram (photocopy OK) for the
Panasonic Model DVD-A160, as ICI021 is
missing. Alternatively I might be interested in a
working power panel. Phone Jeff Buck on 01206
791 128 (Colchester) or email
jefbuck@yahoo.co.uk
Wanted: Information to identify the control chip
U801, an 8 -pin DIL device, used in the Proline
DVD player Model DVD2500. The chip has
blown its top off, destroying the identification.
Derek Castle, 16 Cleveleys Court, Cleveleys
Avenue, Holbeck, Leeds, LS11 OAX. Phone
01132 774 047.

Wanted: Service manual (photocopy OK) for the
Pioneer CD player Model PD -M50 to help with
laser replacement. Hannas Electrical, 10 Cross
Street, Enniskillen, BT74 7DX. Phone 02866 342
822.
Wanted: For spares, Quad 303 and 405 power
amplifiers, 33 and 44 preamplifiers and FM2 and
FM3 tuners. Working or non -working. Phone
Mike on 01758 613 790.
For disposal: Copies of Television from 1975 to
date, U -View circuit books, manuals, parts, test
equipment, etc. Phone David on 01519 321 419
(Merseyside).
Wanted: User manual for the HP digitising
oscilloscope type 54501A. Photocopy OK. Will
cover costs. Phone Charles Coultas on 01189 785
713 or email charles@dataskil.com
Wanted: Service manual or circuit diagram
(photocopy OK) for the Sharp SM-32 amplifier.
Also information on the drive used in the Sharp
CP-32E speaker system, such as manufacturer,
part numbers or part availability. Whole units of
either product would be of interest to me. Phone
Andrew Fell on 01444 248 389 or email
andrew@fell.giointernet.co.uk
Wanted: Old half -inch diameter ferrite rods.
Must be six inches or more long. Willing to pay
very good money for them. Peter Tankard, I6A
Birkendale Road, Sheffield, S6 3NL. Phone
07931 463 823 (mobile) 9 a.m. to 10.30 p.m.
Wanted: IC type TDA4429T. It's an IF amplifier
used in an old Sony tuner. If anyone can help,
please contact Rod Tyler, Tyler TV, Petworth,
West Sussex. Phone/fax 01798 342 210 or email
r@rtyler60.fsnetco.uk
Wanted: The four push-button controls (volume,
prog. etc.) on the front panel of an Alba Model
CTV4809 no longer work though the set is

otherwise OK. Please phone or write if you can
help with this fault. I don't have a manual. Ron
White, 29 Nunnery Street, Castle Hedingham,
Essex, C09 3ND. Phone 07751 674 650 after 6
p.m.
For disposal: I have free for collection Television
magazines from 1977 to 1989. John Clarke, 27
Northumbria Close, Prospect Hill, Worksop,
Notts, S81 OSU. Phone 01909 486 438.
Wanted: Front cabinet for the 29in. Sony Model
KVE2925. The part no. is X42000793. It's
probably used in other models. Please phone
Stephen on 01932 341 854 or email
sachpman@fsmail.net
Wanted: A service manual or any servicing
information on the Philips LaserVision Models
22VP600 and 22VP700. M. Stephens, 283
Blackburn Road, Haslingden, Rossendale, Lancs,
BB4 5JG.
Wanted: Working text board for the Philips
Anubis A AC chassis, using SAA5246AP/E,
M5156AL-12 and PCF84C81AP/098 chips. All
costs paid. Please phone 01483 720 022
(Woking, Surrey) or email
tvaudio@waitrose.com
Wanted/for disposal: Does anyone know of a
source of plastic push -buttons suitable for the
Quad 22 control unit? I have for disposal 130
vintage radio valves (1920s -1950s) plus other
interesting components. Offers for the lot - phone
or email for a list. I also have a 1950s Ekco VHF
radio, working but needs attention, and a 1977
Thorn 9000 series colour TV set in excellent
condition, with manual, stand, two remote -control
units and lots of spares. These are both free for
collection. Phone Steve Sheppard on 01588 660
519 or email
steve@jnb384.free-online.co.uk
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Vintage repair:

AB sh VT 103 radio
Pete Roberts tackles an AM/FM radio that failed to provide reception in
any of the bands. The use of germanium transistors had some advantages
in terms of performance quality

Photo 1:
Appearance of
the Bush Model
VTR103, an
AM/FM receiver
that dates from
1962.

Photo 2: Internal
layout of the

VTR103.

How's this for a classic? A three -band Bush radio
Model VTR103 dating from 1962, with VHF
coverage 88-100Mc/s (we'll drop Hz this time to

keep in the spirit of things). Photo 1 shows the receiver,
and Photo 2 the internal layout. The fault report was no
reception, just crackling. I connected the receiver to my
bench power supply, set for 9V output, and found that
the current consumption was 20mA (spot on for
MW/LW reception). So there was obviously nothing
seriously wrong.

Circuitry
The set is fairly complex compared to most radios of

the time. Unlike the two -band TR82, the RF/IF stages
use the then new Mullard alloy -diffused junction
transistors. Starting from the front end, the VHF tuner
has an AF114 RF amplifier followed by an AF115 self -
oscillating mixer, both operated in the common -base
mode. The MW/LW mixer/oscillator, which acts as the
first IF amplifier for VHF reception, and the two
following IF stages all use AF116 transistors. The VHF
IF is 10Mc/s, the AM IF 470kc/s. An 0A90 diode is
used for AM detection while a pair of 0A79 diodes is
used in the FM ratio -detector circuit.

The audio section starts with an 0071 preamplifier
transistor which is followed by an OC81D driver
transistor. This is transformer -coupled to the 0081
output transistors, the secondary winding on the driver
transformer having a centre -tap that's connected to

stage is very nice: it's a balanced
push-pull type with a meaty valve -radio sized output
transformer. The transistors are pnp types throughout,
with their emitters fed from the 9V rail.

Fault finding
I decided to tackle the loss of AM signals first.
Touching the wiper of the volume -control
potentiometer produced a healthy mains hum, so the
audio stages were working - it never ceases to amaze
me how quiet germanium amplifiers can be compared
with modern silicon circuitry. Measurements around the
three AF116 transistors produced voltage readings close
to those shown on the circuit diagram.

The AF11X range of transistors are housed in large
TO7 cans. They all suffer from a peculiar problem: the
collector develops a short-circuit to the case. This is
caused by a conductive whisker forming in the silicone
compound that's used to protect the transistor wafer.
The transistors in the VTR103 were all OK in this
respect however.

Further experimental signal injection (touching
various points with a screwdriver in contact with my
finger) produced hash when the base of the final IF
amplifier transistor was contacted but nothing when the
base of the transistor in the previous stage was
contacted. So I replaced the first IF transistor, using an
AF126. This is the later version of the AF116, in the
much larger TO74 can. Voila - up came medium- and
long -wave reception., But there was still no VHF
reception.

When the set is switched to VHF, signal injection of
the type just described should result in short-wave noise
(10.7Mc/s is about 30 metres). But I couldn't raise a
cheep anywhere while poking about in the RF/IF
stages. So I decided to adopt the `official' approach and
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brought out my trusty Advance E2 valve signal
generator, allowing it to warm up for the recommended
twenty minutes! While waiting, I checked the two
0A79 diodes in the ratio -detector circuit: they were
both OK.

When I injected a high-level amplitude -modulated
10.7Mc/s signal at the collector of the final IF amplifier
transistor there was the expected distorted 400c/s tone,
but silence when the probe was transferred to the
transistor's base. What sort of transistor fault can give
correct DC conditions and satisfactory operation at
470kc/s but no results at 10.7Mc/s? I've long given up
applying what some call "logical deduction of fault
conditions". In went another AF126, and the result was
short-wave noise when I touched the VHF tuner's IF
output. But still no VHF reception.

The VHF tuner is in a separate screening can and uses
permeability tuning, with an RF amplifier stage and a
self -oscillating mixer. Access is easy: undo two 6BA
nuts and the tuner housing can be slid off, revealing
both sides of the PCB and the permeability tuner with
its cord -tensioning spring, see Photo 3. Once again
voltage checks around the two transistors produced
readings close to those shown on the circuit diagram.

Now where I live, at Runcorn, I am not only at the top
of a multi -story building which is itself sited on top of a
hill, but I'm also in the primary service area of the
Holme Moss transmitter and surrounded by strong
local -radio transmitters. So I have to be very careful
when servicing VHF/FM receivers as the signals here
are so strong across the band that a set with a dead RF
amplifier can still hit the limiting level. Thus in my,
workshop a VHF radio with working IF stages means
just one thing: a dead mixer/oscillator.

After replacing the AF115 mixer/oscillator transistor
with an AF125 I was rewarded with excellent VHF
reception and, surprisingly, no realignment was
required despite fitting the physically much smaller
AF125 - all stations appeared at the correct points on
the alignment check dial (see Photo 4).

Something else that surprises me is how low the inter -
station noise is with these old receivers. I've noticed
this with most of the early Sixties gear I've serviced:
there's nothing like the raucous hash you get with
modern equipment. One thing I did notice, with our
crowded VHF band, was 'birdying' because of poor
image rejection, though this was significantly reduced
when the tuner's screening can had been refitted. Of
course this forty -year old radio receiver was originally
designed to receive just three widely -separated stations
at nothing like the field strengths we have today.

Capacitors
The electrolytic capacitors in this Bush receiver are all
those attractive two-tone Plessey ones I liked as a boy
and still like now. Even the labels were in good nick.
Experience has shown that these capacitors continue to
be pretty reliable even after all these years. The low
quiescent current proved that none of the decouplers
were leaky, so I left them all in place.

Likewise the Hunts moulded capacitors. Now I know
that these had a very bad reputation when used in valve
radios and TV sets: the cases crack and the paper
dielectric becomes leaky. I remember, when I were but
a lad, watching Hunts Supamolds going up in a puff of
smoke when a particularly ratty old radio was first
plugged in after years of disuse. In a transistor set
however the capacitors aren't subjected to the high
temperatures that damage the moulded casing, nor are
they run at anything near their rated voltage. I've never
had reason to replace a Hunts moulded capacitor in a
transistor radio.

Chassis removal
I really dreaded one part of the job: removing the
chassis. This is held in place by four screws that are
easy to remove, but you also have to pull off that tuning
knob! And after forty years it was tight. The
recommended method of removal is to pull it off with a
sink plunger but, having run out of these, I had to resort
to other methods.

One thing you must never do is to try to prise the knob
off with a screwdriver - that approach is guaranteed to
crack it. I had to ease my not particularly dainty fingers
under the knob, helped a bit by longish nails, then slowly
and carefully rock it back and forth while pulling it
gently. After about five minutes the knob relinquished
its grip on the tuning gang's shaft. This particular radio is
of great sentimental value to its owner, so I had to take
the greatest care. There's a moral here: avoid trimming
your nails before dismantling a Bush radio!

Photo 3: The
VHF tuner, after
removal of its
screening can.

Photo 4: The
alignment
check dial.
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DVD
Fault reports from
Geoff Darby
Chris Bowers
and
J.S. Ogilvie
We welcome fault reports from
readers - payment for each fault
is made after publication. See
page 745 for details of where and
how to send reports.

Samsung DVD-S224
The symptoms produced by a defective
laser can be many and varied. A fairly
common one is failure to play one type of
disc, usually either CD or DVD. It's often
not appreciated that there are usually two
laser diodes in the optical block, and of
course either can fail.

As a general rule if one type of disc
plays and the other doesn't the optical
block is the first suspect. There can be
other causes however, including servo
trouble, because different servo processing
systems may be used for playing different
disc types, and spindle motor trouble,

because the rotational speed for playing a
DVD is much higher than for playing a
CD. I've also known corrupt software to
cause problems between media types.

This particular unit would play CDs
but wouldn't spin a DVD up to full speed
and play it. This could have meant a
suspect spindle motor. But in this
machine the motor is an electronically -
commutated direct -drive type rather than
a conventional DC type with brushgear,
and these are in general reliable in this
application.

So I fitted a replacement laser from
stock. This restored normal playing of all
types of disc. G.D.

Sony HCD-5300
This home -cinema unit produced
crackles, pops and hisses in varying
degrees from all channels, more
predominantly from the surround
channels. There didn't appear to be any
disturbance at the inputs to the power
amplifier ICs, nor on their supply rails.
So, reluctantly, I replaced them all.

This cured the problem, but these
TA2020-020 digital amplifier ICs are not
cheap. At over £30 each it was a very
expensive repair. I wonder whether all
three were from a faulty batch? G.D.

Panasonic DVD-LA65
This nice little personal DVD player, with
widescreen LC display, wouldn't read
discs. From the top, it didn't look as if the
laser was fully home. So the unit was

dismantled and the deck was removed.
This whole operation is very simple,
involving simply removal of all the
obvious -looking screws in the bottom,
separating the case top half from the
bottom, unplugging the deck, and lifting it
off the locating spigots - it's not screwed
in.

When the deck was out I found that the
laser worm drive felt stiff. The laser and
drive were easily removed from the deck,
by undoing the two screws that secure the
sled -motor cover plate. Once the laser and
its worm drive were out, the worm was
indeed found to be stiff in the laser. I
screwed it out carefully, cleaned its
grooves, relubricated the bearing and
interface pawl surfaces, then screwed the
worm back in. After that it rotated freely
and smoothly.

The laser and drive were then refitted to
the deck and the whole unit was
reassembled. When tested, it played discs
faultlessly and performed chapter jumps
quickly, quietly and correctly as requested.
G.D.

Sony DVP-NS305
There was no audio from the scart
connector at the rear of this unit. A quick
call to Sony technical provided a possible
cause, bad or poor contacts at connector
CN203 on board AV61. Resoldering the
contacts restored correct operation. C.B.

Sony HCD-5800
There was no DVD operation. Checks at
connector CNO08 on the DVD board
showed that the 12V supply was missing.
The cause was traced to a faulty 10pH
inductor, L904, on the power board. The
part no. is 1-414-398-11. C.B.

Sony DVP-NS300
This unit had no power. I soon found the
cause when I checked the supply lines on
board IF80 with a meter. The lA chip link
PS401, part no. 1-576-509-21, was open -
circuit. A replacement restored power.
C.B.

Oritron DVD600
I'd never heard of this one before. It came
in dead. On checking I found that the
main reservoir capacitor C802 (33pF,
400V) had leaked and as a result U801
(TOP223P) had failed. I couldn't find this
device listed anywhere. It looks like an 8 -
pin IC, but six pins are shorted together.
So I obtained a TOP233Y with a slight
modification, fitted it and found that the
player came back to life. I let it run for a
day to make sure. J.S.O.

Pioneer DV515
If there's no drawer operation, check
whether circuit protector P103 (800mA)
is open -circuit. J.S.O.
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,N A breakthrough in low cost pattern generators this new design has 14 display outputs at 512'288 resolution, including

three full testcards of 4:3 and 16:9 ratios. Composite, S Video, SCART - RGB and Audio outputs, runs on batteries or 8-12V DC adapter.

A micro and a 4 %leg flash memory are the base for this new design. it hits of data
per pixel enabling 32 lo els of Colour. A IX' IX' comelier power supply enables
just 2 AA cells to power the unit. Audio tone sinewave output is mailable %la front
Phono socket or SCART connector. Th.: kit conx.'s with a high quality double
sided IX B. ready programmed micro and flash menlory. All components including
case. self adhesie overlay. drill template and full construction manual are
supplied in the kit. Only soldering of components to pun and drilling. Idling of
plastic end panels is required to construct IMILN.
The unit can be built in three to fise hours.
Note: Ualt is software upgradable

Full parts kit to build the D-GEN, £75.

r"iPUT" "."°m.at'x "), TrcTrr-'
SVGA II now has a slimline case, 9 display outputs at 64$'480, 800'600 & 1024'768. Colourbors, crosshatch, dot, black, red,
green, blue, white and flashing white patterns. Test and set-up computer monitors without a PC.
15 way D type output, runs on 8.12V DC adapter and be built in a couple of hours.

New lower kit price of only £29.50
Software upgrade available for original SVGA generator.

R"JLTIGEN VIDrr' 'cRPirf'
Ten display outputs in PAL, NTSC & VGA of testcard, colourbars, grayscale, crosshatch, centering, red, green,
blue, white and flashing white.
PAL 625 lines 50Hz - NTSC 515 lines 60 Hz, Composite & S Video outputs VGA 640'480 60 Hz, 15 way D - AUDIO
1 KHz Phono output.
Unit can be powered via 8.12V DC adapter, 2 AA alkaline or rechargeable batteries that arc recharged via
odapter.

.irts kit to build the Muifiegr,

.II three units are now mailable in Pt Bone or Black case. please state when or
Please add f2 postage to all orders. f3 for oveneas orders.

Send cheque. Postal Orders or International Mosey Orders to:
J Ilarding. 43 Jonathan nnot Trentham, Stoke-on-Trent. Staffs, S14441.P England.

For more information in all these kits, send S.A.E or.

Visit our website "http://www.videocorner.co.uk" or Entail us at "roy(a ideocorner.co.uk"

OLOUR TRADE
rosstitr_

LI.PGrST T Cr
T V

-rp,r tJ V r_ 5T`
,,..20 _YEARS

Wholesaler Distributors & Expert Agents of
Domestic Electronics & Appliances

FULL RANGE OF FACTORY
GRADED TV's DVD / VIDEOS
HI-FI SMALL & LARGE
DOMESTIC GOODS

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Naw Asr.ailable

TV's, DVD's, VCR & AUDIO
Over 40 years of genuine experience

Experts on: -
Thomson  Sanyo  Beko  LG  Tatung  Ferguson
Bush  Funai  Pacific  Dansai  Samsung & more

0907 076 70 80
Cal! cost 60p min

MAIN DEALER
hompson

Tel: 0121 359 7020 Fax: 0121 359 6344
Phoenix House, 190 Bridge St. West, Newtown, Birmingham B19 2YT

Email: inquiries@colourtrade.com
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II and
Satellite
Receptio
Terrestrial DX and satellite TV recep-
tion reports - July was another
remarkable month for SpE activity.
Broadcast and satellite TV news. The
HS Publications D500 DX -TV converter
for low -band VHF reception reviewed.
Roger Bunney reports

Young Germans at a live Brandenburg Gate pop concert, seen
via Eutelsat W1 (10°E).

July 2003 was another remarkable month for Sporadic E
reception. It was as good as anything since I first started
DXing in the mid Sixties, when SpE signals in Band I were

intense, very strong and of long duration. This time round, records
have been broken. See later for a report on Band II FM radio
reception from across the Atlantic - both the US and Canada!

The advent of PC radio scanners such as the Icom IC-
PCR1000 has made it possible to measure carrier offsets to a few
Hz. This has led to confirmation of reception at distances
previously thought to be impossible. Often such below -threshold
signals do not register with a conventional scanner, and certainly
won't produce an image on a TV screen. Unless such reception is
unique, it won't be mentioned here.

The July SpE log is as follows:

1/7/03 RAI (Italy) chs. IA and B; TVE (Spain) chs. E2-4.
3/7/03 TVE E2; IZ (TVE Izana, Canary Is) E3.
4/7/03 RAI IA; TVE E2.
6/7/07 MTV (Hungary) R1; SVT (Sweden) E3; RAI IA, B.
7/7/03 RAI IA, B; ch. A2, 3 (see later).
8/7/03 RAI IA, B; TVE E2-4; C+ (Canal Plus, France) L3;

IZ E3; SVT E2, 3; YLE (Finland) E3; ORT (Russia)
R2; RTL (RTL Klub, Hungary) R2.

9/7/03 RAI IA. B; RTL R2; RTP (Portugal) E3; ch. A2
video, see later; TVE E2-4; SVT E2, 3; YLE E3;
NRK (Norway) E2.

13/7/03 YT (Ukraine) R2; RAI IA.
15/7/03 TVP (Poland) R2.
16/7/03 RAI IA.
17/7/03 TVE E2, 3; RAI IA, B; ETV (Estonia) R2.
18/7/03 RAI IA, B; TVA (Italy) E2; CRO (Croatia) E3;

TVE E2; RTP E3.
19/7/03 RAI IA, B; TVA E2; LTV (Lithuania) R2; C+ IA;

TVE E2, 3; RTP E3; IZ E3; YT R1, 2; MTV R1;
RTL R2; JTV (Jordan) E3.

20/7/03 TVE E2-4; IZ E3; RAI IA, B; NRK E2, 3; ARD
(Germany) E3; MTV Rl.

21/7/03 NRK E2-4; SVT E2-3; RUV (Iceland) E4; ORT R2;
RAI IA, B; TVE E2-4; MTV Rl.

22/7/03 RAI IA, B; TVE E2-4; SVT E2-4; NRK E2-4; RTL,
R2; RAI IA, B.

23/7/03 TVE E2; CRO E4; RTL R2; RAI IA, B.
25/7/03 RAI IB.
26/7/03 NRK E2, 3.
27/7/03 RAI IA; TVE E2-4.
28/7/03 RAI IA, B; C+ L3; TVE E2.

The heatwave over the 12 -14th produced enhanced
tropospheric reception, with Band III/UHF signals from
Germany, Norway and the Benelux countries.

The 7th was a remarkable day. Cyril Willis (King's Lynn)
received ch. A2, A3 and A4 signals from the US and Canada
using his Icom PC scanner. Ch. A3 included a Mary Tyler Moore
interview, ads. etc. One of several ch. A2 signals received was
identified as WPBT-TV ch. 2 Miami, at 2145 GMT. Unidentified
ch. A2 video/audio was received on the 9th. On the 21st at 1455
GMT there were traces of ch. A4 Venezuela.

Hugh Cocks in the Algarve has confirmed reception of
Telemundo-TV ch. A2 from Puerto Rico at 2200 GMT on the
3rd. Transatlantic TV had been received on five consecutive
nights at that time!

Evidence of high transatlantic activity has come from an
amateur radio DXpedition to St. Pierre Island (Nova Scotia) from
June 12 onwards. It seems that European ch. E2 video was
present most of the time every day!

An outstanding month.

Backtracking to June
Further reports of the excellent June SpE conditions have been
received. On the morning of Saturday June 7 John Faulkner
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(Notts) received signals in chs. A2-5 from North America. After
maybe a quarter of a century CKCW Moncton, New Brunswick
ch. A2 was received again. This has been confirmed by Carson
McDavid, CKCW's Engineering Director. Reception lasted for
almost two hours. An audio file of parts of his reception can be
heard at

http://www.skywaves.info/audio/A2 audio.mp3
Tim Bucknall (Congelton) and David Hamilton (Ayr) also

received low -band signals on the 7th.
As reported last month, Cyril Willis received Venezuela ch. A3

on the 16th. It seems that the station was RCTV Barcelona
(Anzoategui). Izana ch. E3 was strong at the time. Hugh Cocks
(Algarve) has more recently received Puerto Rico ch. A3.

Following a day of intense European SpE reception on the 26th
John Faulkner turned his aerials to the west and, at 1900 hours
GMT, found that chs. A2-5 were full of carriers. A ch. A3 CTV
identification could have been from four possible transmitters:
being the highest powered, the most likely candidate is CFRN
Edmonton, Alberta. At the time 50MHz radio amateurs were
reaching almost the Canadian Pacific coast, so Edmonton is quite
possible.

Meanwhile David Hamilton and Paul Logan (Lisnaskea, NI)
found that SpE had reached Band II FM at up to 99.30MHz, with
reception from a whole raft of North American FM radio stations
in New Brunswick, Newfoundland, Maine, New Hampshire and
New York state. The distance from Lisnaskea to WFRY
Watertown NY is 3,049 miles, and to WHCF-FM Bangor 2,756
miles! A station co -channel with WFRY mentioned "the
Hampton", which is a favoured spot on Long Island, though
WALK -FM has not confirmed that this was their transmission.
Eleven North American FM stations were heard during this
dramatic opening. The 99.30MHz FM station was an unidentified
Canadian one. David and Paul were using a Sony ST-SB920 with
a double -six Yagi aerial and a Denon tuner with a four -element
Yagi aerial. Late news - Paul Logan reports further transatlantic
SpE FM reception during the evening of July 20.

Our congratulations to these DXers for their achievements.
DXing records have been broken!

A sound clip of 88.5MHz reception from WHCF Bangor can
be heard at

http://www.skywaves.info/audio/whamp3
Two clips of 97.1MHz reception from CBTB Baie Verte,

Newfoundland can be heard at
http://www.skywaves.info/audio/cntb_l.mp3 and
http://www.skywaves.info/audio/cntb_2.mp3
Note that Skywaves is the monthly journal of the British FM

and TV Circle. The above information is from issue no. 79, July
2003.

Satellite sightings
Midsummer brings extended coverage of sports and other outdoor
activities. Granada regionals via Telecom 2D (8°W) have been
featuring local sports, e.g. cricket and horse jumping from the
summer shows. For example the Royal Welsh Show was carried
by the usual BT TES -41 truck at 12.574GHz H (SR 5,632, FEC
3/4) for Harlech Wales over July 21/22. Anglia and Meridian
South and East have carried local cricket, boating and similar
activities for use in their evening news programmes. The deaths of
two divers exploring a shipwreck off the West Sussex coast was
reported by Meridian's BT TES -43 truck from the Littlehampton
quayside on the 22nd. This was again via 8°W, at 12.580GHz H
(5,632, 3/4).

Meridian leased a second truck on July 19 (Meridian 8MBIT
TES -9) to cover reaction to the Dr Kelly/Iraqi weapons dispute
from outside the Thames Valley Police HQ, feeding the report to
US TV networks. As the news presenter rehearsed his report, the
truck engineer advised him, via his earpiece, "fall out on the truck,
putting the carrier down". The signal then dropped out. Curious!
This was via Eutelsat W1 (10°E) at 10.090GHz V (5,632, 3/4).

Two days later there was an early -morning start for the Sky

ma

A Philips PM5544 test pattern seen via Eutelsat Wl.

News crew when Jeffrey Archer left Hollesley Bay open prison.
The UKI-784 Cl 4.2 truck uplinked this 8 a.m. occasion via
Eutelsat W2 (16°E), with downlink at 12.525GHz H (5,632, 3/4).

The French pay great attention to OB coverage of the Tour de
France cycle race each year. On the evening of the 26th however a
Dutch SNG unit, Stolkvideo Hol-47, appeared in France with live
reports, VTR playbacks etc. for channel N.TV. This was via W2 at
12.555GHz H (5,632, 3/4). On the same evening Sislink France
UKI-028 covered a local French football kickabout match via W1
at 10.962GHz H (5,632, 3/4) -I assume that SIS maintains a

WELDEX 2003
WHDCOME II 14 Komi,. 255
Ibbd Ehhnon fate kmolphorn, OK

11-14 November 2003

technologies in welding, joining, cutting and fabrication. As the largest international
show of its kind in the UK. Weldex 2003 represents a unique opportunity to

contact With some of the b and best names in the business, from all over

www.weldexpo.com

Quality reday welds: news
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News report via Eutelsat W1 during the Dr Kelly controversy.

presence in France and other European countries while retaining
UK truck identification numbers.

There was dramatic and technically -impressive live coverage
of the Michigan Indy 400 car race from the Michigan International
Speedway, Brooklyn during the evening of the 27th. Cameras on
several of the cars produced amazing, flawless pictures, cutting
between the lead car with a reverse -facing camera and the lead
challenger car with its camera facing forwards. Pit stops were also
featured, using the on -board cameras. All four tyres changed and a
tank full of gas within eleven seconds - beats my local Shell
garage! This was carried via Atlantic Bird 1 (13°E) at 11.014GHz
H (20,145, 3/4), the GlobeCast muliplex. The other two channels
in the multiplex were busy with a White House report and the
usual Sunday PGA from Georgia.

Alan Richards (Nottingham) saw footage of the shootout
between US troops and Uday/Qusay Hussein. He describes it as
harrowing. The event was seen, as it unfolded, via Eutelsat W1 at
10.971GHz V (4,167, 5/6), the APTN/UP4 feeder. An updating
report from Baghdad on the US Army hunt for Saddam Hussein
was seen via Eutelsat 2F1 (21.5°E) at 12.526GHz H (5,632, 3/4).
Alan also mentions that the Brazilian TV channel Record
International is still being transmitted during the evenings via
Hispasat (30°W) at 11.931GHz V, while Galicia TV is present at
11.811GHz V (both 27,500, 3/4).

Dave Dyson (Accrington) comments that Iraqi TV hasn't
returned to the screen as yet though he has found 'Iraqi Media
Network' via Eutelsat W1 at 11.100GHz H (SR 2,793, FEC
unknown).

Earlier in the month Europe*Star-1 (45°E) carried NTSC (525 -
line) feeds to the US from Johannesburg. The transmission, with
the identification `GlobeCast Africa Enc', consisted of an African
version of Big Brother with eleven countries participating in the
action. This CNN feed was downlinked at 11.515GHz V (5,632,
3/4).

A rare sighting via Intelsat 901 (18°W) on the 25th covered
desert fires near Denver. This was at 11.661GHz V (6,111, 3/4).
The test card identification was 'Denver abc7 working for you,
KMGH-TV Denver'. 'ICMGH-DT 17' provided the newscopter
pictures.

In answer to a reader's query, all the reports in this section are
of reception using conventional receivers and dishes no larger than
1.2m.

Broadcast news
Netherlands: DTI' transmissions have now started but there's a
lack of consumer equipment. It's initially a subscription service
with a smart card and channel availability similar to that via

cable. One comment is that it's cheaper to buy a satellite dish,
though I understand that this also requires an annual licence
payment. Radio broadcasting has been through a franchise
change recently. Some well-known broadcasters such as Radio 10
Gold (675kHz) have disappeared.

Czech Republic: At present three Band I transmitters carry the
Nova TV service, Praha ch. RI at 150kW ERP with horizontal
polarisation, and the two ch. R2 transmitters Ostrava and Ceske
Budejovice which both operate at 100kW ERP with horizontal
polarisation. There are two UHF Nova transmitters and several
that operate in Band III. The national services CT -1 and CT -2
transmit solely at UHF.

RSL-TV: A statement from My TV Network, operator of
Portsmouth Television and Southampton Television, reported in
the Daily Echo on July 29 says that "the business is on a
precarious footing, totally reliant on sales. Unless further funds
can be found from new investors, the future looks bleak". The
statement was made at a tribunal hearing into claims of unfair
dismissal by seven former employees.

Terminology
There seem to be some new telecom -world buzz words. 'In -band
m -commerce' relates to 'content' downloaded to a mobile
phone. This can be music, news, information from other
services, ring -tones etc. 'Out -of -band m -commerce' relates to
buying/ordering via the phone goods and services that are
delivered other than via the phone, e.g. by post, collection from a
shop etc., or the purchase of insurance and financial products.
The range is vast, the mobile phone being used as the payment
tool.

Satellite news
Israeli RR Sat is occasionally seen via satellite downlinks. A
recently received press release provides more information on the
operations of RR Satellite Communications Ltd. The company
has five SNG trucks, each with a characteristic diamond -shaped
dish, uplinking in Ku band with either analogue or digital
(MPEG 4:2:0 or 4:2:2) video. The satellites mostly used are Hot
Bird 3, Eurasiasat-1 and Eurelsat WI. The teleports at Tel Aviv
and Reem use the C and Ku bands.

As mentioned last month, BBC -TV from 28.2°E dropped the
use of Videoguard encryption on July 10. The BBC Ceefax page
698 should carry the latest information - via analogue terrestrial
TV!

The hot -spot for Latin American cable TV feeders is Intelsat
805, which is low in our SW skies at 55.5°W. Over twenty main
broadcasters now use this slot. The Argentine company TIBA
leases thirteen transponders on four Intelsat craft to provide C -
and Ku -band coverage across the Americas, Africa and Europe.
Check for eastbound transatlantic TIBA feeds, which are
uplinked from the Buenos Aires teleport.

C band
A few readers may use larger dishes (1.5m+) for C -band (3.4-
4.2GHz) reception. The July 2003 issue of Bob Cooper's NZ
trade magazine SatFACTS contains a warning for those
interested in such reception. C -band satellite transmission
thrived in North America Ma the Eighties, then decreased as
progress was made with Ku -band equipment. Likewise C -band
use opened up in the Nineties in Asia, covering vast land tracts.
Again the move is now to Ku band. Low -noise, high -gain Ku -
band LNBs are being mass-produced and are cheap. Conversely
fewer C -band LNBs and feeds are being produced, so prices are
rising. The C -band market could eventually dry up, leaving only
telecoms users. This would mean professional gear at
corresponding prices. So if you are considering C -band
reception, buy an LNB + feed now, while prices are still
reasonable.
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The D500 DX -TV converter
The use of an outboard tuner
system for DX -TV reception
in Bands I/III has been
common for some thirty years.
The tuner converts the Band
I/III signals to UHF for
feeding to a standard TV set.
One great advantage is that the
IF bandwidth can be reduced,
increasing the signal-to-noise
ratio with weak signals.
Another advantage of this,
when strong SpE signals are
present, is that adjacent -
channel interference can be
reduced. European Band I/III
channel allocations differ from
country to country. You might
find that a ch. E2 signal
(vision carrier frequency
48.25MHz) is present at the
same time as one in ch. R1
(vision carrier frequency
49-75MHz). With a standard
5.5MHz IF bandwidth there
will be considerable
interference between the two.
Narrowing the IF bandwidth
will reduce and possibly
eliminate such interference. In
effect, an outboard tuner
system enables any domestic
TV set to be used for DXing -
the set becomes an RF VDU!

HS Publications of Derby
has been selling TV and FM
DXing equipment for many
years, and is perhaps best
known for its D100 converter.
This covers 45-110, 160-230
and 430-890MHz, with
switchable IF bandwidth
(wide, medium or narrow) and
separate audio subcarrier
tuning. The DX signal is then
remodulated on to a standard
UHF channel for connection
to the TV set. The D100 costs
£160 or £175, the latter with a
`DX alarm'.

The latest product from HS
Publications is a 'scaled -
down' converter, Model
D500, which is intended
primarily for SpE and F2 -
layer reception of low -band
VHF TV signals. Coverage is
therefore single band, from
45MHz to approximately
86MHz. While the D100 has

nine front -panel controls the
D500 has three, for gain,
bandwidth (BW) and tuning.
There is also a power -on LED.

The D500 is housed in a
comparatively large plastic
box that measures some 157 x
160 x 88mm (including the
feet). Its front panel is
dominated by the tuning
knob, which is calibrated in
the various Band I channels
through to R3. The rear panel
has two Belling -Lee coaxial
sockets for VHF input and
UHF output, and a 3.5mm
socket for the DC input from
a 13A plug -top 13.5V power
supply that comes with the
converter. A small oscillator -
adjustment hole enables the
UHF output to be varied
within ±5 channels of ch. 65
nominal.

A look inside reveals a
tuner and adjacent UHF
modulator, some voltage -
regulation components and a
small tuning range adjustment.
PCB that's 'tacked' on to the
front panel. There's a lot of
open space inside - you could
fit batteries for portable
operation.

Operation is simple, and a
clear instruction leaflet is
provided. This explains how
to find the best output
channel.

I found the D500's tuning
action during an SpE opening
a bit odd initially, as I am
used to the D100. The D500's
tuning range for channels E2-
4 is almost 180°. With the
D100 this range is cramped
into a 60° segment. Minimum
IF bandwidth, with the control
fully clockwise, seems to be
about 2-5MHz. Depending on
the settings of the bandwidth
and tuning controls it's
possible to lose the signal. If,
for example, the BW control
is set half way and a weak
signal appears, reducing the
bandwidth by rotating the
control clockwise may
eliminate the DX signal as its
tuning peak falls outside the

Front view of the HS Publications D500 DX -TV converter.

Internal view of the D500 DX -TV converter.

bandpass. This problem is
overcome once you have
experience in using the
converter. During the strong
SpE openings in recent weeks
(June/July 2003) I found that
it's best to set the gain control
at 50 per cent of maximum.
Running flat out could cause
overloading -I use a
preamplifier with a gain of
20dB. If you don't use a
preamplifier, a higher gain
setting may be better.

I found the D500 an
effective and simple -to -use
tuning system for low -band
TV-DXing. It worked well on
test with SpE signals, and I
feel that it will be equally
effective when F2 signals
become available during the

next solar cycle - hopefully
there will still be some
analogue VHF activity. The
only minus points are the
bandwidth/ tuning problem
mentioned above - and the
rather large size of the box!

The D500 is available at
£99.95 plus £2 UK carriage
from HS Publications, 7
Epping Close, Derby, DE22
4HR. The phone number is
01332 381 699. A catalogue
can be obtained from

GarrySmith@dx-
tv.fsnet.co.uk
or you can go to the website
at

www.test-cards.fsnet.co.uk
Alternatively a catalogue

can be obtained for £1.25
from the Derby address.
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AUDIO
FAULTS
Reports from
Eugene Trundle
Roger Burchett
Geoff Darby
J.S Ogilvie
Chris Bowers
and
David I. Scott

We welcome fault reports from
readers - payment for each fault is
made after publication. See page
745 for details of where and how
to send reports.

Sony LBT-D359
The complaint was very intermittent
sound -track 'jumping', usually backwards
and generally near the beginning of a
disc's playback. It happened only when the
moon was blue and Manchester United
were playing at home to Wimbourne
Wanderers. The cure was to replace the
sled -drive motor and the optical unit's
ribbon cable -I think! E.T.

Technics RS-TR373/374 tape
decks
I had for repair a later version of the
TR373, which is similar to the TR374 and
quite different from the earlier TR373
covered in the main service manual. For
the later version you need supplement
AD9512273S0. My thanks to SEME for
sorting that out for me.

The fault itself was quite simple. There
was no audio output and no bar -graph
movement. The deck functions were OK.
There are two 0.25W fusible resistors on
the mechanism control board, which is
mounted on the back of deck 2. They are in
series with the ±7.7V supplies (marked
+B1 and -B). R406 (270) is in the +B1
feed and R407 (180) in the -B feed. Both
were burnt and open -circuit. Amongst
other things these lines supply the
AN7356SC-E2 playback/record amplifier
chip IC2 and the AN7357FB-V Dolby chip
IC401.

It was easy enough to measure the
current flowing via each supply. I found
that the -B line was supplying excessive
current, and a near short-circuit could be
measured to chassis. But where was the
short? Close examination under a strong
light with an even stronger magnifying
glass led me to link J66 which, when cut,
isolated both ICs. Glory be, the fault was
at the input side! The culprit was the
470$F, 10V decoupling capacitor C424.
Presumably C423 (same value) in the +B1
supply could cause the same fault.

This was a simple fault theoretically,
but dismantling the unit was not so simple
(a Mole grip was required to move one
screw holding the board). The print is
spidery. Who designed the print on the IC
side of R407 without an adequate land?
Shame on you! R.B.

Goodmans System M500
I normally associate Goodmans with the
lower end of the market where, often, the
cost of a repair can exceed the value of the
unit, resulting in just lost time and no
profit. So I lifted this one, which was
labelled 'dead', osn to the bench with
some trepidation. The first shock was that
it was surprisingly heavy. The second
shock, once it had been opened up, was the
superior build quality. It was well put
together, and looked as if it was going to

be very difficult to work on.
The only voltage I could see marked on

the main PCB, at the right-hand side of the
unit, was 5.6V. It was right next to a three-
legged device that I guessed might be a 5V
regulator, as its centre pin was returned to
chassis via a forward conducting diode. It
was impossible to see the device itself
readily, being on the other side of the
board. If it was a 7805, its input voltage
was very low. There were however good
20V levels across the nearby smoothing
capacitors. Following the print back from
the regulator's input pin I came to another
three -pin device, below, to the right and at
90° to the first one. Its middle leg went
straight to chassis and its input pin went
straight to a smoothing capacitor with 20V
across it. This suggested that the second
device was also a regulator and might well
be faulty: the PCB beneath it was cold,
indicating that the device was not in an
overload shutdown condition.

I unsoldered its legs, pushed it in and
then shook it out from the unit. It turned
out to be one of the smaller D -line
regulators, probably rated at 100mA or so.
It was a 12V type, which made sense.
Rather than try to fit a replacement into the
board in the original position, I installed a
1A plastic flat -pack type on the back of the
board, where it would probably run cooler
anyway. This restored full normal
operation, and a long soak test proved that
there were no other problems.

In this case I can't provide component
reference numbers, as the devices were so
far down on the board that I simply
couldn't see these and there was no
printing on the track side. G.D.

Sony HCD-RG30
There was a tape problem with this unit.
The B deck (record/playback) produced
very low, muffled and brassy left -channel
playback. The right channel was OK, and
both channels were OK with the A deck.
When I tested the unit I found that the
`Groove' feature, a sort of dynamic bass
enhancement, was switched on. When this
was set to off there was no discernible
sound from the left channel.

I found these symptoms confusing. The
problem had a sort of 'heads' feel about it,
so I set about swapping the left head's
output to the right -channel amplifier, to
check out the head. I did this by removing
the solder from the four connector pins on
the main boards, then patch -wiring the pair
from the left head to the print going to the
right amplifier. The result was nothing at
all from the left head, even with the
Groove feature applied.

At this point I decided to measure the
resistance of the heads. The reading for the
right -channel head was a couple of
hundred ohms, but the left -channel head
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read short-circuit. So there was clearly a
head problem of some sort. I next stripped
the front panel away from the unit to gain
access to the tape decks, then removed
these to take a good look at the head
assembly on the bad deck. This deck uses
a bi-directional 'flip -over' head, with the
connections made via a flexiprint which is
terminated at a small PCB that's screwed
to the bottom edge of the deck. A
connector on this PCB is used for the
screened cable that plugs into the main
PCB. I found a small whisker of solder
here, across the pins for the left head.
Once this whisker had been removed there
was normal audio from the left head.

What I am uncertain about is how, with
the left head short-circuit, it had been
possible to get anything from this
channel? I assume that the low, distorted
sound was signal from the right channel
being fed to the left channel by the
Groove -effect system. This would account
for why there was nothing at all, even
with the effect turned on, when I
connected the shorted left head's output to
the right -channel amplifier. G.D.

Sony HCD-RXD5
There were control problems with the CD
changer in this unit. Intermittently the tray
would eject on its own and the carousel
would revolve endlessly. I was able to
establish that there were no carousel -
position detect pulses at pin 6 of CN392
on the main PCB when this happened.
Checks on the supplies to the CD changer
via this connector showed that the motor
7V supply was present at pin 1 but the 5V
supply for the disc and carousel detectors,
at pin 5, was missing.

The 5V supply comes from switch
transistor Q905 on the main board. This
transistor is driven by Q904, whose base
input comes from pin 2 (power) of the
microcontroller chip IC501. Inspection of
this IC's pins under a powerful magnifier
revealed that the amount of solder on
them was meagre at best. A reflow of all
the pins, with a little fresh solder added,
restored the drive to Q904 and correct
operation of the CD unit. G.D.

JVC VS-DT2000R
"Loud buzzing on left channel" was the
complaint with this elegant unit. I found
that the level of the buzz was not affected
by the setting of the volume control
except when it was at zero. The noise then
stopped. Audio reproduction from the
channel affected was fine. The buzz was
very 'raspy', quite unlike anything I had
heard before.

Scope checks at the outputs from
IC101, which is a dual op -amp buffer
between the volume control/function
select IC and the output IC, showed that a

very odd waveform was present at pin 7,
the left output. A couple of capacitors
near this IC were getting in the way of the
scope probe. When they were moved the
symptoms changed dramatically.
Although an odd output waveform was
still present, it was no longer large enough
to be heard.

A little farther away there are a couple
of electrolytics and some diodes. These
are involved in generating the negative
supply for the VFD. A scope check in this
circuitry showed that the supply was not
only ragged but was also 'hooting' at high
frequency, in bursts. This was the
waveform I had been seeing at IC101. The
actual hoot was at too high a frequency to
be heard but the burst rate was low
enough: this was the raspy buzz that came
from the left -channel speaker.

The cause of the fault was that C3802
(100/4F, 63V) was unsoldered at its
negative end. This is the last
reservoir/smoothing capacitor at the end
of the voltage multiplier that produces the
VFD supply. Application of fresh solder
to the joint restored a nice, clean supply
and normal audio output. G.D.

JVC CA-MXJ75R
If the problem with this music centre is no
or intermittent no sound, remove the
amplifier and heatsink assembly and
check IC781/782 (both type TDA7295)
for dry -joints. Also check IC701
(STK411-210E). Resoldering all pins is
usually an effective cure. J.S.O.

Aiwa CSD-MD5K
If the problem with this
MD/CD/radio/cassette player is loss of
tuner reception, remove the separate tuner
PCB and check for bad joints, some of
which may well be in the tuner itself. The
repair is difficult but can be done with
care. J.S.O.

Sony TA-FE230
This amplifier unit appeared to be totally
dead. I carried out some cold checks with
the multimeter and found that the main
power transformer T1 was open -circuit on
the primary side. The part no. is 1-433-
6211-1. All was well once a replacement
had been fitted. C.B.

Sony CDP-H3750
When a KSS-240A optical unit is used a
whistling noise may be heard from the
mechanical CD assembly with some discs.
The cause is vibration of the disc, the
optical lens and the BU base, resulting in
resonance. This vibration can be reduced
by adding a fixed weight, part no. 7-685-
134-19, which is screwed on to the PCB,
and optical block weight part no. 4-962-
979-02. C.B.

Sony ZS -D50
There was a cassette stuck in this portable
unit's tape deck. A quick check inside
revealed that the capstan belt had slipped
off the motor pulley. We've had this
before. There is now an improved belt,
part no. 3-229-349-01, also a guide belt
assembly, part no. X-3380-302-1. You are
also advised to replace the collar, item
152, and gold screw, item 151. C.B.

Sony CDP-H3750
There was no operation when the AB
button, or power off, was pushed. A quick
look inside revealed that connector
CN213 hadn't been pushed in or correctly
inserted. Normal operation was restored
once this had been done. C.B.

Sony MI -R900
This MiniDisc player opened and closed
poorly. A look inside revealed that the
chassis had become bent and deformed.
Normal open -close operation was
restored once a replacement chassis
assembly, reference 52, part no.
X33793205, had been obtained and fitted.
C.B.

Trio KR -4070-L
This tuner/amplifier had given flawless
results for over twenty years. The
problem now was that stereo FM
broadcasts were sometimes reproduced in
mono form. The FM beacon LED had
also become very sluggish in operation,
occasionally lighting first time on
reception of a stereo broadcast but more
often coming on only after careful
retuning. In addition stereo decoding
seemed to be more difficult to achieve
with stronger signals.

Fortunately I had the service manual.
Stereo multiplex decoding is carried out
within an IC, which might have been
difficult to obtain. But the 'borderline'
symptoms seemed to me to be typical of a
decoder whose oscillator is running
slightly off frequency. An external preset
resistor, VRg 1, is provided for frequency
adjustment, and a procedure for accurate
setting up is given in the manual. I
decided however to note the original
position of the wiper and try slight
adjustment. My first attempt stopped the
stereo decoder working altogether,
suggesting that I had moved the preset in
the wrong direction. This proved to be so.
When I turned VGgl to a position just the
other side of the original one there was
correct and reliable reception of stereo
broadcasts.

Clearly an element of drift had
occurred over the years. It would have
been nice to have been able to measure
this drift, but I was pleased to have been
able to correct the fault. D.I.S.
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WATCH SLIDES ON TV
MAKE VIDEOS OF
YOUR SLIDES
DIGITISE YOUR
SLIDES
(using a video capture card)

"Liesgang diatv" automatic slide viewer with built in high quality colour TV camera, It has
a composite video output to a phono plug (SCART & BNC adaptors are available). They
are in very good condition with few signs of use. For further details see www.diatv.co.uk

£91.91+ vat = £108.00

Board cameras all with 512x582 pixels 8.5mm 1/3 inch sensor and composite video out.
All need to be housed in your own enclosure and have fragile exposed surface mount
parts. They all require a power supply of between 10 and 12v DC 150mA.

47MIR size 60x36x27mm with 6 infra red LEDs (gives the same illumination as a small
torch but is not visible to the human eye) £37.00 + vat = £43.48

30MP size 32x32x14mm spy camera with a fixed focus pin hole lens for hiding behind a
very small hole £35.00 + vat = £41.13

4OMC size 39x38x27mm camera for 'C' mount lens these give a much sharper image
£32.00 + vat = £37.60than with the smaller lenses

Economy C mount lenses all fixed focus & fixed iris

VSL1220F 12mm F1.6 12x15 degrees viewing angle £15.97 + vat = £18.76

VSL4022F 4mm F1.22 63x47 degrees viewing angle £17.65 + vat = £20.74

VSL6022F 6mm F1.22 42x32 degrees viewing angle £19.05 + vat = £22.38

VSL8020F 8mm Fl .22 32x24 degrees viewing angle £19.90 + vat = £23.38

Better quality C Mount lenses
VSL1614F 16mm F1.6 30x24 degrees viewing angle £26.43 + vat = £31.06

VWL813M 8mm F1.3 with iris 56x42 degrees viewing angle £77.45 + vat = £91.00

1206 surface mount resistors E12 values 10 ohm to 1M ohm 100 of 1 value £1.00 + vat
1000 of 1 value £5.00 + vat

866 battery pack originally intended to be used with an orbital
mobile telephone it contains 10 1.6Ah sub C batteries
(42x22dia the size usually used in cordless screwdrivers etc.)
the pack is new and unused and can be broken open quite
easily £7.46+vat = £8.77

Please add 1.66 + vat = £1.95 postage & packing per order

JPG ELECTRONICS
Shaws Row, Old Road, Chesterfield, S40 2RB

Tel 01246 211202 Fax 01246 550959 MastercardNisa/Switch
Callers welcome 9:30 a.m .to 5:30 p.m. Monday to Saturday

REMOTES
DIRECT

All makes and models
Replacement and Originals remote

controls available.
mmAt a fraction of the costmm
Please contact for instant quote

ROB or MARK
Tel: 0800 0837037

E-mail: infrared@btconnect.com
Or check out our website and

order on-line
Website:

www.remotesdirect.co.uk
Also available a wide range of

satellite equipment
And various other electronicsifinm

SPECIAL OFFERS

IN 7 7

TEKTRONIX 2445A 4 Ch ONLY
150MHz Delay, Cursors etc.
Supplied with 2 Tektronix probes 4MDIO
TEKTRONIX 2232 Digital Storage Scope. Dual Trace
100 MHz,100m/s with probes £525
H.P. 54501A Digitizing OscilloscopelOOMHz, 4Ch £425
CIRRUS CRL254 Sound Level Meter with Calibrator,
80-120dB, LEO £95
BECKMAN HD110 Handheld 31/2 digit DMM, 28
ranges with battery, leads and carrying case £30
WAYNE KERR 8424 Component Bridge £50
RACAL 9300 True RMS Voltmeter 5Hz-20MHz
usable £50
to 60Mhz 10v -316v
RACAL 93008 as above £75

H.P. 3312A Function Gen 0.1Hz-13MHz AM/FM
Sweep/TrVGate/Burst etc £300
FARNELL AMM255 Automatic Mod Meter 1.5MHz-
2GHz Unused £300
FARNELL DSG1 Low Frequency Syn Sig Gen
0.001Hz to 99.99kHz, Low Distortion M./Square/
Pulse Outputs etc £95
FLUKE 8060A Handheld True RMS DMM 41/2 digit

As new £150. Used £95
H.P. 3310A Function Gen 0.005Hz-5MHz Sine/Sq/TrV
Ramp/Pulse El
FARNELL FLM4 Sine/Sq Oscillator 10Hz-1M
distortion. TTL Output. Amplitude M
H.P. 545A Logic Probe with
and 547A Current Tracer...
FLUKE 77 Multimeter 31/
FLUKE 77 SERIES II
HEME 1000 LCD Clam
Case

60
£7

In Canyin
£60

BLACK STAR ORION
Generator
THURLBY/THANDAR
0.002HZ-2NHZ TTL etc
THURLBY THANDAR PSU
(Late colours)

Reed 90011
Automatic Modulation Meter
1.5MHzz-2GHz

Detroit 1061A
High Quality 61/2 digit Bench Multimeter
True RMS/4 wire/Current Converter

PAL/IV VIDEO Col ern
fro 125

ator
£95

Twice
£200

V4113:1310M/FAA

TG

JUST IN
H.P. 8640A SIGNAL GENERATOR AM/FM £250
500KHZ-512MHZ.
KENWOOD CS4025 Oscilloscope Dual Trace 20MHZ

£125
LEADER LB0523 Oscilloscope Dual Trace 35MHZ

£140
GOULD 0S300 Oscilloscope Dual Trace 20MHZ £95
NATIONAL PANASONIC VP7705A Distortion Analyser

£125
KENWOOD VT176 MIllivoltmeter 2Channel £50
KENWOOD FL140 Wow 8 Flutter Meter £50
KENWOOD FL180A Wow 8 Flutter Meter

Used £75 Unused £125
BIRD 43 Watt Meter £75
Elements for the above £25

MARCONI 893C AF Power Meter, Sinad Measurement
Unused £100 Used £60

MARCONI 8938 - No Sinad £3
MARCONI 2610 True RMS Voltmeter Autorangin 5Hz-
25MHz £195
GOULD J3B Sine/Sq Osc. 10Hz-100kHz. Low ion

25

AVO 8 Mk6 in Ever Ready Case, with I a80
Others Avos 50
GOODWILL GVT427 Dual C in 12
Ranges Freq 10Hz-1MHz 100-£125
SOLARTRON 7150 DM e RMS - IEE

£95-
50 PLUS

ITY RACAL CO
ounter, 50MHz

0Hz-520MHz... £75
nter, 10Hz-560MHz, £50

AIM 9343M, al 00
Automeas ents
HUNTRON E

MARC gen, 10-520M

SOLA

w AP60/150 3 t. itri £2000
NELL AP100/91

iieo
£2000

H.P. 6012B DC PS oro £1000
FARNELL AP60/50 engine
FARNELL H60-/50 0 .. .-50A

£1000
£750

FARNELL H60/25 0-60V 0-25A £400
Power Supply HP53010 0-30V; 0-10A £140
FARNELL Dual PSU XA35-2T 0-35V 0-2A Twice OMD LCD
Display £180
FARNELL L30-2 0-30V; 0-2A £80
FARNELL L30-1 0-30V; 0-1A £60
Many other Power Supplies avellable.
Isolating Transformer 240V In/Out 500VA £40

STEWART OF READING
110 WYKEHAM ROAD, READING, BERKS RG6 1PL

Telephone: (0118) 9268041 Fax: (0118) 9351696
www.stewart-of-reading.co.uk

Callers welcome 9am-5.30pm Monday to Friday (other times by arrangement)

V/SA

Farmell DTV 12-1 °SCR I OSCOPF

FARNELL LFI Sine/Sq OSCII I A I OR
1 OH,' ' MH7

OSCILl C3r OPP-,
TEKTRONIX TDS350 Dual Trace 200MHz
unused
TEKTRONIX TDS320 Dual Trace 100MHz
TEKTRONIX TDS310 Dual Trace 50MHz 2
LECROY 9400A Dual Trace t75MHz SW
HITACHI VC6523 Dual Trace
unused
PHILIPS PM3092 2

PHILIPS PM3082 2

TEKT

New £950

.. 700 As New
OMHz Delay etc

z Delay Cursors etc
OMHz Delay C rs etc....
Storage D ce 10

£450
466 Analo

TEKTRONIX 485 D
TEKTR X 47
TEKT X 4
TEKT
PHIL

al Trace
£250

D weep £550
Delay Sweep £350

Hz Del. Sweep £325
ce 60MHz Del. £250
Ch. 100MHz B/Delay

.£375
S P 5 2+1 Ch. 60M

PPM3217 Dual
ULD 051100 Dual

AMEG 303 D

Tester As N
HAMEG
Tes

toset
£275

00 - £250
£125

z Component
£240

ce 30MHz Component
£200

CILLOSCOPES AVAILABLE

Freq Synthesizer 6747A-20..............£5000
Hz

NI 2022E SynthesisedDisplay AM/FM Si Gen .£525 - £750
Hz - 1.01GH LCD etc
. 8657A Synz 100KHz - 1040MHz

£1350BSIg Gen
£2000

.P. 86568 S 1KHz - 890MHz Si
H.P. 8656A Synyn 100KHz - 990 MHz Sig Gen £995
R85 APN62 Syn 1Hz - 260KHz Sig Gen £425
Balanced/Unbalanced Output LCD Display
PHILIPS PM5328 Sig Gen 100KHz - 180MHz with
200MHz £550
Freq Counter IEEE
RACAL 9081 ynSyn AM/FM Sig Gen 5MHz - 520MHz £250
H.P. 3325A S Function Gen 21MOO
MARCONI 6500pedencAmplitude AnalyseHrz £1500
H.P. 4192A Im 00
H.P. 4275A LCR Metere 10KHz - 10MHz £2750
H.P. 8903A Distortion Analyser £1000
WAYNE KERR Inductance Analyser 3245 £2000
H.P. 8112A Pulse Generator 50MHz £1250
MARCONI 2440 Freq Counter 20GHz £1000
H.P. 53509 Freq Counter 20GHz £2000
H.P. 5342A 10Hz - 18GHz Erect Counter £800
H.P. 1650B Logic Analyser 80 Channel £1000
MARCONI 2305 Mod Meter 500KHz - 2Ghz £750

H.P. 60638 DC Electronic Load 3 -240W0 -10A 250W
P.O.A.

H.P. 66312A PSU 0 - 20V/0 -2A £400
H.P. 66311E1 PSU 0 - 15V/0 -3A £400
H.P. 663090 PSU Dual 0 - 15V 0 -3N0 -12V 0.1.5A £750
H.P.66328 PSU 0 - 20110-5A £500
H.P. 6623A PSU Triple Output ranging from £850

0-5A to 0-20V 0-4A
gilent 34401A DMM 592 digit £400/£450
78A DMM 51/2 digit £275

ual Display £400
M 71/2 digit £950

mmable Electrometer £1250
ter £1500

2.6 GHz £500
131A 3GHz £850

120A Function Gen/ARB £900/E1000
- 15MHz

EKTRONIX AFG320 Arbitary Function Gen..£1250
P. 8904A Syn Function Gen DC - 600KHz£1000/t1250

BLACK STAR JUPITOR 2010 Function Gen 0.2Hz - 2MHz
with Frequency Counter £140
H.P. 8116A Pulse Generator 1mH-50MHz £1950
H.P. 86578 Syn Signal Gen 0.1-2080MHz £2500
CO -AXIAL SWITCH 1.5GHz £40
IEEE CABLES £10

45 DM
THLEY 20'

KEITHLEY
H.P. 4338

; ANNA; V

H.P.8720C Microwave Network Analyser 50Hz - 20GHz
£12500

H.P. 85618 5002 - 6.5GHz £5000
H.P. 8560A 50Hz - 2.9GHz Synthesised £5000
H.P. 8594E 9KHz - 2.9GHz £4500
H.P. 8591E 1MHz - 1.8GHz 75 ohm £2750
H.P. 853A with 8559A 100KHz - 21GHz £1750
H.P. 85588 with Main Frame 100KHz - 1500MHz £750
H.P. 3585A 20Hz - 40MHz £2500
H.P. 3580A 5Hz - 50KHz £600
ADVANTEST R4131B 10KHz - 3.5GHz £2750
EATON/Ailtech 757 0.001 - 22GHz £750
MARCONI 2382 100Hz - 400MHz High Res £2000
MARCONI 2370 30Hz - 110MHz from £500
H.P. 182 with 8557 10KHz - 350MHz MOO
H.P. 141T Systems
8553 1KHz - 110MHz £500
8554 500KHz - 1250MHz £750
8555 10MHz - 18GHz £1000
H.P. 8443 Tracking Gen/Counter 110MHz £250
H.P. 8444 Opt 059 £750
B 8 K 2033R Signal Analyser £650
H.P. 8754A Network Analyser 4MHz - 1300MHz £1250
H.P. 3577A Network Analyser 5Hz - 200MHz £3000
H.P. 53310A Modulation Domain Analyser Opt
001/003 £5000
ONO SOKKI Portable FFT Analyser £1500

RADIO COMMURICATONS TEST SETS
MARCONI 2955/2955R from £1000
Rohde & Schwarz CMT 0.1 - 1000MHz £1500
Schlumberger 4040 f750

USED EQUIPMENT - GUARANTEED. Manuals supplied.
This is a VERY SMALL SAMPLE OF STOCK. SAE or telephone for lists. Please check availability before

ordering. CARRIAGE all units £16. VAT to be added to total of goods and carriage.
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IMMORS
Fault reports from
Gerry Mumford
Bob Bradley
and
Ian Field

We welcome fault reports from readers
- payment for each fault is made after
publication.

Reports can be sent by post to:

Television Magazine Fault Reports,
Highbury Business Communications
Nexus House,
Azalea Drive,
Swanley, Kent
BR8 8HU

or e -mailed to:
t.winford@highburybiz.com

Gateway 2000 EV900
(Model X19001)
The fault description read "smoke poured
from slots in the back". So, in the interests
of safety, I decided to open and inspect the
unit before powering it up for the initial
test. A close inspection revealed three
burnt -up resistors at the rear right corner of
the chassis, along with the ABL preset
which had melted severely. A scrap
chassis was used to determine the values
of the destroyed components. These were
R538 (1k52, 1W), R773 (2.7k52, 0.5W),
R573 (681(52, 0.5W) and VR501 (20k5.2
mini vertical preset). Replacements were
fitted, then the unit was cautiously
powered up. After a delay of about a
second there was a horrible screech from
the line output transformer and R538
started to burn again.

Obviously the LOPT (type FEA658)
was faulty. So one was transplanted from a
scrap chassis. This finally resulted in a
good display. G.M.

Philips 17A8808CI
This monitor powered up with a green
LED light and the rustle of EHT, but there
was no display at all. Checks at the CRT
base showed that the control grid voltage
was -155V, so the tube was cut off.
Further checks, in the deflection circuitry,
revealed that there was no line output stage
activity, as the BU2527AF line output
transistor Tr7503 was short-circuit and the
fusible feed resistor R3518 (152, 0.5W)
was open -circuit. Replacements restored
normal operation.

Note that this monitor has a separate
output stage to drive the line output
transformer, which was why there was
normal EHT even with this fault condition.
G.M.

Viewsonic P810
This huge monitor was completely dead.
The 5AT mains fuse FS801 was open -
circuit and the power supply had blown
up. This looked quite scary initially, as the
power supply uses a double -sided PCB
with many bespoke and surface -mounted
components. As luck would have it
however the repair turned out to be quite
easy.

Replacement of the 2SK2148 chopper
FET Q821, its surface -mounted gate
resistor R832 (2252), D826 (unmarked, but
use a 1N4148) and the 30V, 500mW zener
diode D824 produced a first-class display.

The use of a DC blocking capacitor
between the chopper FET and the control
IC clearly prevented what could have been
catastrophic damage to the chip. This
would have been a problem as it's a non-
standard device. G.M.

IBM 6332-002
This 14in. monitor is also badged 14L10
on the front -control flap. It was dead, as

reported. When I removed the back cover
and checked the mains fuse I found that it
was OK. This was a surprise. When the
usual components fail, i.e. the chopper
FET, control IC, and the diodes etc. in this
area, one finds it blackened. But all these
devices read OK.

So, suspecting dry -joints, I removed the
main PCB from the mounting tray to
enable me to examine its underside.
Although these monitors do suffer from
dry -joints, in both the power supply and
the line output stage, this one was OK.

After examining the mains input and
bridge rectifier circuits I discovered that a
resistor (0.6852, 2.5W vitreous enamel)
that connects the output from the bridge
rectifier to the reservoir capacitor C120
was open -circuit. This component is not
marked on the board as a resistor but
instead as a wire link (93). A replacement
cured the fault. B.B.

Sony CPD-200EST
When this 17in. monitor was switched on
from cold there was frame foldover at the
bottom of the screen. Height adjustment
via the front control panel made the fault
worse. As the monitor warmed up its
display improved slightly but not
significantly.

After removing the back cover I set
about disconnecting all the relevant wiring
to enable the main board to be withdrawn
from the cabinet, along with its tray
assembly. It's then a simple matter to
separate the two, giving access to both
sides of the PCB.

My first step was to replace the
TDA8172 frame output chip IC401. This
made no difference so, working without a
circuit diagram, I decided to carry out
voltage and waveform checks, making
comparisons with previously encountered
circuits that use the same IC. I also had to
hand a manufacturer's data sheet for the
IC.

This information showed that pin 4 of
the IC is usually connected to chassis. In
this monitor however pin 4 receives a
negative voltage from the power supply.
Further investigation was required, after
which I concluded that the negative
voltage at pin 4 was incorrect at -8.6V and
should have been nearer to -12V.

The power -supply reservoir capacitor
for the -12V line is C653 (470pF, 25V).
Once this capacitor had been replaced the
voltage at pin 4 of the TDA8172 chip
settled at -11V, curing the fault. B.B.

Enact JD144H
The fault symptom with this 14in. monitor
was excessive brightness. I checked the
CRT's control grid voltage on the base
panel and found that it was too positive for
my liking. In addition it didn't vary much
when the brightness control was adjusted.
So it appeared that the negative supply to
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the brightness control circuit was either
missing or very low.

Working without a circuit diagram, I
traced the circuitry back from the control
grid on the CRT base panel to try to find
the brightness control network. I
discovered that the negative supply is
derived from the line output transformer
via rectifier diode D409, with R482 in
series. This resistor, together with Q419
and Q422, form part of the brightness
network. I struck lucky at this point, as
R482 had gone high in value. The reading
was 385142 instead of the correct 120kQ
(0-5W). A replacement resistor restored
normal operation. B.B.

LVI Magnilink X14
This is a Philips 14in. colour portable
converted into a form of 'electronic
microfiche' to help partially -sighted
people by providing variable
magnification via an accompanying
camera base unit, and is also able to invert
the whole picture or individual colours to
assist with colour blindness. The original
chassis type is A 14A, but there's another
type number that was partially obscured
by a label that had been placed on top.

The problem was no field scanning.
The field output stage is a discrete -
component design with two transistors,
Tr7401 (BD258) and Tr7402 (BD137).
There was no supply to them because
D6020 (BYD33G) was short-circuit and
R3427 (1Q fusible) was open -circuit - the
supply is derived from the line output
stage. Neither of the output transistors
was short-circuit, and the class AB bias
network appeared to be OK. But the
replacement fusible resistor went up in
smoke as soon as power was applied. As
no other circuit path associated with this
supply seemed capable of passing that
much current without visible damage, I
tried again with another fusible resistor
and both output transistors removed.

This time there was no smoke. A check
on the supply voltage produced a reading
of about 43V, which I thought was rather
high. But it may have risen because the
supply was off-load, and the CRT heater
glow looked about right. So I was still
looking for the cause of the fault.

Further inspection revealed a burn
mark on the heatsink for the BD137
transistor, which is mounted on an amber
heatsink washer that looks similar to the
plastic substrate used for some membrane
keypads and things like the internal
ribbon cable to the R/W heads inside hard
drives. The insulator had punched through
and shorted. The other output transistor
doesn't have an insulator - its collector is
connected to chassis anyway. Neither
transistor had any heatsink compound. As

the heatsink is a mild -steel stamping, the
transistors' heat -transfer contact faces
need all the help they can get. And in the
case of the BD137 transistor, which
requires insulation, compound helps to
reduce the risks from burrs and lumps in
the plating.

It's good to see that Philips had learnt
from past experience and formed the leads
of the output transistors so that they could
flex with thermal expansion. Previously
such devices had been clipped to the
heatsink with dead -straight leads. As a
result thermal expansion could fracture
solder joints. I.F.

Royal X1448
This dead mono VGA monitor had been
converted for Atari operation. You tend to
get power supply problems following the
conversion. It seems that when the line
frequency is adjusted to suit the Atari
monochrome high -resolution mode the
current consumption increases. As a result
the BYT56M 35V supply rectifier D106
becomes unreliable.

I've come across the problem before
and have tried various diodes in this
position, most of which run alarmingly
hot despite being amply rated. The
BYT56M is rated at 3A, 1kV, but the data
I have about its Trr
that it is less than 10014sec. A BRY29-700
has been tried. Its ratings are 7A, 700V,
Trr 75psec. It runs quite hot but is OK
with a clip -on heatsink. Unfortunately
there was only one of these in stock, and I
had a batch of monitors to do.

I decided to try an FMU16S rectifier,
as I have a plentiful supply of them. This
seems to be adequately rated (16A) but
still runs pretty warm. Sliding a hollow
ferrite core from a scrap VGA width coil
on to one of the leads seemed to help.

The chopper and line output transistors
in this chassis use the steel chassis frame
as a heatsink. The line output side was
getting very hot! Picture size is a well-
known problem, even with Atari -
manufactured monitors. It's much worse
with a VGA conversion. Judging from the
CRT's heater brightness the company that
had carried out the conversion had
cranked up the power supply instead of
adjusting the flyback tuning in the line
output stage. No modification is required
for the height as this is always adequate.
The CRT heater voltage read 12.3V,
though a Mullard data book I have says it
should be exactly 11V. No doubt this
makes a significant contribution to the
reliability problem with D106. Blacking
the heatsink with a marker pen, though
this is not as effective as a proper
industrial black finish, reduced the
running temperature a little.

For long-term reliability a better line
output transistor and some adjustment of
the line output stage tuning would be
required. I.F.

Compaq V55 (Model 612T)
This monitor produced a bright raster with
no display. As there didn't seem to be
anything wrong with the CRT's control
grid circuitry the cause was likely to be to
do with the cathode voltages, which were
in fact very low. The 100µF, 100V
smoothing capacitor in the supply to the
video output chip was in good condition,
but the supply was at just over 7V! The
cause was in the odd piece of circuitry
shown in Fig. 1. R121 (1801M) was open -
circuit. Since there was no current via
R122, Q102 was cut off. I assume that the
supply was driven to 7V by the CRT's
cathode current!

While the fault was present I tested the
monitor with the first -anode voltage
turned to minimum - to protect the
shadowmask. In this condition a faint,
smeary display was visible. The voltages
shown in Fig. 1 were measured after the
repair and, yes, the CRT's heater voltage
was just 5-73V. The trend seems to be to
derive this supply from a chopper
transformer wound to drive a Schottky -
barrier rectifier diode. Since this type of
diode is expensive, manufacturers often
use an ordinary diode instead. This
doesn't do the tube any good. When I
replaced the diode concerned, D117, with
a Schottky -barrier type the heater voltage
rose to 6-1V. Still some way short of the
6.3V specified, but a considerable
improvement. When you carry out this
modification don't forget to add at least
0.33pF across the reservoir capacitor
(C632, 1,00014F, 16V in this monitor) to
swamp the higher -junction capacitance of
a Schottky -barrier diode. The diode
should be rated at not less than 3A, 30V. I
usually obtain the diode from a scrap
power supply, typically a 12MBR30
(12A, 30V). I.F.

74.4V

5.73V

at 02
2SA1013

74.3V to
video output

IC

Fig. 1: The unusual circuitry in the supply to
the video output chip in the Compaq V55.
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magazine for technicians who deal with consumer electronic
products, in particular TV, Video, Satellite and Audio equipment.
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this industry

Tips & guides on repairing television and electronic equipment
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VCR CLINIC
Reports from
J.S. Ogilvie
Chris Bowers
Graham Richards
David I. Scott
Gary Laidler
and
John Young

We welcome fault reports from readers
- payment for each fault is made after
publication. See page 745 for details of
where and how to send reports.

Panasonic NVL28
The fault report said "pauses then switches
off'. When I tried the machine on the bench
it worked fine for a while - until I moved it,
when it did what the card said. On closer
inspection I found that connector P1 on the
main PCB was dry -jointed. IC101 should
also be checked for dry -joints. J.S.O.

Philips VR453
This machine uses a JVC deck. The fault
was leaving a loop of tape hanging out or
chewing tapes on eject. The remedy for this
is to strip and clean the idler gear assembly,
which tends to seize up partially. Apply a
spot of oil then reassemble. It's starting to
become a common problem with these age-
ing machines, but they are usually worth
repair. J.S.O.

GoldStar GSEQ201i
This machine was wrecking tapes. The fault
is usually cured by replacing bracket
assembly F/R A06, which is available from
SEME. The part no. is VPAR6962. J.S.O.

LG 221
This machine was jammed up. The cause
was the small plastic collar that holds the
pinch roller on. It had split and slipped
down the shaft. As a result the pinch roller
had dropped and jammed the sub -loading
arm. Replace the collar and the machine
will be back in normal working order.

We seem to be getting a lot of machines
that use this type of roller assembly - the
same thing happens. J.S.O.

Goodmans VN9500S
Dead and chews tapes it said on the card.
For the former fault go to the power supply
section and check C822 and C823 (both
680pF, 25V). On this occasion they read
about 500µF on our capacitance meter.
Replacements will get the machine running
again.

The tape chewing was caused by the felt
part of the back -tension band parting com-
pany with the rest. It had stuck itself around
the supply spool. Replacement cured this
one too. J.S.O.

Thomson VTH7090U
The sound was poor and the machine
creased tapes. For this fault replace the
pinch roller. The problem is cheap rollers
with nasty plastic rollers instead of bear-
ings. J.S.O.

Sony SLV-SF99UX
There was no loading or playback.
Inspection inside revealed that the 'arm
driving' (TG8) and the 'gear pinch press-
ing' were damaged. Sony now supplies
improved parts, which restored normal
loading and playback operation. The part

nos. are 3-977-445-02 and 3-977-441-03.
C.B.

Sony SLV-SF99UX
During playback of an E180 tape there was
intermittent picture noise towards the end. A
look inside the machine revealed the cause
of the problem. The guide roller assembly
of TG3 and TG6, part no. X-3949-704-1,
had to be replaced followed by tape path
adjustment. C.B.

Sharp VCM321
The playback sound consisted of an awful
screeching noise. The fault cleared, restor-
ing normal playback sound, when freezer
was applied to Q651 (2SC3203). Warming
it up again brought the fault back. A
replacement transistor cured the fault - I
used type BC639. G.R.

GoldStar 5121
A common problem with this model is
intermittently accepting or ejecting tapes or
just shutting down. The cure is to fit a mod-
ified central LED tower unit, part no.
G871R-1080F. It comes with a few resis-
tors and the LED. G.R.

Mitsubishi HS-MB32
Picture pulling during playback (weak
video/poor sync) was caused by failure of
two electrolytic capacitors, C2B4 and C2B7
(both 4.7],iF, 35V). They both produced a
horrible smell when heat was applied. G.R.

Nokia VCR3716
The complaint with this Sharp clone was
very poor playback pictures. When I tried it
all I could get was intermittent rewind. I
was told to set the clock first, which pro-
duced normal operation (thanks Genserve
for this information). The poor pictures
were caused by a worn upper drum (what-
ever happened to the good old Sharp drums
that lasted forever?). As a new drum costs
more than the machine it was returned to
the customer. G.R.

JVC HRD880EK
This Nicam VCR produced good playback
pictures only very intermittently. At other
times the effect was like a worn upper drum
assembly. I've had this effect before, when
the PG pulses are low or missing. But I
then spotted a 3.3pF, 50V surface -mounted
electrolytic capacitor on the lower drum.
When it was checked with a Wizard tester
it turned out to be open -circuit. A replace-
ment restored good pictures. G.R.

Mitsubishi HS561V
This VCR was dead with the standby 5V
supply missing. It comes from the emitter
of Q904, whose collector voltage was also
missing because R917 (2.7Q, 0.5W fusible)
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was open -circuit. As no shorts could be
detected I fitted a replacement resistor,
which restored normal operation.
Incidentally R917 is mounted on the
main PCB, hidden behind a subpanel
that's marked 'power sub 2', and is next
to a heatsink. G.R.

Sharp VCM321HM
This machine wouldn't erase or record
sound. The following items had to be
replaced to restore normal operation:
Q651 2SC3203Y; Q652 DTC323TK;
IC651 BA7755A; and R6518, 470,
0.5W. G.R.

Sanyo VHR335E
If the symptoms are a pulsing playback
picture and noise from the capstan motor,
go straight to C510 (1,000/4F, 16V). It's
next to D510. If it has leaked, the PCB
may need to be cleaned. G.R.

Sony SLV757UB
This machine was a real nightmare. The
cause of the trouble was easy to diag-
nose: the upper drum assembly was so
badly worn that one of the head tips
appeared to be missing altogether. This
was a very impressive - and expensive -
machine in its day, but there was no get-
ting away from the fact that it was now

quite old. The owner was aware of this
and although he wanted it fixed a realis-
tic budget liad been set. This ruled out
the use of a genuine Sony upper drum.
So a 'replacement' head drum had to be
obtained, together with the normal
replacement items - pinch roller, back -
tension band, etc.

The problems then started. Quite a lot
of pins pass through and are soldered to
the upper drum PCB. Even when they
were all desoldered and clear of the PCB
holes, heat had to be applied to the drive
flange before the old drum could be
removed. But this was easy in compari-
son with trying to fit the replacement. It
just wouldn't go on. Some pins appeared
to be in line with the PCB holes while
others weren't. I battled for over an hour,
carefully trying to adjust the pin posi-
tioning, before I had to admit defeat and
return the upper drum to the suppliers.
Understandably, they were somewhat
sceptical about my complaint - until they
tried to fit it, again without success. A
second replacement also wouldn't fit, so
we had to conclude that the whole batch
was out of tolerance.

Fortunately the VCR's owner then
came to the rescue. One of his relatives
had a scrap SLV715UB that had been fit-
ted with a replacement head drum a cou-

ple of years ago. The two models use the
same head drum. Transplanting this used
head drum to the SLV757UB solved the
problem. Once a new pinch roller and
back -tension band had been fitted and
the mechanism had been set up there was
perfect operation. D.I.S.

Sanyo VHRH290E
This machine was dead and for once it
wasn't PR512. After removal of the
smoothing block checks were carried out
on the primary side of the power supply.
Resistors R5002 and R5003 (1.5%2)
were both faulty. One was open -circuit
and the other high in value. G.L.

Grundig 2x4 Super
This golden oldie had stopped dead.
Investigation showed that C401 (100µF,
25V), which couples the drive to the
BU208A chopper transistor T402, had
gone low in value. Normal operation was
restored by replacing the capacitor and
the transistor. J.Y.

Grundig 2x4 Super
Failure of the keyboard was caused by
breaks in the conductors of the flat Mylar
cable that goes to the main board. I was
able to repair it successfully with silver -
loaded paint, applied carefully. J.Y.

Test Case 490
Last month we featured Real Technician's problems with an
old Hitachi TV set that intermittently failed to come out of
standby. This month RT doesn't come into the picture. He's
been seconded to the shop to collect bad rental debts with,
rumour has it, menaces. This time it's Cathode Ray who has an
ancient TV on his bench, with yet again the symptom of inter-
mittent failure to come out of standby.

As with last month's patient, this one worked perfectly most
of the time. Now and again however none of the front panel or
remote -control zapper keys would wake it up from standby.
Heavy thumping on the cabinet when the fault was present, and
percussion on its internal anatomy, didn't have any effect either.
The set was a 21in. Tatting Model TUV8A02, which we have
out on rental. It's fitted with the A chassis - this first saw the
light of day when Cathode Ray was at primary school. Why does
Test Case Rentals keep these old sets out in the field so long?
Mostly it's because the customers have grown fond of them.

Ray connected a voltmeter across C818, the reservoir capaci-
tor for the 110V HT supply, and left it there while he tested the
set, switching it out of standby eight or ten times a day. After
three days and perhaps thirty tries the set stayed asleep. CR had
noticed that the 110V supply was maintained in the standby
mode, so it was no surprise to find that it was not affected by
the fault! Time for a closer study of the circuit diagram.

The microcontroller chip is IC701, and pin 13 of this device
is labelled '13 on'. So CR traced the path from this pin and
found that it went to two transistors associated with the
TDA2579 timebase generator chip IC401. Not very promising!

Ray spent a while going through this circuitry before he noticed
that pin 16 of the microcontroller chip is labelled 'standby'.
That's more like it! This pin is connected to a transistor in the
power supply, TR802, which switches the LM317T 12V regu-
lator IC802 on and off. So the meter was connected to pin 16 of
IC701 and testing continued. The next few days passed by
without the fault recurring, but the meter was studied each time
the set was switched out of standby.

The fault finally put in an appearance, and it was seen that
IC701 failed to switch transistor TR802 as it is supposed to do.
Cathode Ray was well aware of the fault described last month,
but in this case the 5V supply to IC701 was present and correct.
So that wasn't the cause of the problem. Could the microcon-
troller chip be faulty? Maybe. Hot air from a hairdryer and
extreme cold from a freezer aerosol (a low -static one nowadays!)
didn't provide any help. Neither did Sage, who said he was not
familiar with this chassis. Television Ted was on holiday, and
there were no helpful scribblings of his on the circuit diagram.

The front panel key matrix outputs and IR control pulses
enter IC701 via different pins. As neither methods of control
worked when the fault was present, there seemed little point in
carrying out checks in this circuitry. So what, other than the
microcontroller IC and its power supply, could have been
responsible for the failure? Cathode Ray found out, and there's
now another little note on the yellowing circuit diagram. Do
you have any ideas on this one? Did another microcontroller
chip go into the set? Was the cause instead some ninepenny
component? To find the solution, turn to page 761.
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TV FAULT
Reports from

Philip Salkeld

Philip Laws

Chris Bowers

Bill Bolem

Arthur Jackson
Martin McCluskey
Glyn Dickinson and

Matt Marrs

We welcome fault reports from
readers - payment for each fault is
made after publication. See page
745 for details of where and how
to send reports.

FINDING
Philips 21PT1164/055 (L9.2E
chassis)
This set was totally dead. When I get this
symptom with Philips sets I go straight for
the line output transistor, which in this
model is a BUT11APX (part no. 4822
1301 1575). Sure enough it was short-
circuit, but after fitting a replacement the
set was still dead. Further investigation
showed that there was little activity in the
power supply. After carrying out some
tests I decided to order the MC44603A
control chip, circuit reference IC7520 (part
no. 4822 2099 0025). When the
replacement arrived and was fitted the set
came back to life. P.S.

Sharp LC20E1E
I'd never seen this LCD set before. The
fault was no teletext. When I phoned
Sharp technical I was told that there were
two options, to phone Sharp service and
arrange for the set to be collected for
repair or to resolder the surface -mounted
chips IC1601, IC1602 and IC1603. I
decided to take the bull by the horns and
do the latter. This proved successful,
which brought a smile to my face. P.S.

Tatuno T28NE51
(E series chassis)
Failure of the TDA8350Q field output and
EW drive chip IC401 is becoming a
common problem with these sets. There is
usually a hole in its side, and all that's
required is to fit a replacement. With this

set however there were flyback lines at the
top of the picture when the replacement
had been installed. On further
investigation I found that R437 (1.252,
0.5W) in the 45V supply had been
damaged. A replacement cured the fault.
P.S.

Toshiba 32IP 180
Shutting down to standby with projection
models that use this chassis has previously
been reported. The fault also occurs with
this widescreen model. The teletext panel,
part no. 23786696, can be the cause. P.S.

Philips 25PT4523/25
(MD1.2E chassis)
This set was dead with the 1N5061 mains
bridge rectifiers D6510-3 short-circuit.
After fitting replacements and carrying out
some general checks I switched the set on.
It was still dead, with no outputs on the
secondary side of the power supply. The
simplest thing to do seemed to be to order
service kit ES7056 (part no. 4822 310
32259). This is recommended when the
chopper transistor is short-circuit, though
it was OK on this occasion. When the kit
arrived I replaced all the items that are on
the primary side of the power supply. The
set then came to life. It's easier to order
the kit than the separate parts. P.S.

Tatung T28W441 (4400
chassis)
There was no sound or picture. When you
get this symptom, check the voltage at the
collector of the S2000AF line output
transistor TL4. If it's at about 49V the set
is stuck in standby. Turn your attention to
the low -voltage regulator ICP3 in the
power supply. Resolder it, paying
particular attention pin 9 which is the 5V
supply to the microcontroller chip. P.S.

Sharp 66ES-03H (CA10
chassis)
I've reported this fault before, in
connection with Model 66FW-53H
(DA100 chassis). It's now showing up
with these sets. The symptom is the
BUH515 line output transistor blowing at
switch on. The item to replace is C607
(330pF, 16V), which provides the negative
supply for the line drive circuit. P.S.

Bush 2152T (Onwa chassis)
The symptoms were no sound and a blank
raster, with a slight swirling pattern
present. Scope checks showed that there
was a good video signal at pin 19 of the IF
demodulator IC. I followed this to IC801
(teletext), where it was lost as the 5V
supply was missing. It was in fact being
muted by Q809, which was being switched
on because there was 3V at the collector of
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the standby relay driver transistor. Scope
checks revealed that there were pulses at
both the base and collector of this
transistor. In a flash of inspiration I
replaced the electrolytics on the
secondary side of the power supply. This
cleared the problem. I wish I had taken
more notice of that swirling pattern! P.L.

Philips 25MN1550 (GR2.2AA
chassis)
The repair to this set was spread over
several weeks. To start with the line
output transistor was replaced and some
dry -joints were attended to. Three weeks
later the transistor failed again. Various
capacitors and the LOPT were replaced,
to no avail: the set still ate a BU508 every
now and again. While I had the set on
soak test I noticed that the horizontal
phasing seemed to vary. I replaced the
TDA2579B timebase generator chip and,
after a long soak test, decided that the set
was now OK. P.L.

Sharp 66FW-54H (DA100
chassis)
No picture with a ticking noise was
actually line collapse. On investigation I
found that the scan-correction/coupling
capacitor C613 (560nF) was open -circuit.
Once a replacement had been fitted there
was a narrow, bowed picture. Replacing
the 2SD2391Q EW-modulator diver
transistor Q506 completed the repair. P.L.

Decca/Tatung F series chassis
A number of sets fitted with this chassis
have come my way with the symptoms
that they revert to standby with the LED
flashing four times. This indicates that the
set has been unable to achieve black -level
clamping/auto grey -scale adjustment. The
cause is usually one or more of the three
1801c52 resistors R909, R913 and R922 on
the CRT base panel. I recommend
replacing all three with high -stability,
metal -film resistors. P.L.

Philips 25PT4493 (L6.3AA
chassis)
This set seemed to be lifeless, but voltage
checks showed that the power supply was
running and the HT was correct. Further
investigation led to the microncontroller.
chip's 5V supply, which was missing. The
cause was transistor Tr7505 (BC337) - it
was open -circuit. P.L.

Sony KV32LS6OU (AE6B
chassis)
When this set was switched on a buzzing
noise came from inside. The buzzing
sound came from the power supply,
where the four ceramic capacitors around
the mains bridge rectifier D6001 were

resonating. I've had this fault with a
similar set before. The solution is simple.
Replace the four 4.7nF, 500V capacitors
C6012/3/6/7 on board G with four 1.5nF,
2kV ceramic capacitors, part no. 1-104-
571-00. This stops the buzzing. C.B.

LG Flatron RZ-15LA31
This 15in. LCD set would die if it was
moved. I found that the 12V DC
connector at the back produced the fault
when disturbed. The AC -to -DC power
supply unit lead was checked for breaks
with a multimeter and found to be OK.
When I looked inside I found that the
cause of the trouble was dry -joints at the
DC jack connector. A quick resolder
cured the problem. C.B.

Sony KV28DX2OU (BE3E
chassis)
Intermittent loss.of digital stations (lock-
up) was the complaint with this set.
Inspection of board A2 with a magnifying
glass showed that the shield board (can)
of board N was cutting into the tracks of
board A2, causing a short-circuit. The
solution was to unsolder the shield board
(can) and pull it away from the tracks on
the top side of the board, to provide an air
gap between the shield case and the
board, then resolder. C.B.

Sony KD32DX100U (AE6D
chassis)
There was waviness on the menu
boarders, mainly when using a Sky
digibox. The solution to this problem is to
improve the earthing of board Dl by
adding a wire (UL1007 AWG18 30mm),
if not already fitted, between Q8106's
source terminal and the earth terminal of
CN8615. This will restore normal,
straight menu boarders. C.B.

Goodmans W28ONS (F19
chassis)
If you have a dead power supply with one
of these sets, check for dry -joints at the
mains choke L3. In this set further checks
were required however. I found that R8
(390k52, 1W) and R9 (5601(52, 1W) had
both gone high in value. Replacements
brought the power supply back to life.

This set also appears as the Proline
Model 28N1. B.B.

Bush 2867NTX (11AK19-5
chassis)
There was lack of width and EW
distortion, with no control via the service
menu. No voltage was present at the
BUK444 EW diode -modulator driver
transistor Q603. After checking R629 and
a number of capacitors I came to the
conclusion that the EW choke had shorted

windings - they were slightly discoloured.
A replacement from CHS, part no.
ALB1034, cured the fault. B.B.

JVC AV25GS1EK (MX chassis)
The problem with this set was that the
power supply shut down after two -three
seconds. The cure was to replace
EEPROM IC704, JVC part no.
CAT93C66P. After fitting the
replacement you have to enter the 'preset
mode' to alter the settings and
adjustments. B.B.

Hitachi C28W4OTN
There was an intermittent EW problem
with this set. When the glue around the
pin connections of Q700 (IRFS530A) had
been carefully removed a number of dry -
joints were discovered. Dealing with these
cured the fault. B.B.

Toshiba 28W8DB (C7SS
chassis)
The symptoms with this set were no
picture, sound OK. When the setting of
the first anode control was advanced there
was a full raster instead of the usual field
collapse. The fault was nevertheless
caused by the TA8427K field output chip
IC301: the field blanking pulse at pin 7
was missing. A new IC restored the
picture. B.B.

JVC C1480EK (BX11 chassis)
If the problem is drifting off tune, the cure
is to replace four capacitors in the station -
select module. These are C014 and C017
(both 3.3pF, 50V), C015 (220, 6.3V)
and C016 (0.47/4F, 50V). B.B.

Philips 25PT4523 (MD1.2E
chassis)
This 25in. Nicam set produced a blank
screen. Sound was OK. Checks showed
that the CRT's supplies were all present
but its cathodes were cut off. To cut a
long story short, R3450 (68kQ) was open -
circuit. It's part of a potential divider
network that feeds beam -current
information to pin 20 of IC7119 in the
video control section.

We've had this problem a few times
now. Note that the value of R3450
depends on tube type and size. A.J.

Sanyo 28XP1 (EB4A chassis)
This Dolby set switched on for only a few
seconds then reverted to standby. During
its short on time a full picture could be
seen with the lights off, but there was no
sound. The set was going into the
protection mode because of a short-circuit
in the audio output section. IC3051 was
the cause: it drives the centre and
surround speakers and is mounted on a
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separate PCB. A protect line monitors its
supplies and, when activated, reports
back to the microcontroller chip. A
replacement for IC3051 restored perfect
sound and pictures.

The customer had caused the fault by
adding extra speakers in parallel with the
surround outputs. A.J.

Panasonic TX2172 (Alpha 1
chassis)
These are old sets now, but they have
Fastext and any we see have excellent
tubes. The only fault we seem to get is a
blank raster, the cause every time being
the TDA4505M chip IC101, which
carries out sound and vision IF and sync
processing. A different chip is now
supplied, along with two changed -value
resistors and instructions. We consider
that repair is still economical, as the
picture quality and reliability are
excellent. A.J.

Philips 32PW6515 (Al OE
chassis)
The unusual symptoms with this set were
that the volume level couldn't be altered
when it had been on for a short time, and
that when a channel change was
requested there was a delay of 10-15
seconds before this happened. The cause
of several unusual channel -change and
sound faults has been the 'painter' chip
IC7064. It was once again the cause of
the trouble. This model uses the EP
version of the chip, part no. 3111 250
54501. A.J.

Sharp 51AT15H (5BSA
chassis)
The customer said that this 21in. set was
dead. When it was tested however the red
standby light appeared briefly then faded
out. Checks showed that there were
outputs at all the rectifier diodes on the
secondary side of the power supply. The
voltage on the +5VB line was low at only
1.3V however, because the BC338-40
series regulator transistor Q708 was
almost open -circuit. This hard-working
component supplies the timebase
generator and video/chroma processor
chip IC801. A.J.

Mitsubishi CT21M5BT (EE4
chassis)
"Dead when warm, very intermittent"
was the complaint with this set. When the
fault finally occurred checks showed that
the power supply was tripping. As the set
worked normally for most of the time one
of the usual overload failures seemed an
unlikely cause. While carrying out checks
around the regulation feedback
optocoupler PC951 the set restarted and

ran normally for hours. As cold checks
proved that all the associated components
were OK, the optocoupler was replaced.
This provided a permanent cure. A.J.

Schneider STV2802T
We had fitted a new line output
transformer to this set because of EHT
arcing. A week later it came back with
the complaint "no picture". Scope checks
at the base of the line output transistor
showed that the drive waveform was
present for only a fraction of a second at
switch on. But if the HT supply to the
line output stage was disconnected the
drive continued to be present.

To cut a very long story short, C307
(47nF, 100V) was found to be open -
circuit. It's a small red capacitor near the
line output transistor and appears to be
part of a potential divider network that
feeds pulses back to the timebase
generator circuitry. A few days later we
had the same problem after replacing the
LOPT in another of these sets. We now
change C307 as well. M.McC.

Bush WS6667
Several of these widescreen sets have
come in dead. In each case the cause has
been the HT rectifier diode DP12, which
goes short-circuit. The chopper
transformer should also be checked for
bad joints. M.McC.

Crown CRP2196T (SM1 mono
chassis)
This set was dead. It uses a conventional
chopper power supply with a FET and a
TDA4605 control chip, Q101 and IC101
respectively. The 5N90 FET was short-
circuit and the 56Q, 5W surge -limiter
resistor R101 was open -circuit. Checks
around the IC revealed that R109
(330kQ) was open -circuit and R108
(2201M) had risen in value to over
600kQ. Once these components had been
replaced the set produced a first-class
picture. M.McC.

Sony KVX2152U
(AETC chassis)
The customer had complained that this
set was dead, but when it was switched
on a faint tripping sound was heard from
the power supply. A voltage check across
the mains bridge rectifier's reservoir
capacitor C604 (220µF, 385V) produced
a reading of only 170V. The capacitor
was completely open -circuit! M.McC.

Goodmans 285NS (Daewoo
CP775 chassis)
If one of these sets comes in with a short-
circuit TDA8351 field output chip (I301)
and the BYV95C rectifier diode (D408)

in the 46V supply has been overheating,
the cause is usually shorting in the line
output transformer. So be careful with
your estimate! The Eldor transformers
used in cheap supermarket and own -brand
sets seem to have a very short (in all
senses) life. G.D.

JMB TV430SLR
This is an arm's -length Philips subsidiary
set, fitted with the CTV-BB chassis. It
was tripping because of a short across the
95V supply. By force of habit I replaced
the line output transformer, but the short-
circuit was actually caused by the BYT-
42M efficiency diode D6447. G.D.

Matsui 1408R
A dead set is usually caused by failure of
the 220kQ start-up resistor R513.
Obvious, but it's easy to overlook as this
2W metal -film resistor looks as if it
should last forever. Don't forget to
reconnect the speaker plug! G.D.

Schneider STV2802T
"It's made by Asda" proclaimed the proud
owner of this set, conjuring up the vision
of an in-store factory behind the
delicatessen counter. Once the back had
been taken off (Torx T20, long -reach) I
found a German chassis. The set was
tripping because the S2055 line output
transistor was short-circuit. No dry -joints
could be found, so I fitted a replacement
and brought up the HT gradually. Not
gradually enough to prevent fireworks
from the LOFT (guess the make!). A
replacement was fitted, but the IC that
provides the line drive had been killed.
Oh dear, it's a VDP3108B, which will be
familiar to Panasonic fans. But the A
version doesn't work in these sets, and the
B version doesn't seem to be available.
Anyway the repair was now uneconomic.
Perhaps supermarkets should put a "best
before" date on their sets. G.D.

Some quickies
Sharp 66GS-62H: For symptoms like
tuner drift replace IC201.
Philips 21PT4457: It was impossible to
increase the volume above fifty per cent.
The cure was to replace IC7831.
Mitsubishi CT2525TX (Euro 10
chassis): There was no picture though the
on -screen display was OK. This display
showed that the colour, contrast and
brightness were at maximum. The cause
of the trouble was the -30V supply, which
was low. The cure was to replace C962.
Bush 1433 (11AK08 chassis): There was
a bright raster with flyback lines because
the 200V supply to the RGB output stages
on the CRT base panel was missing. D604
(BA157) was open -circuit. M.M.
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In Part 7 of his series
PC servicing

describes some ways of
improving the perfor-
mance of a Windows
installation

This month we take a look at improving
I the performance of a Windows

installation. By following the suggestions
given below, you should be able to
achieve a significant improvement in
your PC's speed and performance.

Get rid of the junk!
Most applications install a 'quick -launch'
module which is loaded into Windows
whenever it starts. Many of them appear
in the right-hand corner of the taskbar.
They supposedly speed up the time it
takes to load a program when you want
it. But in reality the time difference is
fairly small, and the more of these
memory -hogging 'quick -load' modules
you have the slower your machine will
run, thus negating their whole purpose!

By pressing Ctrl Alt Del you open the
task -manager program, which displays a
list of the programs running. The more
applications you install, the bigger the
list will be.

The first performance -improving task
I recommend is to stop these module
programs from running. This will not
prevent the main programs running, it
will simply control when they run.

To carry out this task you need to
launch the Windows 'System
Configuration Utility'. Click on the Start
menu then select Programs > Accessories
> System Tools > System Information
and click on this. On the screen that
appears, click on the Tools tab and then
on 'System Configuration Utility' to start
it.

The utility will open on the 'General
Tab'. Select 'Selective Startup', then
remove the ticks in the 'Config.sys' and
`Autoexec.bat' boxes (click on the
boxes).These are redundant features from
earlier versions and can further clutter up
the memory. Next click on the 'Startup'
tab. You will then see a screen similar to
that shown in Photo 1. It shows a list of
all the programs that load during a
Windows startup. Many of them are not
needed and, by removing the ticks from
the boxes alongside, you will free vital
system resources.

The only items that should be left
ticked are ScanRegistry, SystemTray,
LoadPowerProfile (may appear more
than once) and any 'anti -virus' entries.
You can usually identify the anti -virus
entries easily, either by their name or by
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C:\Program ries \ ornega Drivelcons \ deskup.exe /IMGS TART

CAWINCIONWS \ SYSTEM \ matupderre -startup

Rund132 are povaprol.dIlloadCurrentNeScherne
tnstask eke

CAProgram FiesNomegs \AutcOit10.41)Serviceeke

CAFfICIGRA-1 \ MICROS -1 \ OFFICBOSP,EXE

\PROGRA-1 \ MICROS -1 \ OFFICE \FINDFAST .EXE

OK Cancel

Photo 1:
Typical
system
configuratio
n screen.

looking at the path next to them.
Once you have switched off the

unnecessary items, click OK to finish.
You will then be prompted to restart the
PC. In the unlikely event that you
experience any problems after restarting,
simply return to the configuration facility
and switch the required item back on. If
you cannot identify the item that's
required for your particular system, try
switching them on one by one until the
system behaves normally. The patience
required to carry out this step is well
worth it!

Memory
Perhaps the most known -about
performance booster is more memory.
All computers require memory (RAM) to
store temporarily the results of their
calculations etc. Within limits, the more
memory a computer has the faster it will
operate. For Windows 98 installations,
the optimum amount of memory required
is 256MB. For more modern XP
installations, 512MB or even 1GB of
memory is advantageous.

If you are unsure about the amount of
memory installed, click on the Start
menu then select Settings > Control
Panel. Next, click on System. The
amount of memory can be seen in the
window that appears. If it's less than
256MB, consider adding more. Note that
there's no point in having more than
256MB with Windows 98, as this is the
operating system's limit. Any extra is
simply a waste.

Visual speed
Another performance improvement can
be achieved by switching off some visual
effects. These are Windows
enhancements that aim to make it more
pleasing visually.

To disable them, right click anywhere
on the desktop. Click on Properties in the
menu that appears. Next click on the
Effects tab, then remove the ticks from
the boxes in the Visual Effects part of the
screen. Click OK and you should find
that the machine's response is quicker.

Next month
We'll continue next month with more
performance -enhancing techniques.
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Alban Electronics

http://www.albanelectronics.co.uk
Alban stocks, supplies and provides
technical support for a range of
terrestrial/cable/satellite and analogue/
digital TV equipment. PROMAX
(manufacturers electronic test equipment
including signal level meters, spectrum
analysers, BER/CSI/MER analysers for
QPSK, QAM & COFDM, optical fibre
light sources and power meters, 16:9
test pattern generators), ALCAD
(manufacturers of R.F. wide band and
adjacent channel amplifiers, aerials for
MATV, SMATV & IRS systems) and
ANTARES (cascadeable multi -switches).
ALBAN has a complete after sales repair
and calibration service that is fully
supported by the manufacturers, in
addition provides a free system design
service using only reliable high quality
components.

Alltrade Aerials & Satellite Ltd

http://www.alltrade.co.uk
Leading distributor to the trade

mime seirstervierv CLIC, 1141<11 SELCVSORIATESSOFFSIIS

sky PFT.,T, welyo

To reserve your web site space telephone

Tel: 01322 611292 Fax: 01322 616316

E -MAILS r.gurunlian@highburybiz.com

Full e -commerce site with over 1500
products with in -stock quantities!! We supply
everything associated with Digital/Analogue
Terrestrial & DTH/Motorised Satellite
reception. All Antennas. All Brackets. All
Cables. All Connectors. All Amplifiers. We
provide a free MATV/SMATV planning
service as well.
Phone 0845 075 0751 Fax 01273 425700

Cricklewood Electronics
http://www.cricklewoodelectronics.
co.uk

Cricklewood Electronics stock one of the
widest ranges of components, especially
semiconductors including ICs, transistors,
capacitors, resistors. all at competitive
prices.

Charles Hyde & Son Ltd
http://www.charleshyde.co.uk

CHARLES WOE MONS

=====s7rv.,=====

Search for both original and copy spare
parts in our extensive database covering
Akai, Alba, Bush, Ferguson, Goldstar,
Hitachi, LG, Matsui, Nokia, Saisho, Sanyo,
Sony, Sharp, Thomson, Panasonic, Philips,
Samsung, Tascam, Teac, Toshiba, Yamaha
and many more. In addition huge ranges of
Lasers, Lopts, Remote controls and
Semiconductors may be accessed.
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IA... sad 1:61,11.6ms of
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Donberg Electronics
http://www.donberg.ie

http://www.donberg-electronics.com

http://www.electronic-spare-parts.com

As the leading distributor for the TV,
Video and Audio trade in Ireland, we
supply over 2000 shops & service dept
with Audio -Video and TV spares,
Semiconductors, Test Equipment, Service
Manuals, Remote Controls etc. At present
we stock over 35,000 different lines.
We hold agencies for: Panasonic,
Sharp, Mitsubishi, Sanyo, Beko, Ersa,
Muter, Diemen HR, Philex, PRF, Konig-
electronics. We specialise in parts for all
continental sets and obsolete
semiconductors.

J W Hardy Communications
http://www.jwhardy.co.uk

RP Nowa& Prinr 11361

e VS/.

Sem tao

.s1
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O

MA,1,142,01

 FA, .61,011.14.
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4<384

R.F. Network Specialist.
Shop online - for R.F.network
components. We supply a full range of
TV, radio reception equipment to receive
analogue/digital signals from both
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terrestrial and satellite sources. We
provide a free planning service for your
R.F. networks, MATV and SMATV etc

Irwin Electronics
http://www.irwinelectronics.co.uk

As Classic Distributors we complement
our existing mail and trade counter
business with our website. You can
order parts on-line quickly and easily.
We intend to explore alternative ways
of assisting engineers to run their
business successfully.

MMWafercards
http://www.mmwafercards.com

Nigh Quality Smartcards to the Trade
ItsdoC211.140)UIS 4731, Paz 44101314 NAM

FaboCtolanederSOrsiSSoM

Smartcards and programmers for all
access -controlled applications.
Incorporating www.satstore.co.uk
The Enthusiasts Satellite Store.
Tel 01386 48731 Fax 01386 765875

M.C.E.S.
http://www.mces.co.uk

The MCES site gives details of our
range of service including Tuners, Video
Heads, RF & IF Modules plus latest
prices offers.

Swires Research
http://www.swires.com

Welrour to the S.ires Reseuch webs.'

TallOsi 7 0,313.....1111111,4

rvn

Swires Research produce high quality
instruments for the television industry,
including portable signal level meters
and spectrum analysers for digital and
analogue RF signal measurements.

Televes

Televes, S A 2002 OD

Televes
http://www.televes.com

Televes website was launched as an
easier way to keep in contact with our
World-wide Network of Subsidiaries
and Clients. This site is constantly
updated with useful information/news
plus you can download info on our
range: TV Aerials & accessories,
Domestic and Distribution amplifiers,
Systems Equipment for DTT and
Analogue TV, Meters and much more.

Make sure of your copy of Television
It can be difficult finding a copy of Television at local newsagents.
The number of magazines being published keeps increasing, which
means that newsagents have less shelf space for the display of
individual titles. Specialist magazines in particular get crowded out.

There's a solution to the problem. Most newsagents provide "shop -
save" and/or home -delivery services. There's no charge for a shop save.
You simply ask your newsagent to order a copy for you: it will be kept
on one side each month ready for you to collect. Home -delivered
copies are ordered in the same way, but generally incur a delivery
charge.

A newsagent can order any magazine for you, whether or not the
shop normally stocks it.
If you buy your copies of Television from a newsagent and want to
make sure you get every issue, just ask at the counter.
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Casebook
Michael Maurice

A request
One of my happier childhood memo-
ries is of having a reel-to-reel tape
recorder, a Korting MT157. Over the
years it received much use and abuse.
I tried repairing and playing about with
it when I was in my teens, but this just
made things somewhat worse.

I've always wanted to rebuild this
lovely old machine, and to help with
this I imported an MT158 from Canada.
I am hoping to swap its motor and
mains transformer with ones from
another machine. I could use my old
machine as the donor, but would pre-
fer another machine for spares. Does
anyone have any spares or even an old
machine? It doesn't have to work, as
long as the motor runs and it works
with a 220-240V, 50Hz supply. If you
should have one, or know of a source
of spares, please email me at
Michael.ali@btinternet.com

One of the most frustrating aspects of our
business is the TV sets and VCRs that you
repair then find that they fail a few days
later with exactly the same symptom,
though the cause is often not the same.
Within a week I had three examples.

Ferguson B59F (ICC7 chassis)
This set was dead with its line output
transistor short-circuit. As usual, the cause
was that one end of CL21 in the EW
modulator circuit was dry -jointed. When
this capacitor is dry -jointed it normally
fails, so I replaced it. Not with the Ferguson
capacitor but with lOnF, 2kV and 1.5nF,
2kV disc capacitors in parallel. This makes
up the original value. An S2000N was fitted
as a replacement for the line output
transistor.

The fault recurred two days later. This
time I ordered the correct capacitor and a
2SD1546 transistor and fitted them. The set
worked, then failed again after another two
days. The line output transistor had died,
but not because of the capacitor. There had
to be another cause. What could it have
been?

In the end I replaced the 24V supply
reservoir capacitor C59 (3,3001AF, 35V),
which appeared to be leaking (as it does),
and CL18 in the network across the primary
winding of the line driver transformer
LL19. I upgraded this capacitor to 114F,
50V, as suggested by Euras. It's probably
relevant that the line driver stage is fed from
the 24V supply. I had to fit another line
output transistor of course.

I went away for a long weekend, and
phoned the customer on my return. The set
was still working and, as I haven't heard
since, I assume that it's now OK.

Sharp 56FW-53H (D100
chassis)
The only sign of life with this set was that
the orange standby light lit. Its line output
transistor was short-circuit, the cause as
usual being a dry -joint at the scan -
correction capacitor C613 (560nF, 250V).
The set worked once a replacement
transistor and capacitor had been fitted, so I
boxed it up and left it with the customer. He
phoned three days later, and was not happy.
He now had sound but no picture.

I collected the set and found that the line
output transistor had failed again. This time
the fusible resistor in the feed to the line
output stage was open -circuit, hence the
sound. I checked for dry -joints and found a
suspect one at the EW loading coil. This
was resoldered, a new transistor was fitted,
then the set was put on soak test. It worked
for two days after which, on a particularly
cold morning, it failed. The line output

transistor was once more short-circuit.
This time I checked C607 (3300F, 16V)

in the negative supply to the transformerless
line driver stage. It was leaky, with a high
ESR. I replaced it, along with the line
output transistor, and put the set on test
again. To ensure that the workshop was
cold, I turned the heating down and left the
windows open overnight. The next morning
was very cold, but the set came on. So I
returned it to the customer. This time it had
been fixed for good.

Panasonic TX28X1DP (Alpha 4
chassis)
This set was dead and squealing, the cause
being the 2SD1577RL line output transistor
Q554 which was short-circuit. I replaced it,
along with the notorious 8.2nF, 2kV
capacitor C558 in the EW modulator circuit.
The set then worked, so I took my fee and
departed.

The next day the customer was on the
phone. Same fault. This time I took the set
back to the workshop, where I looked very
carefully for a cause and found dry -joints
around the TDA2579A timebase generator
chip IC501. This was resoldered, and a new
STR56041M chopper chip IC821 was
fitted. After that the set continued to work
perfectly.

Hitachi VTF150E
There were two problems with this VCR, a
noisy capstan motor and no audio from the
right-hand channel in E -E or record. The
first fault was cured by replacing all the
capacitors on the secondary side of the
power supply. The second fault was in the
Nicam circuitry, where the TDA1543 D -A
converter chip had failed. A replacement
restored the sound in both channels.

Philips 20PV184/05
This combi set couldn't be brought out of
standby and had a tape stuck in it. For once
it wasn't the cassette section's worm drive.
The line output transformer was faulty.

Toshiba 40PW8DB
Projection TV sets are always difficult to
work on and, because of their size, repairs
have to be carried out in the customer's
home. This was no exception, and the repair
was urgent as its owner is severely disabled.
His TV set and computer are his only forms
of entertainment. The fault was no picture.

A quick inspection revealed that the CRT
heaters were not lit. The cause was traced to
a dry -joint at the heater circuit surge -
limiting resistor, which is mounted on the
green CRT base board. To get to it you have
to dismantle both the front and back of the
set. Resoldering cured the problem.
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NIK-7503
NIK-8336
NIK-7927
NIK-7880
NIK-8007
NIK-8320

and more, Pls enq!
 REMOTE CONTROL

FOR TV/VIDEO
FROM £5.00

DIGITAL
SPARES - REPAIRS -

REFURBS
SKY BOXES FOR SALE - MIN. 5 BOXES

FIRST GENERATION arkero:i
Untested - no warranty £35
Tested - 30 day warranty £45
Agrade - 1 year warranty £60
SECOND GENERATION
Untested - no warranty £45
Tested - 30 day warranty £55
Agrade - 1 year warranty £70
THIRD GENERATION
Tested - 30 day warranty £75
Agrade- 1 year warranty £95
NEW BOXES
Pace 2600 £170
Grundig 3000 £170
SPARES
Grundig 200/300 modem £30
Grundig 2000/3000 modem £35
SKY PLUS
Faulty boxes £95
Tested working £130
Agrade as new £145
Brand new £195

SDS Satellite & Digital Services Ltd
Howard Ave, Barnstaple, Devon EX32 8QA

email: sdsdigital@hotmail.com

Campion
Electronics Ltd.

SUPPLIERS OF QUALITY
EX -RENTAL TV'S

and video equipment to independent
retailers across the UK and EIRE.

FREE DELIVERY SERVICE
to most areas of UK

WORLDWIDE EXPORT SERVICE
Large stock of TVs suitable for export

Experts in UHF/VHF conversion

Visit our large warehouse at:

Units 1 & 2 Tenat Works,
Worcester Rd, Kidderminster,
Worc, DY10 1JR

Tel (01562) 746000 (2 Lines)

Just 20 miles from Birmingham City Centre

-
NIKKO

i\ 1

ELEC TR N iCS
.L.Y°

NI
EL

LOPT'S
 LOPT'S FOR MONITORS

OVER 500 DIFFERENT
TYPES IN STOCK

 LOPT'S FOR TV'S
FROM £6.00

1352.5037 £9.00
£6.00
£9.00
£8.50
£8.25
£8.25
£9.00

OW ELECTRONICS
ECTRONIC COMPONENTS DISTRIBUTORS
DVD/CD LASER PICKUPS

+ MECHANISM
REPLACEMENT
KSS-210A . . . 18.50 KSS-213D . . . 19.50

KSS-213B . . . .£8.50 KSS-213E . . . 18.75

KSS-213C . . .£8.50 KSS-220F . . 113.00

KSS-240A . . 117.50 KSS-710A 115.50
KSS-210B . . 18.50 KSS-720A ..£25.00

ORIGINAL ALSO AVAILABLE FOR
KENWOOD, PIONEER, SONY

KHM 220 AAA orig £57.00

CDM 12.1 £13.00

12.3 £14.75

12.4 £23.00

AND A LOT MORE, PLEASE ENQUIRE!

AN -5277 £2.35 TA -8268 . . . 115.00
AN -7125 £2.49 TA -8273 111,50
BA -4900 £5.50 TA -8277 . . 111.95
BA -4901A £8.50 TA -8427K . . . 10.89

BA -4905 £5.99 TDA-7384 . 14.90
BA -4908 £6.50 TDA-7385 . . . 15.75
BA -4911 £8.50 TDA-7386 . . . 16.99

HA -13158 . . 15.50 TDA-7560 . . 113.00
HA -13159 113.50 TDA-8568Q . . £5.75

TA -8260 £8.50 TDA-16833 ...£1.35
TA -8262 ....£10.75 TDA-16846 . . 11.48

TA -8263 £9.25 STK-5332 . . . 11.30

STK-401-020 STK-407-070 STK-490-310
STK-401-030 STK-407-090 STK-495-020
STK-401-040 STK-407-100 STK-496-030
STK-402-030 STK-407-120 STR-F6523
STK-402-040 STK-407-710 STR-F6524
STK-402-070 STK-411-220 STR-F6535
STK-402-071 STK-411-240 STR - F6552

STK-402-090 STK-411-290 STR-F6653
STK-402-100 STK-412-010 STR - F6654
STK-402-120 STK-412-020 STR -F6655
STK-402-240 STK-419-120 STR-F6656
STK-405-030 STK-419-130 STR-F6668
STK-405-050 STK-419-150 STR-F6676
STK-405-070 STK-442-130 STR-F6707
STK-405-090 STK-443-050 PAL -006A
STK-405-120 STK-489-010 PAL -007A
STK-407-040 STK-490-040
STK-407-050 STK-490-110

 Sony tactile switch 4 pin MOO 10pcs £0.28

 Sony tactile switch 2pin MOO 10pcs £0.25

 Wire ended lamps for car stereo 6,9,12V
MOO 50pcs £0.15 each

 SPECIAL MOO 10PCS
S-2000N/CH . . 10.65 BUT -11A . . 10.35

BU-2508AF/CH £0.65 SAP15P . . 13.25

BU-508AF/CH ..£0.49 SAP15N . . 13.25

STR-50103A . . 11.75 UC-3842A £0.45
STR-54041 . . 11.49 TDA-8361/N3 £2.75

 PRICES QUOTED EXCLUDING VAT AND SUBJECT
TO CHANGE W/O PRIOR NOTICE.

TO ORDER OR FAX VIEW OUR CAT ON vir

Website: www.dalbani.co.uk 020 8393 7395 www.dalbani.co.uk

NIKKO ELECTRONICS PHONE CLICK/ORDER Ell
358 Kingston Road, Ewell, Epsom Surrey KT19 ODT IT'S EASY 020 8393 7774 ONLINE
Tel: 020 8393 7774
Email: dalbani@nikko-electronics.co.uk
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SATELLITE
Reports from
Hugh Cocks
Christopher Holland
and
Michael Dranfield

An LNB problem
Mr Smith's Grundig digibox is one of
three that are connected to a dish at a small
block of flats. It had given trouble -free
service for several years. Then he rang up
to say that the digibox was displaying the
`no satellite signal being received'
message, and that the usual disconnection
from the mains supply followed by
reconnection produced no improvement -
though, oddly enough, the time appeared,
with the 'searching for listings' message,
prior to the reappearance of the 'no
satellite signal' message. This suggested
that the box was seeing at least some sort
of signal. He had checked with his

NOTEBOOK
neighbours who had connections to the
dish and found that they had no reception
problems.

I found that the symptoms were exactly
as he had described. When the spectrum
analyser was connected to the receiver's IF
input cable it immediately produced a
`supply short' message, though I could see
on the analyser display that the low -band,
vertically -polarised signal was present -
the LNB was being powered by the other
two receivers. A multimeter check
produced a resistance reading of about
40Q between the inner and outer coaxial
cable conductors, which is much lower
than it should have been.

I suspected a problem with the cable,
but decided to start at the dish and work
backwards. The same resistance was
present at the LNB F connector that was
feeding Mr Smith's digibox, while the
reading at the other LNB outputs was at
about 70052. Fortunately there was an
unused connector, and when this was used
to feed Mr Smith's digibox his reception
was OK.

I told him that the LNB could be
replaced or his digibox could be left
connected to this other output, but that

SKY SPORTS

******************00

US PGA 2003

ROYAL BANK OF SCOTLAND

SPONSORSHIP

OBREAK BUMPER #12

DUR: 5"

RI: 7 AUG 2003

30

Sky Television
Digitml Edit 31

Photo 1: Sky Sports golf feed from the US
via PanAmSat 3R.

Photo 2: Sky Sports golf feed from the
US via PanAmSat 3R.

E TOD 0 "

Photo 3: Sign -off caption, on standard
NTSC colour bars, closing a feed from
TVN Chile via PanAmSat 3R.

Photo 4: Fox Sports Middle East 625 -line
transmission via PanAmSat 3R.
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SORTS FEED
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Photo 5: Fox Sports feed via
PanAmSat 3R.

NEW Y

12,638GHz
41SAT 3R 43 INL

Photo 6: RTL New York caption via
PanAmSat 3R.

Photo 7: An occasional feed via
PanAmSat 3R at 12.638GHz H.

Photo 8: BBC International control room
colour bars via Eutelsat W3.

Table 1: Latest digital channel changes at 28.2°E

Channel and EPG no. Sat TP Frequency/pol

Exchange & Mart tests EB C5 11.391GHz H
Live TV (274) EB C6 11.426GHz V
Pout TV (984) EB C6 11.426GHz V
Trouble Reload (608) 2A 13 11.954GHz H

TP = transponder. EB = Eurobird. 2A = Astra 2A.

with this latter arrangement there was a
risk of total LNB failure at some stage. He
decided to leave the old LNB in place, and
so far it has worked all right. Maybe the
failure was something to do with the recent
very hot weather! Why had the receiver
shown the time when 'searching for
listings' was displayed? Possibly this was
because the low -band vertically -polarised
signal was present on the faulty feed. H.C.

Digital channel update
The latest channel additions at 28.2°E are
listed in Table 1. Where allocated, the EPG
number is shown in brackets after the
channel name.

P -Rock TV (Eurobird transponder C5)
has ceased transmissions. Playboy TV has
moved from transponder D3S to
transponder C6 (11.426GHz V).

In late July BBC Radio 2 and 4 FM
started transmission via the Astra 2B BBC
transponder 37 (12.441GHz V), which is
normally used for interactive programme
material. This gives improved coverage
following complaints from listeners in
outer parts of Europe who had lost
reception with the previous move to Astra
2D. The BBC says that no other radio
stations will move to transponder 37. With
non-digibox satellite receivers, tune in the
stations with a symbol rate of 27,500 and
2/3 FEC. Digiboxes were switched to the
new frequencies on August 5.
Transmissions from transponder 47, Astra
2D, ceased on August 6. BBC Radio 4 LW
satellite transmissions and all other BBC
satellite radio channels continue to use
transponder 47 (10.803GHz H), being
unaffected by the move.

Sky Movies Premier 2 (EPG no. 302)
has moved from transponder 11 to
transponder 7 (11.836GHz H).

Setanta Sports 1 has moved from
Eurobird transponder D9S to Astra 2A
transponder 22 (12.129GHz V). Setanta
Sports 2 also left transponder D9S, moving
to Astra 2A transponder 17 then, a couple
of weeks later, transponder 18 (12-051GHz.
V).

The SAB/MATV promotion via
Eurobird transponder C5 (11 390GHz H),
reported here last month, has ceased, being
replaced by colour bars. C.H.

BBC's number games
The BBC has moved some of its new radio

stations in Sky's EPG list, apparently
because it thinks that a lower EPG is more
likely to be selected. One thing that can't
have been given much consideration by the
BBC's number jugglers is that many
listeners were extremely annoyed when
they entered their usual favourite station
number and got the red 'channel
unavailable' message. Some people with
non-digibox receivers lost Radio 2 and 4
altogether after their move from 2D to 2B
(see above), after having retuned from 2A
in May.

All being well, the period of frequency
and EPG number juggling by the BBC has
now come to an end. The new EPG
numbers are as follows:

Radio 1 Extra 887
Radio 4 LW 893
Radio 5 Extra 894
Radio 6 870
Radio 7 881
RN Gael 905

Children's TV channels CBBC and C
Beebies have also moved, to 616 and 617
respectively, while BBC3 has moved to
115 and BBC4 to 116, thus producing
more phone calls from confused customers.
Please don't ring us to complain, phone the
BBC! C.H.

BBC regional variations
The BBC regional variations, which started
last month, have now been included in the
EPG, see list below. A BBC1 and BBC2
region will be picked automatically from
the list and placed at 101 and 102 in the
EPG, and will thus be missing from the
regional variation numbers. If a Sky
digibox has no card in its slot, 101 and 102
will be the region used by the last card
inserted in the slot.

fish digiboxes continue to show BBC1
and BBC2 Northern Ireland at 214 and
215, though all other BBC programmes are
strangely missing from the EPG and have
to be added via the extra channels facility.
One wonders why?

Here's the EPG list:

941 BBC1 Scotland
942 BBC1 Wales
943 BBC1 N Ireland
944 BBC1 London
945 BBC1 NE and Cumbria
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CORRESPONSALIA COLOMBIA

ORIGENBOGOTA

EMI
Photo 9: Caption transmitted prior to a
news feed to TVE Spain from Colombia,
S. America via Eutelsat W3.

946 BBC' Yorkshire
947 BBC1 E Yorks/Lincs
948 BBC1 NW
949 BBC1 W Midlands
950 BBC1 E Midlands
951 BBC1 E (Eastern)
952 BBC1 E (Western)
953 BBC1 SE
954 BBC1 South
955 BBC1 Oxford
956 BBC1 West
957 BBC1 SW
958 BBC1 Channel Islands*
959 BBC2 England
960 BBC2 Scotland
961 BBC2 Wales
962 BBC2 N Ireland
*From late 2003 C.H.

Ku -band reception at 43°W
The PanAmSat 3R satellite at 43°W uses
the C and Ku bands for broadcast service
links across the Atlantic. The 115-
12.75GHz band is used in Europe, the
11.7-12.2GHz band in North America - the
latter can't be received in Europe. Table 2
shows the Ku -band transmissions available
in Europe.

There are occasional feeds between

12.506-12.552GHz and 12.611-
12.740GHz, with a mixture of polarisations
and symbol rates. Photos 1 and 2 show
typical golf feeds for Sky Sports from the
US at 12.694GHz V, with SR 6,620 and
FEC 2/3. Photo 3 shows a sign -off caption
on standard NTSC colour bars, at
12.731GHz H with SR 6,111 and FEC 3/4,
closing a feed from TVN Chile.

PanAmSat 6 is co -sited with 3R at
43°W. It's used for DTH transmissions to
S. America and produces no reception in
Europe. H.C.

Unusual test cards
Continuing with our series of unusual test
cards and captions, Photo 8 shows the BBC
International control room colour bars,
taken prior to a Eurovision News Exchange
via Eutelsat W3 (7°E) at 11.070GHz V.
Unusually, the colour bars are surrounded
by a white border area. As is the way with
digital test signals these days, the circle in,
the middle has some colours that move
around the circumference to indicate that
the signal is live.

Photo 9 was taken prior to a feed, via
the same satellite, for the Spanish
broadcaster TVE from Columbia in S.
America. The signal was at 11.096GHz H.

Both signals were transmitted in MPEG
4:2:2 format with the normal Eurovision
symbol rate of 6,666 and 7/8 FEC. H.C.

Pace 2300
This digibox wouldn't read the new card
and switched to standby. I found that the
software was well out of date and did a
forced download. The box completed this,
taking ten minutes, but the new software
hadn't been stored in the flash -memory
chips.

This digibox has four flash -memory
chips that are arranged in two banks of two,
and the micro can select which bank to
boot from. The write to the flash memory
must be a full 32 -bit word however: both

devices in one bank must be written to
together, and this is where the problem lay.
Some of the pins between 25-48 of U7202
had never been soldered from new. They
were just sitting on the print. The digibox
will run quite happily with one of the flash -
memory chips removed, but will never be
able to update the operating system
software. M.D.

Panasonic TU-DSB31
This digibox was stuck in standby and I
found that the 12V regulator in the power
supply was red hot. It was difficult to see the
cause of the problem at first, so I decided to
connect my bench power supply, with the
output set to 12V, to the regulator's output.
Something fed from the 12V rail was
drawing 1.9A. I then noticed a burning
smell, which came from the tuner. A mega
burn-up had taken place inside - one of the
ICs was burnt to a cinder.

When I removed the tuner a small strand
of wire fell from the board. I suspect that it
had been there from new, and that it had
shorted two of the tuner's pins when the
digibox had been moved. A replacement
tuner restored normal operation. M.D.

Panasonic TU-DSB31
This digibox intermittently displayed the
`no satellite signal received' message when
a BBC channel was selected. The problem
could sometimes be cured by changing
channel up and down. Fortunately I had
seen a modification kit that's available
from SatCure to cure this fault. The part no.
is PANAFIX2D FILTER. It's available
directly from www.satcure.co.uk and can
be purchased with a credit card - no
account is needed. The instructions
supplied are printed in colour, and it's one
of the easiest modification kits to fit I have
come across.

This problem can also occur with the
TU-DSB30 digibox, for which SatCure
has a modification kit. M.D.

Table 2: Ku -band transmissions available at 43°W

Frequency/pol

12.578GHz H

12.584GHz V
12.605GHz V
12.638GHz H

SR/FEC

19,850 3/4

27,500 3/4
6,615 3/4
19,850 3/4

Service

Fox Sports Middle East* (625 lines - see Photo 4)
and three Fox Sports feeds (see Photo 5).
Mexican package**.
Fox News (625 lines)***.
Eternal World TV Africa, Eternal World TV

Europe, RTL New York (see Photo 6) and two
occasional feeds (one shown in Photo 7).

*Fox Sports Middle East is used as a programme feed for DTH services in the Middle East.
**The Mexican package is scrambled and consists of five channels that feed Spanish satellite and cable
broadcasters.
***Fox News is not scrambled and is used to feed into the Sky package, EPG no. 531. Picture quality is far

better with this feed than with Sky, which in comparison is very blurred.
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Solution to Test Case 490
- see page 749 -

Aren't intermittent faults horrible?! By way of a last clue
before all is revealed, the same fault in another chassis,
the Daewoo T512, is known to cause the set to come on
by itself while it's unattended in the standby mode.

But we shouldn't be raising further questions at this
stage. Cathode Ray gave some thought to the microcon-
troller chip's reset circuit. However this comes into oper-
ation only at switch -on from the mains, not at the transi-
tion out of standby. Our man finally found the culprit.
There were almost invisible dry -joints at the legs of the
microcontroller chip's clock crystal XL701. You might
think that this would have shown up during the earlier
disturbance testing with the handle of a screwdriver.
Bang, bang on the panel. But it was the wrong sort of
dry -joint!

A clean-up of the crystal's leadout connections, fol-
lowed by careful tinning, fluxing and resoldering, cured
the fault. Since then the set has been working reliably,
earning us a couple of pounds a week rental.

There's a tendency for dry -joints to develop at the
crystals in older TV sets. This usually results in spas-
modic and intermittent symptoms. The problem can
occur in areas other than the microcontroller part of the
circuit, for example in remote -control zappers, colour
decoders, Nicam processor circuitry and elsewhere. So
it's something that is well worth checking. Next month
we'll get away from elderly TV sets!

NEXT MONTH IN TELEVISION

At the IFA Show
The Internationale Funkausstellung Show (IFA) is the
world's largest consumer electronics event, which is
held in Berlin every two years. This year's show
highlights developments in digital broadcasting, DVD
technology, flat -screen TV, SACD and DVD-Audio,
memory -card products and camcorder technology.
George Cole reports on major news and developments.

Flexible CCTV system
Simple inexpensive, off -the -shelf CCTV kits are readily
available but lack individual expansion capabilities and
flexibility. Ian Rees has devised a system that should
fulfil the needs of small -to -medium sized installations,
with some added innovations found only in dedicated
PC or professional systems.

TV interference from TETRA
TETRA (Terrestrial Trunked Radio) is an international
standard for digital mobile communications. The police
and other emergency services in the UK are gradually
adopting TETRA systems. They are high-powered, and
have started to cause UHF TV interference problems -
the symptoms can be misleading. Bill Wright describes
the problem and the remedies that can be used.

TELEVISION INDEX & DIRECTORY 2003

Plus hard -copy index and reprints service

Here's the essential repair information you need! The
Television Index & Directory 2003, in CD-ROM form,
contains the text of nearly 15,000 high quality fault reports
on TVs, VCRs, Camcorders, DVD players, Monitors, Satellite
TV units, Audio equipment and CD players, searchable by
make and model, plus the text of 180 Test Cases and over
200 major servicing articles, from fifteen years of Television
magazine. It also contains a full fifteen year index of
Television, a Spares Guide, a directory of Trade and
Professional Organisations, an International TV Standards
guide, a satellite TV Channel Finder, a TV transmitter list and
a compendium of internet resources for service engineers.
The software is quick and easy to use, and runs on any PC
with Windows 95, 98, ME, NT, XP or 2000.

Television Index & Directory 2003 CD-ROM, £199

Television Index & Directory 2003 CD-ROM upgrade, £46 (to
qualify for this upgrade you need to have purchased a
previous version of the Television Index on floppy disk or on
CD-ROM)

A six-month update of the index and fault reports will be
avail -able in May 2003. If you wish to take advantage of this,
£10 should be added to your order.

Television Index only, 1988-2002, £36

Television Index only upgrade from previous versions, £16

Hard -copy indexes of Television magazine are available
for Volumes 38 (1988) to 52 (2002) at £3.50 per volume.

Reprints of articles from Television back to 1988 are also
available, at the flat rate of £3.50 per article - you can order
through our web site, or write to the address below.

The above prices include UK postage and VAT where
applicable. Add an extra £1 postage for non -UK EC orders,
or £5 for non -EC overseas orders, although Channel Island
residents do not need to add any extra postage. Cheques
should be made payable to SoftCopy Ltd. Access, Visa or
MasterCard Credit Cards are accepted. Allow up to 28 days
for delivery (UK).

SoftCopy Limited, 1 Vineries Close, Cheltenham,
GL53 ONU, UK

Telephone 01242 241 455, Fax 01242 241 468
e-mail: sales@softcopy.co.uk web site:
http://www.softcopy.co.uk

Published on the third Wednesday of each month by Highbury Business Communications, Nexus House, Azalea Drive, Swanley, Kent, BR8 8HU. Highbury Busi-
ness Communications is a division of Highbury Communications PLC. Filmsetting by Impress, Unit 2, Parkway, Southgate Way, Orton Southgate, Peterbor-
ough, PE2 6YN. Printed in England by Polestar (Colchester) Ltd., Newcomen Way, Severalls Industrial Park, Colchester, Essex C04 4TG. Distributed by Comag,
Tavistock Road, West Drayton, Middlesex UB7 7GE (tel. 01895 444 055). Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand, Gordon and Gotch (Asia) Ltd.; South
Africa, Central News Agency Ltd. Television is sold subject to the following conditions, namely that it shall not, without the written consent of the Publishers first
having been given, be lent, resold, hired out or otherwise disposed by way of Trade at more than the recommended selling price shown on the cover, excluding Eire
where the selling price is subject to currency exchange fluctuations and VAT, and that it shall not be lent, resold, hired or otherwise disposed ofin a mutilated con-
dition or in any unauthorised cover by way of Trade or affixed to or as part of any publication or advertising, literary or pictorial matter whatsoever.
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WHAT A LIFE!
The recent heat induced
some reminiscences,
including problems with
communal aerial
systems and Band III
converters. There are
also some audio
servicing tips. Donald
Bullock's servicing
commentary

The other day Steven and Paul
decided to slip up to the Midlands to
do a bit of shopping. Before they

went, they promoted me to the position
of Chief Repairman and Bottle -washer.

I received the news sombrely. The
prospect of being Mr Big about the place
was all very well, but it meant that I
would have to handle all the customers
who came in, answer the phone calls and
do all the benchwork - at the same time!
Not to mention lugging about TV sets as
big as cars for young fellows who
claimed to have bad backs and parked
their flash vehicles hundreds of yards up
the road . . .

Anyway, the warm weather made me
feel tired. In fact I was tired and, as they
departed, I decided to sit on a TV set
behind the counter and muse away for a
minute or two. Then I'd get cracking, I
told myself.

The voice of a deliveryman floated
over from the shop opposite. "Thank you
very much, madam, goodbye!" he sang
out. Then the engine of his van sprang to
life and he was gone. Those words, and
the way they'd come across, reminded
me of old Matt Morris.

New job
It had been my first day in a new job,
and Matt was showing me the ropes
before he went on to his next call.

"Don't particularly like this area" he
sang out as we reached a row of houses

at the edge of town. Packs of dogs
roamed the litter -strewn streets, and
there were several old cars with their
bonnets up, some receiving attention
from oily characters. We stopped outside
a house that looked rough. Matt banged
on the knocker and, when the door
opened, strode in shouting "television
man, missus". I followed him.

A sour smell hit us for six. So did the
tacky floor and mangy cat. Piles of
empty cans and bottles contributed to the
stench. "Christ" said Matt as the lady of
the house gave him a toothy grin of
welcome. He strode smartly on, went
round the table and back out through the
door, with me following. I suppose it had
all taken about five seconds.

"Thank you very much, madam,
goodbye!" he sang out as we jumped
into the van, which immediately burst
into life, taking us away at a very good
lick.

I looked curiously at Matt, but received
no word of explanation or clue about
what might be next. Funny business, I
mused . . .

A DVD player
My reminiscences were brought to an
end by Grenville Carter, who had sidled
in carrying a DVD player. I shuddered.
DVD players frighten me. And Grenville
is no oasis of charm.

"Wish I had your life instead of mine"
he growled

I grinned back, and decided to be
uproariously funny. "Perhaps we could
come to some arrangement, Grenv" I
said brightly, "what's your missus like?"

As I spoke a miserable lady came in
and walked up to Grenville. "'Ave he
mended 'im yet?" she growled. I looked
at Grenville with fresh understanding,
then they departed together.

I looked at the player, which was a
Sony HCD-S800. It was dead. I went
straight to the fuse, but it was all right. So
I reached for the meter and went gingerly
round the power supply. It wasn't long
before I found a diode, D909, which was
short-circuit. It's type RK46LF. When I
had fitted a replacement the player
worked a treat. Aw, DVD players are not
that bad to mend I reckoned.

Band Ill problems
Old Grenville looked a bit like another
customer we had long ago. His name had
better be Carruthers. He was a tall, thin,
dry character who had earned his living
as a packman, selling cloths from door-
to-door in the poorer parts of the town.
Packmen never got all their money, but
they made enough from those who did
pay to live comfortably. After retirement
he and his wife invested their savings in
a large, four -storey house in The Square,
a once -grand area. They lived in the
basement and let out the rooms above.

With the advent of ITV we were given
the job of installing a communal TV
signal distribution system there. At the
time we were in a fringe service area.
The Band I BBC signal could be fairly
well received, using a large multi -
element aerial mounted at the highest
point of a house. But the Band III ITV
signal came from distant Sutton
Coldfield - when it came at all. Twelve -
element aerials were required for this,
often with a head amplifier. The signal
was weak, and sometimes faded entirely.

Carruthers was a highly -strung
hypochondriac, with every illness known
to man plus a few more, and his only
interest in life was watching television.
His grey-haired wife didn't take too
readily to her self-appointed role of long-
suffering nursemaid -martyr. "He's a
trial, but he's worth it. I couldn't live
without him" she told us.

Having installed the amplified
communal -signal system, with a
distribution amplifier in a cupboard on
the top landing, we called that night to
see how well it performed. As always
Carruthers was sitting in his tall
armchair, about two feet in front of the
huge 23in. console set, with his long
fingers ready and eager to flick about to
adjust the fine tuner, the contrast, the
brightness and the hold controls for the
best picture.

We switched on and at first the ITV
picture was excellent. "Mr Bullock,
you've worked wonders - what a good
picture" he cried

Then the picture faded and broke up.
Carruthers started to complain like a
child. "Oh dear, the picture's gone.
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Gone! Mr Bullock, please do something
about it. I shall have to have another
cigarette. Mary, I shall just have to.
Give me one, will you?"

"Certainly not!" she snapped, "you've
already had one. Whatever next!"

"Some fellahs have three or four a
day" he protested, " and, oh dear, I'll
never know who murdered him now!
It's too awful. I feel quite ill! Medicine,
medicine!"

Sighing much too loudly, his wife
went out and came back with a trolley
that resembled a chemist's shop.

Carruthers wasn't short of money and,
in the coming weeks, we tried
everything to improve his ITV picture.
We fitted an extra, cascaded RF head
amplifier, tweaked his tuner for
optimum gain rather than bandwidth,
and even added an extra IF amplifier to
the set. These steps improved the
situation somewhat, and eventually he
agreed that, having done our best, it was
now for him to enjoy his pictures such
as they were.

Following weeks
As the weeks went by we had a number
of calls to the Carruthers' address, all
complaining about intermittent ITV.
Each time the caller had been advised to
get in touch with us by Mrs Carruthers.
We serviced the sets at the address, one
by one, and souped them up for
maximum gain. In fact we improved
most of them considerably, but their
owners still kept complaining that ITV
sometimes disappeared completely.
Soon we were spending a lot of time on
free repeat calls, yet each time we found
that the pictures were all right. The only
people in the house who didn't complain
were the Carruthers.

Then one night, when we called on one
of the tenants to deliver a repaired radio
set, we found that he had no ITV at all.
Enquiries showed that the other tenants
were all in the same boat - and wanted
us to do something about it. Not
knowing quite what to do, we went
down to the basement to check with
Carruthers. Looking through the
window we saw him sitting there
contentedly, watching the best ITV
picture we'd ever seen.

His wife saw us and ran outside to
hustle us away. "He makes me do it, Mr
Bullock" she exclaimed. "When ITV
fades he makes me run upstairs to the
cupboard to pull out all the aerial leads
except ours."

A year later
About a year later we had a call to a
large house in an expensive area on the

other side of the town. It contained some
high -quality flats and our caller, an
upstairs tenant, complained that his ITV
had completely disappeared the previous
night. But it seemed to be all right to us.
Soon he was joined by another tenant,
and yet another, who had experienced
the same trouble.

Meanwhile a chocolate -brown Bentley
glided into the drive, driven by a slim
and elegant blonde who had clearly seen
better days. She was accompanied by a
handsome and attentive young fellow.

"How nice to see you, Mr Bullock!"
cried the blonde. "This is one of my
boyfriends, Rock."

I looked at Rock and smiled. Then I
looked at her.

"Ah, you don't recognise me" she
said. "Marilyn's the name. Marilyn
Carruthers! You used to do our repairs
before I put my grumpy old husband to
rest. Thought he'd live for ever, but . .

." She clicked her tongue twice and
grinned. "You remember, we lived in
The Square!"

I gave her a watery smile and made
hastily for the van.

An Amstrad
"Here, is there anyone here or not?"
boomed a powerful voice.

I quickly returned to reality to see the
swarthy Charlie Rowe at the counter.

"This micro -thing" he boomed.
"Belongs to the missus. The little record
thing in him goes round and round like
the devil, but no sound comes out of
'im. I'm giving him one more chance. If
he plays up again, out 'e goes."

It was an Amstrad MC2900 micro hi-fi
unit, and I had a good idea what the
cause of the trouble was. I opened it and
studied the multi -ribbon cable that plugs
into the optical block. Sure enough, it
had cracked at the end. I made it good
carefully, and after that it worked a treat.

"You'd better behave yourself now" I
told it as I boxed it up, "or it'll be
curtains for you."

Band III converters
Bill and Hilary Wright of Rotherham
have written to ask whether I know
anything of the old ITV converter boxes.
I'll say I do. And I've still got the scars!
They used (I'm told!) to sit on the tops
of early BBC -only TV sets in the Fifties
to receive Band III ITV and convert it to
Band I for feeding to the set. They were,
I suppose, a necessary evil of their day.
Bill asks if I have a photo of one. Sadly,
I only have my photographic memories!
If anyone can help in this respect, please
get in touch at the email address at the
end.

These converters were soon
superseded by the large and rather
clunky Cyldon and Brayhead 13 -
channel tuners that became available as
kits for fitting into the cabinets of BBC1
only sets. We had to remove the RF
amplifier and mixer valves in the set and
plug the new tuner's pair of Paxolin
valve connectors into their sockets. We
must have fitted hundreds of them. They
were all alike in that the results were
largely unpredictable, and they often
produced herring -bone patterning -
sometimes with other people's sets if
they were close by.

Fitting one of these meant using a
brace -and -bit and a drill, also sometimes
a keyhole saw, to cut the cabinet. I soon
learnt to try them out by connecting
them electrically and observing the
results before deciding to fit them
physically. The results weren't always
all that successful, and customers who
found them to be poor, with their
beloved polished -wood cabinets cut
about, would sometimes get shirty.

We devised various dodges to cancel
or reduce unwanted patterning and to
improve the gain, including wiring one
of the converter's plugs straight into
the circuit instead the intended valve
base, using the base thus made
available for an extra IF stage -
because in many areas the Band III
signal was extremely weak and noisy.
We also had dodges to combat the
patterning that converters caused with
neighbour's sets. But this meant
bringing in the sets concerned, and not
every neighbour was happy at the
prospect of fuss and bother, to say
nothing of having to pay out in the
hope of curing or reducing the
patterning that was caused by their
neighbour's activities. I could tell many
tales about the troubles this caused:

Requests
Darren Henwood, who runs a fishing -
tackle shop in Romford, has asked me if
I know of a computer database package.
I don't, but if anyone can help I'll be
delighted to pass the message on.

You can reach me by email at
donald@bullock-bros.com
Hints and tips and reminiscences are

always welcome.
Darren also asked about my recent

book, The Legend that was Clapham (in
Gloucester, not London). I gave him the
publisher's website address, which is

www.wheatleypress.com
There aren't many copies left, which is

just as well - it will encourage me to
complete my autobiographical book
Hovels and Haydust.
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From phones to cameras, home cinema systems to

DVD players. Panasonic brings ideas to life. If you

service or repair any of our products, we can make

your life easier too, thanks to the new Panasonic

Spares Direct website.

Specially developed for smaller companies who only

need parts or advice occasionally but still want

genuine discounts on guaranteed spare parts. it's

now open for business.

Register on the subscription -based site now and for

just £24 for a year's access you'll find the most

competitive prices. online technical information and

repair manuals. special offers and immediate part

number identification.

It's fast, it's easy. it's trouble -free and it's the only
place you need to visit when you need to service or

repair any Panasonic product.

So why call us for spares when you can now visit us

24 hours a day?

Visit www.panasonic-spares-direct.co.uk for

more information.

Panasonic
Panasonic CS UK
Willoughby Road. Bracknell. Berkshire. RG12 8FP

www.panasonic-spares-direct.co.uk
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FRUSTRATED!
Looking for ICs TRANSISTORS
A phone call to us could get a
result. We offer an extensive
range and with a World-wide
database at our fingertips, we are able
to source even more. We specialise in
devices with the following prefix
(to name but a few).
2N 2SA 2SB 2SC 2SD 2P 2SJ 2SK 3N 3SK 4N 6lir 40 AD
ADC AN AM AY BA BC BD BDT BDV BDW BDX BF
BFR BFS BFT BFW BFX BFY BLY BLX BS BR BRX BRY BS
BSS BSV BSW BSX BT BTA BTB BRW BU BUK BUT BUV
BUW BUX BUY BUZ CA CD DX CXA DAC DG DM DS
DTA DTC GL GM HA HCF HD HEF ICL ICM IRF J KA
KIA L LA LB LC LD LF LM M M5M MA MAB MAX MB
MC MDA J MJE MJF MM MN MPS MPSA MPSH MPSU
MRF NJM NE OM OP PA PAL PIC PN RC S SAA SAB
SAD SAJ SAS SDA SG SI SL SN SO STA STK STR STRD
STRM STRS SV1 T TA TAA TAG TBA TC TCA TDA TDB
TEA TIC TIP TIPL TEA TL TLC TMP TMS TPU U UA
UAA UC UDN ULN UM UPA UPC UPD VN X XR Z ZN
ZTX + many others

We can also offer equivalents (at customers' risk).
A LARGE RANGE OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS ON

OUR CD ROM - LIST AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
Mail, phone, Fax, Credit Card orders & callers welcome.

1111
Cricklewood Electronics Ltd

visa Connect

40-42 Cricklewood Broadway, London NW2 3ET
Tel: 020 8452 0161 Fax: 020 8208 1441

www.cricklewoodelectronics.co.uk
E-mail: sales@cricklewoodelectronics.corn

ONLINE SHOPPING
CHEAPER AND EASIER

www.elclondon.co.uk
TV, VIDEO SPARES AND ELECTRICAL ITEMS

ELC EAST LONDON COMPONENTS
63 PLASHET GROVE, LONDON E6 lAD.

TWO MINUTES WALK FROM UPTON PARK TUBE STATION

TEL: 020 8472 4871 FAX: 020 8503 5926

E-mail: sales@elclondon.co.uk

*PERIFELEC
MC 30 A Spectrum Analyser

 Synthesized satellite cable and 11/ field strength meter with
panoramic reception on 14 cm (5,51 screen and digital
carriers measurement.

 Complete microprocessor and 4151 logic control.
 Continuous frequencies from 46 to 860 MHz and from 920

to 2150 MHz on 4 bands.
Selectable 4, 1 and 0,2 MHz spectrum band -width, picture
measurement 1 MHz.
Display of picture of selected synthesized channel.

 FM (Radio) IA', BIG, I, D/K/K', MIN IV standards and Ku and
C satellite standards
Possibility of 32 programs memorized per frequency band.
Display (2 Lines of 16 characters).

 Range of measurement of signal strength from 20 to 120
dBpV, manual or automatic attenuator.
Battery life about 1 hour 20 minutes, weight 5,8 Kg.

Display of full -band and 4 possible expanded spectrums.
 Channels and frequency plans of cable and TV standards memorized.

Frequency, signal strength in dByV or bargraph, displayed on a digital display (2 lines of 16 characters).
Voltage of remote power supply in 14v or 113v and 22 KHz in satellite DiSEq v1.2 switching.

The panoramic field strength meter MC30A combines In one instrument all the functions necessary for
installing and checking TV or satellite reception, both analogue and digital. The visualization of the spectrum
and the picture allows the carrying out of all the necessary adjustments with this one instrument. The high
technology used In the MC30A allows a range of possibilities unheard of in a instrument in this price category

Lacuna Digital Satellite Meter
A custom designed, small

lightweight ABS case,
created with the
installer in mind

Signal strength and
BER will be displayed together
Indetifies the chosen satellite
Signal strengths and BER settings calibrated
facility for recalibration by distributor
Removable 'F' connector
shE short circuit protection and thE power
supply
Compatible with all satellite transmissions
ie. Ku and C band, DVB and DSS

NEW Lacuna Terrestrial
Digital Meter

Small, lightweight custom designed for
terrestrial digital installations

* Identities transmitter
* Measurescarrier/noisesignalnstrength,

 UHF / VHF
 Analouge and digital

measurement
 Removable 'F' connector

 4 line LCD with backlight
 Weight including batteries 600g

 120 line power facility

Full catalogue of
meters available.
please phone for
details.

COASTAL AERIAL SUPPLIES
Unit X2, Rudford Industrial Estate, Ford, Arundel BN I8 OBD

Telephone: 0870 2641990 Fax: 0870 264 1991

Perifelec
Sole Import
Distributors

I'ts Harvest time
We're ready are you?

To get your Pocket sized
catalogue

Ring Mike today on

0114 273 9622
 Run by T.V. engineers for T.V. Engineers.
 You speak to experienced engineers with

in-depth knowledge of TV/Video trade.
 CLASSIC' distributors and trade counter.
 We stock parts that engineers advise

us to stock,with regular updates.
 Free or low El .00 p&p on orders means:

YOU CAN EASILY AFFORD TO ORDER
MORE THAN ONCE A DAY!!!

 On-line you can place orders at
www.lrwinelectronics.co.uk

 Switch, Accounts and cards

Irwin
VISA

WNW

"The television engineer's wholesaler"
Unit 200, JC Albyn Complex, Burton Rd, SHEFFIELD S3 8BX
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TV RENTALS/
REPAIRS/SALES

BUSINESS FOR SALE

SITUATED IN SMALL

CAMBRIDGESHIRE TOWN EITHER

WITH OR WITHOUT FREEHOLD

PREMISES

Apply for further details in first instance to

RC Rook & Co,
Accountants,
12 Highbury Crescent,
Bury St Edmunds,
IP33 3RS

01284 701299

111
ELECTR1CS LIMITED

171 HAREHILLS LANE, LEEDS LS8 3QE
Tel: 0113 240 1114. Tel/Fax: 0113 240 7275.

Mobile: 07976 403134

END OF
SUMMER SALE

PHILIPPS 28 INCH REAL FLATSCREEN FROM £199

PHILIPPS 32INCH REAL FLATSCREEN FROM £325

100'S OF REAL FLAT TVS OUT OF BOXES SLIGHTLY
MARKED AT GIVEAWAY PRICES.

* EVERYTHING FULLY GUARANTEED
* 24HOUR FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY ON

PALLET LOADS

CREDIT CARDS WELCOME

TELEPHONE FOR FURTHER DETAILS

inStegi
ELECT LIMITED

Liberty U.K
64 Chadwell Heath
Lane, Romford,
Essex, RM6 4NP

.1111111.\ illy INNIESk

ILA CI Ci-ii

DIGITAL SATELLITE SYSTEMS
http://www.liberty-sat.com

Liberty - FTA 786 £95.00 Inc VAT

Liberty - CI 9800 £130.00 Inc VAT

Agr Tel. 020 85864111
Ilirr Fax. 020 85976295

E-mail -
sales@liberty-sat.com

Offering 4000 TV and Radio channels
Separate TV / Radio List and
Favorite group
DiSEqC 1.2 function
DiSEqC 1.3 USALS function
Small size (260x180x55mm)
Games Included: Tetris, Block out
12 languages OSD, (English, Arabic,
Russian, French, German, Italian,
Spanish, Polish, Turkish, Persian,
Dutch and Greek.

2 slots common interface
Offering 4000 TV and Radio channels
Separate TV / Radio List and
Favorite group
DiSEqC 1.2 function
DiSE4C 1.3 USALS function
Small size (260x180x55mm)
Games Included: Tetris, Block out
12 languages OSD, (English, Arabic,
Russian, French, German, Italian,

DEALERS AND DISTRIBUTORS REQUIRED
We also stock Cams, LNBs, Dishes and other satellite related equipment
Dishes - 60cm Black mesh, wall mount = £15

80cm Solid, wall/poll mount = £25
100cm solid, wall/poll mount = £35
120cm solid, poll

Universal LNB from
Cams also available

SR F 64
Order

mount = £45
£10

Chadwell Heath Lane, Romford, Essex, RM6 4NP
online: www.srelectroniesuk.com

Following Credit cards accepted

MID MIS
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PO Box 73, 0 kengates TF2 8WR Tel 0 44 (0)1952 273130 Fax 0.44 (0)1952 405478

-PZ DO ks.o..

C
()LID DICDt0

_L:::, T CDT C7;P .-,L) CD

ii, meltmelt_.

(9)(0 ,1 itumi(C,C;(1U LUCA®Il

SEMILICON111301UPCTOIFItS
40wo r a lie Jr 0 0 0 iitypoo of

litroneisfors IC's Modem foto- or uhrolhents stook.ed

We take your hassle Some suppliers just won't help.We will
work realty hard to find those difficult

parts - Just ask and let our 'no holds barred' enquiry hound work for you.! ! I- co re a I co 41:1 lc. cm t t 1-s cl, .-..,-.'-----,spc,cical offers
BUT11A ® 1-,X4' each BUT11AF 041:5:k110 each
BT...7508A ®cii2k310 each Fully wired start lead 9@

ci slight ince, Ill Ale raierace". .
. . .. .. V CP lt..II si)w.t ht.iv tiagart: thew covet:.

BU208A X 5 75p ea TEA2018A X 5 99p eaBU508A X 5 79p ea UC3842 X 5 59p ea
BU508AF X 5 85p ea CNX62A X 5 29p ea
BL1508D X 5 89p ea S2000AF X 5 84p ea
BUT11A X 5 29p ea TDA3853E3 X 5 55p ea
BUT11AF X 5 47p ea TDA3654 X 5 82p ea
Philips type 1,2 volt Back up battery X 5 59p ea
Philips type 2,4 volt Back up battery X 5 120p ea
Scart - Start lead 1.5m Fully wired X 2 89p ea
Positor PT37,TH98009 (White) X 5 59p ea
Thorn TXIOO Chassis 110 DGR LOPTX each £11.24
Philips CP9O Chassis LOPTX each £11.63
....... _ca as cll SU CS %/ C II ....11c colitri.ami .r>itiorscelts41- far avvicksa-v Irtoll [1.1-1c,4- lit i_
Remember £1.50 post & handling

All major credit cards accepted

www.taIapeurt.co.wok
The web peepege w here 'mean ewe up tee=g1=es.e=4;l1.wiC,g,Sta..ie,:eig,1=model lei v deo perk, moot/ contra , LOP re etc

catalogue out NOW
cameras, monitors, switches

quads, multiplexers, the lot.

ADVERTISERS
INDEX

Aerial Techniques 739
Alban Electronics Ltd OBC
Campion Electronics 757
Coastal Aerial Supplies 765
Colourtrade 737
Cricklewood 765
East London Components 765
Economic Devices 767
Electronic World T.V & Video 718
Express T.V 747
Grandata 719-724
I nstore Electrics 766
JPG Electronics 744
Kudos Marketing 764
M.C.E.S 764
Multigen Ltd 737
Nikko Electronics 757
P.J Hill 764
RC Rook & Co 766
Remotes Direct 744
Satellite & Digital Service 757
SR Electronics 766
Stewart of Reading 744
Test Equipment Solutions IBC
Trade Electronix 706
IV Electronics IFC
Urwin Electronics 765
Video Display Europe Ltd 747
Wiltsgrove Ltd 713

TUBES
NEW LOWER PRICES: -
14" Philips/Orion 34EAC, 34AGT, 34JLL £30

24" Philips widescreen W56ECK, W56ESF £160

24" Thomson widescreen W56EGV £160

26" Panasonic standard 66ECF £55

26" Philips standard 66EAK £75

26" Thomson standard 66ECY, 66EDN, 66EHJ £55
28" Thomson widescreen W66EGV, W66EJU £85

28" LG widescreen W66QBD £85

28" Philips widescreen W66ECK, W66ESF £160

29" Philips standard 68ESF £135

32" Thomson widescreen W76EDX £120

32" Thomson widescreen W76EGV £245

32" Philips widescreen W76ESF £245

All prices include carriage but are subject to VAT

We also de -scratch tubes

EXPRESS TV
The Mill, Mill Lane,

Rageley, Staffs WS15 2JW
Tel: 01889 577600 Fax: 01889 575600

ars
PALL

'CATIONS

4,1/. SF-

ViDEO DIIPLAY (EUROPE) Lifilir.ED
Video Display (Europe) Ltd, Unit 5, Old Forge Trading Est
Dudley Road, Lye, Stourbridge, West Midlands DY9 8EL
United Kingdom
Tel 44 (0) 1384 894777. Fax: 44 (0) 1384 895788
adriangftdceuro.com

Data & Display
Components
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Service Link
TELEPHONE 01322 611292 FAX 01322 616376

FOR SALE REPAIRS

ICC17 LOPTX Kit
Widesc reen Special

Ferguson W7023U etc.
Thomson 24WK23U etc

Pt no. 1060867OP I

ONLY £24.95!
IrwinElectronics
Telephone 0114 273 9622

CLOSED DOWN
SERVICE CENTRE

Everything like large quantity of
CTV,VCR,Camcorders,Audio and

Hi-Fi service manuals for Sony,
Panasonic,JVC,Toshiba etc.

Books and lots more plus test
equipment, meters etc.

Spare parts and cabinets, lots of
made test leads.

New audio video leads accessories.
Please call Matt 07954 471033

PHOTOGRAPHIC
SERVICES

BENCH ENGINEER
REQUIRED

To REPAIR ANALOG AND DIGITAL
CAMCORDERS ETC

 Minimum experience 5 years
 Able to work to component level
 Location Kent
 Performance pay 20-35k +

healthcare

Contact Trevor on Tel: 01732 761270
E-mail address: trev4dnh@aol.com

PROJECTOR
SPARES

VIDIKRON
projector spare parts and

service information.

PROJECTSPARES
Tel: 01444 831769
Fax: 01444 831580

E-mail:
projectspares@btinternet.com

Trade repairs to
Sky digiboxes

Pace, Amstrad, Grundig, Panasonic,
(including Fluid Ingress).
All makes repaired at a fair fixed price.

Scan Digital Services
For details

Give Alan a ring on
Tel/Fax: 01633 25 40 50

E -Mail: alan@scansat.globalnet.co.uk

SERVICE DATA

SERVICE
MANUALS

Have you ever turned away work
for want of a Service Manual?

Have you ever bought a Service
Manual and never used it more

than once?
Then why not join ...

THE MANUALS LIBRARY
For details and membership

application form write,
phone or fax:

HARVEY ELECTRONICS
43 Loop Road, Beachley, Chepstow,

Mans, NP16 7HE

Tel: 01291 623086 Fax: 01291 628786

Visa: Mastercard accepted

TVNCR CIRCUITS
(WE DO NOT STOCK
AUDIO OR MONITOR

INFORMATION)

TEL A.T.V. on
0114 285 4254
CTV Circuits from £5.00
VCR Circuits from £7.00
CTV Manuals from £10.50
VCR Manuals from £14.50
User instructions also available

(P/P add £2.50 to each order)
419 LANGSETT ROAD

SHEFFIELD S6 2LL

OPEN
6 DAYS

MANUAL COLLECTIONS PURCHASED.
(POST 1995)

SERVICE DATA WANTED

NEED HELP NOW?
Then ring the

* ELECTRON TECHNICAL

HELPLINE *

Genuine help available to all
repairers of

T.V. - V.C.R - SAT - AUDIO
(Inc Valves)

Over 30 years experience and
vast data base

0906 470 1706
Calls cost 60p per minute

Hours of Business Mon to Fri
9.00 am - 12.30pm : 2.15pm - 5.30pm

Sat. Morn 9am - 12.30pm

Service
Information

Fryerns

FES Circuit
Diagrams

TV's, VCR's, SATELLITE
CAMCORDERS, AUDIO &

HI-Frs
Prices are from £5.50 + £2.75 P&P

add a further £5.50 per item
in the same order

note: some items priced individually

we now supply universal
tv/video remotes at competitive

prices
Payment by credit card, PO or cheque

Tel:Fax 01206 211570
e-mail: colin@fryems.fsbusiness.co.uk

2 The Lodge
Easthorpe Green

Marks Tey, Colchester
C06 IHA

SITUATION
VACANT

TV ENGINEER
REQUIRED

For electrical wholesalers in
Morden, Surrey. Mainly working
on Philips products. Excellent
rates of pay and conditions.

Friendly atmosphere.
Contact:

Centrax Direct Sales Ltd
0208 330 7766

Service Link
TELEPHONE 01322 611292 FAX 01322 616376

Untested TV's,
VCR's, Hi-Fi
and Irons
at any quantity.

At any time of the
year.

Yemsan Ventures Ltd
UK

Tel: 07811452076
Fax: 0151 230 0163

Mainlyfor export

BEST CASH
PRICES PAID

FOR VALVES KT88,
PX4 AND MOST
AUDIO/OTHER

TYPES.

Tel: 01403 784961
Billington Export Ltd

Sussex RH14 9EZ
Fax 01403 783519

Email: sales@bel-tubes.co.uk
itors by appointment

For a FREE
consultation on

how best to
market your
products/

services to a
professional

audience
contact
REUBEN

on

01322
611292



TEST EQUIPMENT

4$4.00.LITIONS

AMPLIFIERS

Amplifier Research 10W1000B I GHz IOW RE Amplifier

Amplifier Research I W I 000 I GHz I W RE Amplifier

HP 8348A 26.56Hz 25dB 25dBm Microwave Amplifier

HP 8349B 2-20GHz 15dB +20dBm Amplifier

Kalmus KMS73111 25W 10KHz- I GHz Amplifier

COMPONENT ANALYSERS

HP 4145B Semiconductor Parameter Analyser

HP 4155B Semiconductor Parameter Analyser

HP 4284A 1 MHz Impedance Analyser

HP 4285A 30MHz Precision LCR Meter

HP 4286A I MHz - I GHz LCR Meter

Tek 370A Curve Tracer

Tek 371A Curve Tracer

DATACOMMS

Microtest 2 WRI INJECTOR+ 2 Way Cat S Injector

Microtest MT340 LAN Cable Tester

Microtest PENTA SCANNER Cat S Cable Tester

Microtest PENTA SCANNER+ Cat S Cable Tester

ELECTRICAL POWER

Dranetz PP4300 Power Quality Analyser

Dranetz TR2022 10-1000A Current Clamp For PP4300

Kikusui T0S8850 Insulation Tester

EMC

Chase HFR2000 30MHz Measuring Receiver

Chase LER I 000 9KHz-150KHz Interference Meas Receiver

R&S EB100 20MHz- I GHz EMC Test Receiver

R&S EP1100 Panoramic Display For EB100

Schaffner NSG 1025 Fast Transient/Burst Generator

FREQUENCY COUNTERS

HP 5313 IA/030 3GHz Universal Counter

Philips PM6670 120MHz Frequency Counter/Timer

Philips PM6673 120MHz Frequency Counter/Timer

Racal 1992 1.3GHz Frequency Counter

FUNCTION GENERATORS

HP 33120A I 5MHz Function/Arbitary Wweform Generator

HP 3325B 2I MHz Function Generator

Lecroy 9109/9100-CP Arb Waveform Gen With Controller

Tek AWG2021 I 25MHz 250MS/s Arbitary Waveform Gen

Thandar TG I 010 10MHz Function Generator

LOGIC ANALYSERS

HP 16500C Logic Analyser Mainframe

HP 16510A 100MHz Timing/25MHz State 80Ch Card

HP I 662A 500MHz Timing/100MHz State 68Ch

HP 1662AS 500MHz Timing/100MHz State 68Ch with DSO

MULTIMETERS

Fluke 8010A 3.5 Digit Digital Multimeter

Fluke 8050A 4.5 Digit Digital Multimeter

HP 34401A 6.5 Digit Digital Multimeter

Keithley 2400 2009 Digital Sourcemeter

Schlumberger 7150+ 6.5 Digit Precision Multimeter

NETWORK ANALYSERS

HP 35611A 200MHz 50 Ohm S Parameter Test Set

HP 3577A 5Hz-200MHz Itctor Network Analyser

HP 4 I 95A 500MHz *ctor Network/Spectrum Analyser

HP 87140/1E 1 300KHz-3GHz ktor Network Ana c/w TR

HP 87538/006 6GHz ktor Network Analyser

HP 8753ES 3GHz *dor Network Analyser c/w S Parameter

HP 89441A - Various options wadable - CALL prices from

Sale Rent
(GBP) (GBP)

2950

950

1500

2950

4750

14500

24000

7950

8500

5250

19500

17950

,350

750

"915

975

4950

1595

1250

,750

:850

I950

695

2950

1350

350

395

1150

950

'',,2950

',1950

4950

,450

2350

915

2900

4500

175

250

650

2500

395

1895

4150

9500

1250

6500

16950

14000

89

48

210

89

143

522

864

399

425

263

102

647

25".,

45;..

3

43,

2

89

41

21

2

35

81

5

1

21

71

3

81

135

18

20

33

75

29

56

142

342

218

195

508

504

Quality Second User
Test Equipment

I IL A 1019..n gran
y`

The Industry's
Most Competitive

Test Equipment Rental Rates
Sale Rent

(GBP) IGBP1
OSCILLOSCOPES

HP 54501A 4 Channel 100MHz 20MS/s Digitising Scope 1250 38

HP 54502A 2 Channel 400MHz 400MS/s Digitising Scope 1500 45

HP 54622D 2 + 16 Channel 100MHz 200MS/s Scope 2650 80

HP 54825A 4 Channel 500MHz 2GS/s Digitising Scope 7200 216

Lecroy 1.(534L 4 Channel 1GHz I GS/s Digitising Oscilloscope 6150 203

Tek A6302 50MHz, 20A CURRENT CLAMP 100 35

Tek TD5320 2 Channel 100MHz SOOMS/s Digitising Scope 1550 56

Tek TDS460A/XL 4 Channel 400MHz 100MS/s Digi Scope 3950 143

Tek TDS540 4 Channel 500MHz I GS/s Digitising Scope 4400 132

Tek TD5754D 4 Channel 500MHz 2GS/s Digitising Scope 8750 315

Tek TDS794D 4 Channel 2GHz 4GS/s Digitising Scope 11500 630

Checkout our
Latest 2003

Product Guide !!
Call Us Now for Your Copy

POWER METERS

HP 111220 2.6GHz Power Sensor Module

HP 437B RF Power Meter

HP 431B/002 RE Power Meter

HP 438A Dual Channel RF Power Meter

HP 848 I A 10MHz- I 8GHz 100mW Power Sensor

HP 848ID/ I I 708A Power Sensor 10MHz- I 8GHz

HP 848IH 10MHz-18GHz 3W Power Sensor

HP 8484A 10MHz-I8GHz 100pW Power Sensor

HP 89000 Peak Power Meter

HP E44 I 2A 10MHz-1 8GHz 100mW Power Sensor

HP E44 I 8A Single Channel RF Power Meter

HP E4418B Single Channel RF Power Meter

HP E44 1 9A Dual Channel RE Power Meter

POWER SUPPLIES

Many units available Call us

Kikusui PI.7150W 150W Electronic Load

Tek 1101A Dual Probe Power Supply

PULSE GENERATORS

HP 8082A 250MHz Pulse Generator

HP 81120 50MHz Pulse Generator

HP 8130A 300MHz Pulse Generator

Leader LT 1 611 150MHz Prog. Analog RGB Video Generator

SIGNAL & SPECTRUM ANALYSERS

Advantest R336 I A 9KHz-2.6GHz Spectrum Analyser With TG

Advantest R413IB 3.5GHz Spectrum Analyser

Advantest R921 IA 100KHz Dual Channel EFT Analyser

Anritsu MS97108/005 600-1750nm Optical Spec Analyser

Anritsu MS260 IA 2.2GHz Spectrum Analyser

Anritsu MS2602A/01 100Hz-8.5GHz Spectrum Analyser

Anritsu MS610B 2GHz Spectrum Analyser

Anritsu MS710C 23GHz Spectrum Analyser

HP 339A I I OKHz Distortion Analyser

HP 35610/001 100KHz Dynamic Signal Analyser (I Channel)

HP 3562A 100KHz Dual Channel Dynamic Signal Analyser

HP 35660A 102.5KHz Dual Channel Dynamic Signal Analyser

HP 3585A 40MHz Spectrum Analyser

1500

135

1350.

1550

450 41

695

650

900

1850,

695

1650

1150

2350

Prices from 85

595

150

1450

2450

5500

2250

5750

3950

2950

6150

2950

1750

2650

1500

1250

2950

3650

3250

3950

173

143

89

243

101

233

80

225

38

89

110

98

119

HP 53310A 200MHz Modulation Domain Analyser

HP 1000 System with 100Hz-2.9GHz capability

HP 85024A 3GHz Active Probe

HP 8560E 50Hz-2.9011z Synthesised Spectrum Analyser

HP 8561E 6.5GHz Spectrum Analyser

HP 8563A/103/104/H09 22GHz Spectrum Analyser

HP 8565E 50Gliz Spectrum Analyser

HP 8591A/010/021 1.8GHz Spectrum Analyser With TG

HP 8594E/41/130 2.9GHz Spectrum Analyser

HP 8901A/001 1.3GHz Modulation Analyser

HP 89018 1.3GHz Modulation Analyser

HP 8903B/001/010/051 20Hz-100KHz Audio Analyser

Marconi 2380/83/303G 4.2GHz Spectrum Analyser (no TG)

SIGNAL GENERATORS

HP 8644E3/002 2GHzHigh Performance Signal Generator

HP 86488 2GHz Synthesised Signal Generator

HP 8648C 9KHz-3.2GHz Synthesised Signal Generator

HP 86566 1GHz Synthesised Signal Generator

HP 8657A I GHz Signal Generator

HP 8651B/001 2GHz Synthesised Signal Generator

HP 8657D/H01 I GHz DQPSK Synthesised Signal Generator

HP E442 I B 3GHz Signal Generator

HP E4432B 3GHz Synthesised Signal Generator

HP E443313/100/UN5/UND 4GHz RE Signal Generator

Marconi 2011 10KHz-1024MHz Low Noise Signal Generator

TELECOMS

HP 31111C/UKJ PDH Transmission Analyser

HP 31880/001 2MBPS Error Performance Analyser

Trend AURORA DUET Basic & Primary Rate ISDN Tester

Trend AURORA DUET Basic Rate ISDN Tester

Trend S BUS Wiring Tester

TTC 141 2MBPS Handheld Communications Analyser

ITC Fireberd Interfaces prices from

TIC Fireberd 6000A Communication Analyser

TTC Fireberd PR -45 Printer For Fireberd 6000

TTC TIMS-45 TIMS Test Set For Fireberd 4000/6000

W&G DST -1 Handheld E & 11 Signalling Tester

W&G PCM-5/BN984/00.01/02/88958.24 KM Measuring Set

W&G PEA -35 2MB/s Digital Transmission Analyser

TV & VIDEO
Minolta CA -100 CRT Colour Analyser

Tek 1151 PAL Vectorscope

WIRELESS

Anritsu ME4510B Digital Microwave System Analyser

HP 11159[ RE Channel Simulator

HP 83220A DC51800 (1710-1880) Test Set

HP 8920A/ I /4/7/13/14/103 I GHz Radio Comms Test Set

HP 89200/3/4/5/50 I GHz Radio Comms Test Set

HP 89208/1/4/7/13/14/51 I GHz Radio Comms Test Set

HP 8922M/001/003/101 I GHz GSM MS Test Set

IFR 1600S/16/20/21/22/35 I DR Radio Comms Test Set

Marconi 2965/11 1GHz Radio Communications Test Set

R&S CMD55/61/4/6/9/41/42/43/44/51/61/U18/U20 RCTS

R&S CMU200/B I 1/21/4 I /52/K2 1 /22/23 Tri-Band RCTS

Racal 6102/04E GSM MS Radio Comms Test Set

Racal 6103/001/002/014 Digital Mobile Radio Test Set

W&G 42025/AM Triband Digital Mobile Radio Test Set

WaveTek 420IS 'Hand Digital Mobile Radio Test Set

Sale Rent
(GBP) (GBP)

3950

4953

1450

8500

10500

10950

25500

3950

5450

950

1953

1953

4500

1500

3153

5253

1100

160)

350)

135)

550 1

125)

8950

950

245)

135)

325)

350

375)

395

4250

350

150

750

2500

3850

2501)

2500

10950

6950

1150

3950

41511

3950

59511

4950

5950

65511

21250

29511

6500

4500

39511

119

155

43

306

315

328

918

119

165

48

71

59

135

210

113

189

33

48

105

41

165

261

270

48

14

40

98

IS

113

20

128

IS

24

24

75

115

15

IS

329

209

63

119

143

119

118

149

178

236

638

89

195

135

143

you donl see what you wants please (aimill
See our extensive online catalogue at www.TestEquipmentHQ.com Flexible commercial solutions available on all products

Palm lire shipped

with every order

over E5K

Prices shown are for guidance in fUK and are exclusive of VAT. Rental prices are

per week for a rental period of 4 weeks. free carriage to UK mainland

addresses for Sales. This is just a selection of the equipment we hose available -

If you don't see what you want, please call. All items supplied fully tested and

refurbished. All manuals and accessories required for normal operation included.

Certificate of Conformance supplied as standard; Certificate of Calibration available

at additional cost. Test Equipment Solutions Terms apply. E&OE.

01753 596000
Fax: 01753 59 6001
www.TestEquipmentHQ.com
email: info@TestEquipmentHQ.com
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TELEVISION TEST PATTERN GENERATORS 11/4 PROMAX
The new GV 998 is a digital
pattern generator offering
more advanced features
at again a realistic price.
Those features include :

 MPEG-2 format Transport
Stream generation

 Video and audio
included in the TS

 Video and audio inputs
 Generation of a variable frequency sound carrier for decoding verification
 Multistandard and multisystem analogue TV signal generation
 Possibility to edit different fields of the TS database to present the name of the

service provider
 Remote control via a personal computer
 Moving video patterns to check MPEG-2 decoders
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PROMAX GV SERIES
 Choice of 12 instruments
 NICAM and Teletext
 4:3 and 16:9 Formats
 Full field and VITS
 Computer Controlled
 Front panel memories
 Own Company Logo
 Computer Monitor testers
 Hand Held Models
 Multi Standard, PAL, NTSC, SECAM
 High Quality Construction
 Attractive Price Levels
 Full After Sales Service
 Available from Stock
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FOR TELEVISION PATTERN GENERATORS,
THERE'S NO WIDER CHOICE THAN WITH PROMAX

PROMAX

ALBAN ELECTRONICS LIMITED
THE PROMAX SERVICE CENTRE
6 Caxton Centre, Porters Wood,

St. Albans, Hertfordshire, AL3 6XT.
TEL: 01727 832266 FAX: 01727 810546
WEB : www.albanelectronics.co.uk

EMAIL : info@albanelectronics.co.uk
SALES + SERVICE + CALIBRATION

SELECTED ITEMS FROM THE PROMAX
RANGE OF TEST EQUIPMENT

MS 250
Analogue and Digital Satellite Detector.

PRODIG 1
Satellite Dish Installer's Meter

Does more than just BSkyB
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PRODIG 2
Analogue & Digital Aerial Meter

Measures digital channel power and C/N
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MC 377+
Analogue & Digital, Satellite & Terrestrial

Measures channel power and C/N

PROLINK 3 + 4 SERIES
Satellite & Terrestrial, Analogue & Digital,

Spectrum Analyser with BER (optional on P3)

PROMAX

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
TEST EQUIPMENT

AE 767 Spectrum Analyser
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